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INTRODUCTION
In July 2020, Mayor Emily Larson created the Spirit Mountain Task Force (SMTF), charging its 16
members to develop a set of recommendations to put the Spirit Mountain Recreation Area on a
financially sustainable, long-term trajectory.
Mayor Larson directed the Task Force to examine all options to achieve this financial
sustainability, including:
1. Business improvement strategies addressing pricing, scope of services, marketing, days
and seasons of operation, etc.
2. Capital infrastructure right-sizing and renewal
3. Adjustments to tourism tax support
4. Strategic partnerships with nonprofits, units of government, resort management firms,
and/or developers for sale, lease, contract operation, and/or redevelopment of all or
portions of Spirit recreational facilities and operations.
Co-chaired by Councilors Janet Kennedy and Arik Forsman, the 16 members of the task force
and five ex officio members met 20 times beginning in early August 2020, in addition to
participating in multiple subcommittee meetings. Their combined service amounts to more
than 900 hours of presentations, discussions and deliberations.
Throughout the summer and fall, Task Force members grounded themselves in the very early
and more recent history of Spirit Mountain and the enabling legislation that created the
recreation area. Task Force members toured the recreation area to get a first-hand look at the
issues and opportunities, in addition to having in-depth presentations from City of Duluth and
Spirit Mountain staff.
Task Force members formed subcommittees to conduct independent research, learning more
about ski resorts of different types across the country through independent online research and
interviews with leaders at the resorts.
To make industry expertise available to the Task Force, the City of Duluth hired the SE Group, a
consulting firm with worldwide experience and expertise in working with ski resorts and other
outdoor projects; it’s one of five firms in the world that specialize in consulting with ski areas.
Task Force members had several opportunities to learn from and ask questions of the SE
Group’s team of experts throughout the latter stages of the process and also had access to their
detailed report, which is appended to this Task Force report.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Task Force weighed in on each element of the Mayor’s charge; recommendations are
detailed in the body of the report. The following is a summary of the Task Force’s work:
Business improvement strategies:
 Engage Broadly with the Community
 Strengthen the Leadership of the SMRA
 Increase Revenue from Operations
 Improve Overall Guest Experience
 Increase the Number of Users SMRA
 Increase the Variety of Users of SMRA
 Enhance Programming
 Pursue Other Sources of Revenue
Capital Infrastructure Right-Sizing and Renewal:
The Task Force reviewed three potential levels of investment identified by the SE Group and
identified the strengths and limitations of each that City decision-makers should consider when
weighing the investment options.
Adjustments to Tourism Tax Support:
Given the $22.4 million annual economic impact Spirit Mountain has on the economy and the
benefits it provides residents, visitors and the hospitality industry, the Task Force
recommended continued investment of tourism tax proceeds in Spirit Mountain. The Task
Force also recommended that Spirit Mountain be held accountable for strategic investment of
those proceeds.
The Task Force recommended the City and Spirit Mountain explore options for repaying
operating debt to help ensure Spirit’s long-term financial sustainability.
Strategic Partnerships
The Task Force assessed five potential options for the ownership/operation of Spirit Mountain:
1. Sale of the City-owned facility; 2. Cooperative ownership/operation; 3. City ownership/
operation; 4. City ownership/non-profit operation, and 5. City ownership/operation under a
long-term lease. Task Force members researched options 3, 4 and 5, and identified the
strengths and limitations of each. In addition the Task Force identified elements that must be a
part of any ownership/operation model.
Redefining the Leadership Structure at Spirit Mountain
The Task Force identified opportunities for the City of Duluth, the Spirit Mountain Recreation
Area Authority Board, Spirit Mountain executive director and leadership team to work together
to develop and support a community vision and ensure the governance, resources and
preservation of the facility support that vision.
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FULFILLING THE CHARGE
BUSINESS IMPROVEMENT STRATEGIES
The business improvement strategies outlined below emerged from the SE Group’s
recommendations and Task Force members’ deliberations throughout their meetings. The
strategies represent operational changes that the Task Force recommends Spirit Mountain
undertake to improve its operations, as well as its standing in the community at large.
Strategy A: Engage Broadly with the Community





Rebuild the relationship with the community
Form strategic partnerships including with sponsors, nonprofits, etc.
Engage more broadly with volunteers
Offer entertainment and other options accessible to the local community – i.e. concerts,
etc.

Strategy B: Strengthen the Leadership of the SMRA



Foster top-line leadership that that supports greater team collaboration, transparency,
community relations and enhanced operations
Ensure greater collaboration among the City of Duluth, board, executive director and staff

Strategy C: Increase Revenue from Operations








Set prices to optimize business performance
Adjust lesson prices to generate more revenue
Adjust rental prices to generate more revenue, consistent with improvement in the rental
fleet
Serve higher quality, more appealing food options and adjust operations to improve
margins and generate more revenue
Ensure each guest has a valid pass or ticket
Rebrand the Spirit Mountain Recreation Area
Develop and implement a strategic marketing plan

Strategy D: Improve Overall Guest Experience




Create a better guest experience by improving customer service throughout
Use technology to enhance process of selling tickets
Further engage hospitality partners in selling tickets for winter and summer activities
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Strategy E: Increase the Number of Users SMRA



Explore increasing accessibility by adjusting prices for some local users
Create a more welcoming atmosphere

Strategy F: Increase the Variety of Users of SMRA




Embrace a year ‘round culture
Continue to offer and explore additional activities with low barriers to entry that could bring
a broad swath of visitors to the recreation area
Reach out intentionally to all segments of the community, especially those that have been
marginalized

STRATEGY G: Enhance Programming




Maximize snow sports programming critical to Spirit’s mission as a family-oriented ski area
Create more opportunities at the Adventure Park
Re-envision the Grand Avenue Chalet as a year ‘round outdoor recreational hub for the
entire City

STRATEGY H: Pursue Other Sources of Revenue



Consider creating a Friends of Spirit nonprofit to solicit and receive donations
Pursue corporate sponsorships/advertising
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CAPITAL INFRASTRUCTURE RIGHT-SIZING AND RENEWAL
The SE Group developed three different approaches to investing in the aging infrastructure at
Spirit Mountain, giving the Task Force different options to consider in terms of cost, types of
investment and calculated return on investment; however, the SE Group recommended only
one of those options.
The SE Group based its recommendations on calculations of the internal rate of return of the
investment and the investment’s contribution to the value of Spirit Mountain over ten years.
Because the details of any funding package cannot be known until they are developed, the Task
Force reviewed each proposal based on its strengths and its limitations – sharing with decisionmakers at the City of Duluth things that should be kept in mind as projects are considered and
as any funding packages are developed and examined.
The following pages capture individual Task Force members’ perceived strengths and
limitations of each investment option; similar comments are grouped together to indicate that
more than one Task Force member shared a similar perspective.
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Low-Level Investment Option
The SE Group did not recommend this capital investment package because it generated a
negative rate of return and would not be sufficient to bring Spirit Mountain to profitability
within 10 years. The package focused on some Skyline Chalet renovations, new rolling stock like
groomers, investments in the Adventure Park and improvement in the point of sale system.

Low-Level Investment Option
Strengths



Limitations







Low investment
Does not “throw money” at Spirit for
infrastructure without a payment plan
Low risk
Low political risk



Manageable and possibly more palatable















Zero investment in infrastructure with this age
Not enough investment to truly change things
Doesn’t address the issues raised by the SE
Group
Will produce snowballing infrastructure
failures
SE characterized the low-investment level as
slow, inevitable death
Doesn’t help Spirit long-term to be more
financially sustainable
Would this make Spirit sustainable?
Would not put Spirit into position to reach full
potential
Does not allow Spirit Mountain to sustain
financial viability
Seems like kicking the can further down the
road, which could be a significant political risk
with a crisis—meaning losing the support of
elected leaders down the road
It’s a political risk also to keep going back time
and time again
Not easy to go back for bonding funds every
year




Low internal rate of return
Low reward



The longer Spirit waits on infrastructure, the
more it’s going to cost



No funding for ADA improvements



Deferred maintenance on the lifts
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Medium-Level Investment Option
The SE Group did not recommend this infrastructure investment option. While it had a positive
rate of return and resulted in a very modest increase in value, both were far less than the
recommended level of investment. The medium-investment level focused on lift
improvements, investments in summer-related tourism activities, improvements to the lodge
and maintenance area, and the addition of rolling stock like groomers.

Medium-Level Investment Option
Strengths
Limitations







Helps grow summer business
Seems to invest in higher return projects
(summer)
Consistent operating income
Addresses deferred maintenance and
improvements to infrastructure
Doesn’t depend on price increases on lift
tickets
It’s the middle of the road, puts Spirit in a
place where it makes more $$$ but doesn’t
cripple them with debt that is unrealistic to
pay off




Shifts focus away from winter long-term
Lower investment could be less attractive for
state bonding dollars



Focuses on boosting summer when winter is
where the community gets the ROI, both
financially and for seasonal recreation
opportunities
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Recommended Investment Level Option
SE Group recommended this level of investment based on a strong rate of return and increase
in the value of Spirit Mountain over 10 years. SE Group also modeled Spirit’s annual economic
impact under this scenario and projected a 77% increase in the annual economic impact, from
$22 million to $39 million. The recommended investments include a new lift, upgrades to the
beginner terrain and lighting, improvements to summer offerings and significant investment in
the Skyline Chalet and other aging infrastructure.

Recommended Investment Level
Strengths
Limitations









Now is the time to ask given the State support,
etc. It is better to ask for need for future and
not limp through the years.
You will always have to manage the political
ask. Do it well. Do it once. Make it sustainable.
Political signs at the state are all positive. That
may not be the case in 2 years or 4 years. This
might be Spirits time to “take a bite of the
apple”
In my experience, often you get less than you
actually ask for. So go high; you may still end
up medium to low, regardless.
There may never be a better time to go for the
recommended level



















Addresses all the issues Spirit is currently
facing
Spirit Mountain requires capital investment for
deferred as well as upgrades.
It is mostly deferred maintenance catch up
and a picture can be painted of a chronically
cash-starved operation that is getting turned
around
The strengths of this, to me, are these people
are the experts and their experience is
invaluable
I trust the experts, SE Group. These folks do
this every day.
The full investment is ideal but is it realistic?
Does the city have an appetite for that
significant level of bonding required?
Private investment, either through a lease or
other arrangement like corporate






Harder to message to the public versus the
medium investment
I don’t think the community as a whole is
ready for significant investment at this
moment, but in time with more community
involvement from Spirit, I could see the
community supportive of the full investment
later
It’s a much greater risk.
I struggle with the assumption in the highest
level would result in sustained 3% real revenue
growth, which then results in a huge “terminal
value” and 13% return
I am not that confident that things will come
back based on this high level of investment. It
is not conservative.
We have to prove our numbers first.
High investment is totally dependent on the
accuracy of SE projections and management's
ability to implement the recommendations.
There is no room for error. What if the
projections are off? We need to prove
ourselves first.
The "High" model that is recommended builds
permanent 5,000 visit increases in FY22/23
and another 5,000 in FY23/24 as a result of the
lodge renovations. For the "Medium" model
this is reduced to 2,000 visit permanent bump
starting in FY22/23 only. Given the differences
in capital items between the "High" and
"Medium" investment models, it is surprising
that there is such a difference in the assumed
increases in visitation, ability to increase
prices, and consequent returns on investment
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sponsorships, could help defer costs for
specific items in the medium or high models


of 13% vs. 4%.


I worry that Duluth historically gets caught up
in making big investments using debt, with the
justification that it will boost revenues and
tourist dollars. Post mortems often don’t look
so good



I don’t know that a Bond ask would be
approved without restructuring the debt
There is no plan for repayment of debt

Potential for public/private partnerships may
defray the cost of the lighting and the lodge
renovation.




We can take bigger bites of the apple later if
we can improve the cash flow and the image in
the next few years.
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ADJUSTMENTS TO TOURISM TAX SUPPORT
History: The City of Duluth collects taxes on lodging and restaurant/bar food and beverage sales
via its “tourism tax." Legislation passed in 1980 named Spirit Mountain as one of two entities
specifically intended as one of the recipients of the tax proceeds, and it has benefitted from
investment of tourism taxes in both its infrastructure and its operation.
The amount and the percentage of the tourism tax proceeds appropriated to Spirit have varied
widely, however. (See Appendix II on Page 29). The first appropriation in 1978 was $388,433 or
46.6% of total collections. In 2002, the appropriation was $64,200 or 1.46% of total tax
proceeds; in 2003, the City of Duluth did not appropriate any tourism tax proceeds to Spirit
Mountain. In 2019, the City of Duluth dedicated $1.4 million or 11% of the proceeds to Spirit.
Since 1978, the City of Duluth has invested a cumulative $19,846,000 in tourism tax proceeds
for Spirit Mountain for operations and capital improvements; in addition, since 1974, the City
has issued a cumulative $19,301,000 in bonds to build the original infrastructure, build the
Grand Avenue Chalet and install a new lift and to cover a portion of the St. Louis River water
project for snowmaking.
These investments, in turn, have generated significant economic impact, including the 300 fulltime equivalents employed by Spirit Mountain annually. The chart below demonstrates the rate
of return on the City’s most recent investments. Every dollar of tourism tax appropriated to
Spirit Mountain generates $18.72 in economic impact.
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Spirit Mountain Task Force Recommendation for Ongoing Tourism Tax Support:
The City of Duluth should continue to invest proceeds from the tourism tax in Spirit Mountain,
which enhances the quality of life for residents, makes a significant contribution to the local
economy with an annual economic impact of $22.4 million, attracts out-of-town visitors and
has a positive impact on its partners in the hospitality industry, especially during the winter
months.
To have the greatest impact on the future sustainability of Spirit Mountain, ensure
predictability and minimize political/public negativity, the City of Duluth consistently should
appropriate a dedicated and sustained amount of tourism tax proceeds commensurate both
with Spirit Mountain’s identified needs and the benefits it generates for residents, guests and
the local economy.
In return for consistent investment by the City of Duluth, Spirit Mountain leadership must enter
into a binding agreement to develop and be held accountable for making strategic investments
with tourism tax proceeds rather than relying on tourism taxes to cover day-to-day operations
and regularly communicating its strategy to the City of Duluth and the community at large.
Spirit Mountain Task Force Recommendation on Operating Debt:
It is important for a seasonal business like Spirit Mountain to have access to a flexible line of
credit for normal business operations. To address the existing operating debt, the Task Force
recommends the City of Duluth and Spirit Mountain enter into a debt repayment plan, which
could include relief of some of the existing operating debt, as part of a set of actions designed
to achieve financial sustainability for the Spirit Mountain Recreation Area.
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STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS
The Mayor directed the Task Force to examine all options to achieve financial sustainability
including: “Strategic partnerships with nonprofits, units of government, resort management
firms, and/or developers for sale, lease, contract operation, and/or redevelopment of all or
portions of Spirit recreational facilities and operations.”
The Task Force initially assessed five potential options for the ownership/operation of Spirit
Mountain:






Sale of the City-owned facility to a private entity;
Sale of the City-owned facility to a cooperative that would own and operate it;
Government owned and government operated (the current model at Spirit Mountain)
Government owned and non-profit operated
Government owned and operated by business under a long-term lease with the City

After deliberations, the Task Force opted to forego further exploration of the sale of Spirit
Mountain on the basis of City staff analysis that sale is impracticable as a result of the federal
law that provided funding for the creation of Spirit Mountain and, in association, restricted the
future ownership and use of the facility. For the same reasons, the Task Force declined to
explore further the cooperative model, which would entail sale of the facility to cooperative
members.
Task Force members used their own contacts and the connections of the SE Group to identify
and research the remaining three types of ownership/management partnerships:




Government owned and government operated (the current model at Spirit Mountain)
Government owned and non-profit operated
Government owned and operated by business under a long-term lease with the City

Task force members formed three subcommittees to study each of the options, organizing the
subcommittee meetings, accepting research assignments, compiling their findings, and
ultimately reporting them to the full Task Force so all members could have the benefit of their
newly acquired knowledge.
Because the details of any new operational models couldn’t be known, the Task Force reviewed
each option based on its strengths and its limitations – sharing with decision-makers at the City
of Duluth things that should be kept in mind as operational models are considered.
Task Force members expressed strong desires that regardless of the operating model chosen,
the following elements must be reflected:


A committed owner
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An accountable management structure that works with a written contract for financials
and performance expectations of all parties
Financial sustainability
A strategic capital reinvestment plan utilizing tourism tax resources and additional state
or private dollars
A community resource with affordable recreational facilities for local residents
An all-around recreational attraction (more than just a ski and snowboard hill)
An emphasis on the natural beauty of the Spirit Mountain Recreation Area, the history
of humans and nature in the area and the cultural resource it represents
A commitment to rebuild and retain community input in the recreational opportunities
at Spirit Mountain

As noted elsewhere in this report, the Task Force recommends consistent and ongoing
dedication of tourism tax proceeds to Spirit Mountain, regardless of the operating model
eventually chosen.
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Government Owned and Government Operated:
(This ownership/management structure currently exists at Spirit Mountain.)

Government Owned and Government Operated
Strengths
Limitations









Representative of community values
Community connection remains
Stakeholder aka citizen input and control
Ability to adapt and include more types of
activities and thus more connection to more
types of people in the community.
Best chance to "be everything"






Maintain operating control
The City will retain control of the asset
Ownership of Tax Base
Transparency








Patient owner and lender
Government’s ability to raise capital
More stability because of the City support
Bonding for Capital Improvement













Maintain affordability for all in the
community!










Backing by tax base has historically enabled
poor performance
Financial backing of the city has been used to
overcompensate for lack of leadership
Enabling poor management to continue
Inconstant, unprofessional board
Enabled board to function at a subpar level
Negative is that the backing by tax base
politicizes everything
Turnover of city council and changes in Mayor
make it challenging to navigate political
climate and level of support will vary
depending upon who’s in those positions
Weakness, convoluted budgeting, slow
changing and confusing structure
Complicated financial structure, as discussed
today
Negative is that so far customer experience
seems to foster a “Governmental” Customer
experience….
I can’t think of any government-owned and
operated restaurant winning any awards
Optics for the general population is negative
given the complicated/involved relationship
with the government ownership
Even though it is controlled by the city, the
public doesn't necessarily judge Spirit like a
government asset.
Current structure did not allow Spirit to
participate in COVID funding
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Government Owned / Non – Profit Operated
Government Owned and Non-Profit Operated
Strengths
Limitations









More community buy-in
Buy-in from a larger community
Good way to change branding and connection
to Community
Community support
Chance to hit reset culturally
Flexibility and ability to make changes quickly,
connected to community, would include a
major restructuring of staff & management,
would force Spirit to become an efficient as
possible
Could be more entrepreneurial









Duluth saturated with non-profits
At some point the area won’t be able to
support more nonprofit fundraising
Amount of nonprofits we have in the City
already
Competition for fundraising with other worthy
uses in community
The time it takes to cultivate an organization
to be equipped to actually run the place
The time it would take to create and how the
nonprofit would be structured



Management makes or breaks the
organization (if you have the wrong
management in it will sink the whole ship)

More available financial resources



They would be on an even leaner budget than
under the City

Ability to be more than a ski
hill…Diversification is a positive



Meeting union benefits will be a challenge



None, it is essentially what we are today in an
Authority. Would just add another layer of
Bureaucracy



Can change over the course of time resulting
in a drifting mission.



Central “Mission statement” to follow for staff
and board






We have an example of a local similar success
in Great Lake Aquarium



Greater ability to focus specifically on the
success of Spirit Mountain and not the city as a
whole
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Government Owned/Operated under a Long-Term Lease
Task Force members noted the difficulty in identifying strengths and limitations without
knowing the terms of a specific lease.

Government Owned/Operated under Long-Term Lease
Strengths
Limitations





Bring in private resources for financing
Less reliance on public funding
Opportunity for real investment
Likely an easier political path to reinvest in
Spirit with a private partner that is covering
some of that expense





Will bring in operating expertise
Polished operator
Experience in running ski area




Contribution to taxes
Potentially achieve much greater growth and
economic impact
A for profit generates tax revenue that go to
lessen the tax burden on locals. Additionally,
tax revenue can support CRITICAL needs
within the community



















Lower risk to the city bottom line
Reduce financial risk for City





Better customer experience



Obvious change by the public - easier story to
tell about what is changing






Lessens political optics away from the City





Potential for establishing reliable income
streams, such as in food and beverage





Potential for less community feel and less
drive to create community value.
Less control for community potentially
We have to fix our own problems before we
attract new lease operator.
Community disconnect. For example, when
Vail bought Afton Alps they jacked the price up
and priced out the market
Loss of control
Price increases that make it harder for locals to
ski or ride
Would not serve the lesser market
Raised prices
Reduced affordability
Independent operator could significantly
change the facility reduce lifts, space, staff,
etc. to maximize profits.
Could end up like golf courses where an
operator comes in and takes all the profit
without making capital/maintenance
investments leaving the City with a bigger
mess
More of Spirit's money goes out the door
Profits would leave town and out of the local
economic cycle
Our research on the operating lease model
found that we should not expect private
operators to bring all of the financial
resources. A financial commitment from the
city would likely still be needed.
Another caveat was that private operators can
be of varying quality in terms of industry
expertise and professionalism, and care should
be taken to vet the potential partners
carefully.
Risk of losing our jobs
Wages cuts
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Probably lesser benefits for employees
(probably not lower wages)



Some reduced willingness to do things that are
community positive but not great for business
Outside companies may not provide the
programming for community events that we
work toward





Opens up risk to mergers and acquisitions of
the private company



The politicians won't want to let go



Not a magic bullet in getting the city off the
hook.



Limited opportunity right now is to create a
nonprofit to raise funds for Spirit that might,
years from now, be able and willing to assume
some or all operating responsibilities.



They might put all of their investment dollars
into the lodge for increasing the profits in food
and beverage, and nothing in the hill
renovation. This is informative in terms of a
strategy for pure financial sustainability if the
quality of the skiing experience is disregarded.
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REDEFINING THE LEADERSHIP STRUCTURE
Throughout its deliberations, the Task Force continually returned to the topic of leadership at
Spirit Mountain Recreation Area and how critical effective leadership will be to ensuring the
long-term sustainability of this community resource. Indeed, Task Force members noted that
none of its recommendations will succeed in helping Spirit Mountain realize long-term
sustainability without strong leadership exhibited throughout the leadership structure
responsible for its success.
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Spirit Mountain is an incredibly unique community resource that, as yet, has not realized fully the vision its founders had to develop a wide
range of recreational facilities available to both local residents and tourists. While Spirit Mountain has had many notable successes in its 46-year
history, the recreation area and its vision also have suffered from inconsistent leadership and support at all levels. The following describes in a
model leadership structure that would ensure the community benefits from this resource in the manner its founders and funders intended.

Vision

City of Duluth

SMRA Board

SMRA Executive Director

Unite the community in a
commonly held vision for this
unique community resource



Embrace and implement
the community vision
Engage the community in
support of the vision
Ensure staff embrace,
implement and reflect
vision
 Ensure the board has the
information it needs to
govern effectively
 Support the board in its
governance and
ambassador roles
 Ensure strong financial
performance with strong
revenue and controlling
expenses
 Develop budgets that
include ongoing reinvestment in
infrastructure
 Secure grants,
sponsorships and
donations to support the
SMRA vision
Develop budgets that include
ongoing re-investment in
infrastructure



Governance

Resources



Ensure board appointees
reflect and support the
community vision.
 Appoint a councilor and
administration member as
ex officio members
Maintain predictable level of
support for SMRA

Hire, support and hold
accountable an E.D. who will
work to implement the
community vision





Preservation

Invest in maintenance of this
public asset

Commit to ensuring SMRA 
lives into the community
vision

Serve as ambassadors for
the SMRA and the vision it 
is striving to realize

Review and approve
budgets that will lead to
implementation of the
community vision
Support SMRA efforts to
secure financial resources
from multiple sources

Ensure budgets and
performance include
investment in infrastructure
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SMRA Leadership Team




Embrace and help
implement the community
vision
Ensure staff embrace,
implement and reflect the
vision

Support the board in its
governance role

Perform to revenue and
expense budgets

Identify capital infrastructure
repair/improvement needs to
be included annually in budget

BACKGROUND:
Spirit Mountain Recreation Area (SMRA) was created in state law in 1973 after local leaders
envisioned and lobbied for a public recreation area that would provide expanded recreational
opportunities to residents and tourists, enhance the economy of northeastern Minnesota and
help preserve the environment via an intelligent plan of development. The original funding
package included support from federal, state and city governments, as well as private
contributions.
SMRA was created as an entity of the City of Duluth with a governing board appointed by the
mayor and approved by the city council. The enabling legislation intertwined SMRA’s operation
with that of the City of Duluth, for example requiring that the city treasurer serve as treasurer
and have custody of all monies and requiring that the City Attorney serve as the attorney for
the SMRA. Dollars generated by SMRA are public dollars and employees are public employees.
The ski resort at Spirit Mountain opened in 1974. Owned by the City of Duluth on behalf of
residents, governed by a board appointed by the mayor and operated by an executive director
and leadership team, the ski resort has struggled almost from the beginning with an overall
leadership structure that has been inconsistent in its level of support, performance and
common vision.
For the SMRA to realize its original intent, all parts of the leadership structure described above
have to function effectively, consistently and cooperatively.
VISION:
Past:
The founders of SMRA had a compelling vision. Over time, however, that compelling vision has
receded, and the leadership structure – City, Board, Executive Director and Leadership Team –
has failed to unite under a common vision, has failed to work together toward a common
purpose. In fact, there are competing visions throughout the community and sometimes the
leadership:
Is SMRA a ski resort or a recreation area?
Is it a public recreational area or a business that should turn a profit?
Should it focus on the bottom line or strive to serve all community segments?
Should it continue to exist or should it be sold to a private operator?
An organization whose leadership structure isn’t united in a common vision, a common
definition of success, cannot answer those questions. It cannot be successful over the long
term.
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Redefined:
Moving forward, the City, SMRA Board, Executive Director and Leadership Team have the
opportunity and responsibility to ensure SMRA is guided by a common, compelling vision.
As the owner, the City of Duluth should unite the community at large under a commonly held
vision for SMRA that is inclusive of the diversity of users who would or could benefit from the
recreational opportunities it offers.
The SMRA board not only must commit to pursuing the community’s vision but also serve as
ambassadors for it.
The executive director must embrace and be passionate about advancing the vision, ensure its
implementation, understand the importance and value of community support and actively
work to earn it through community engagement.

GOVERNANCE:
Past:
SMRA is a public asset worth tens of millions of dollars that generates significant economic
activity in the community--$22.4 million, according to an economic impact study recently
completed. The City of Duluth has invested tens of millions in infrastructure improvements and
operational support over the years. And yet, similar to and perhaps because of the lack of a
common vision, governance frequently has faltered. Good governance ensures an organization
focuses on realizing its vision and that its decisions lead to sustainability in pursuit of the vision.
At one time or another, each member of that tripartite leadership structure – City of Duluth,
SMRA board, SMRA executive director – has failed in its governance responsibility. Sometimes
more than one member has fallen short at the same time.
Redefined:
Good governance starts with the City of Duluth selecting SMRA board members who are
committed to the community vision and who have the drive and capacity to be active
participants in helping to realize that vision. SMRA board members as a group also should
reflect the community vision, not a single community of interest.
SMRA board members should hire, support and hold accountable an executive director to
implement the community vision. This requires being attentive to all aspects of
implementation, including but not limited to community engagement as well as operational
performance. Board members’ roles include supporting the executive director formally through
adoption of policies, planning and regular interaction at board and committee meetings and
informally by helping expand contacts within the community, serving as informal advisors, etc.
Finally, the Board must hold the executive director accountable for performance toward the
vision.
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The executive director’s role in governance is one of supporting both the City and the SMRA
board to help each perform its role successfully and, ultimately, contribute to strong
governance.
The executive director must keep the SMRA owner, the City of Duluth, apprised of its progress
and performance toward the vision and promote potential board candidates who would
support the vision and enhance overall governance. The executive director also must ensure
that the City of Duluth has the information it needs to make informed decisions about
operational and/or capital support of the SMRA.
In addition, the executive director must support the governance role of the SMRA board,
providing sufficient orientation for new members; ensuring committees maximize board
efficiency, and ensuring board members are well informed and have the data necessary to
make governance decisions around policies and budgets. The executive director also must help
board members serve as effective ambassadors for the community vision by providing
information, supporting outreach opportunities, etc.

RESOURCES:
Past:
SMRA’s ongoing financial challenges are, in large part, a consequence of the lack of a unified
community vision and inconsistent leadership structure performance. Lacking a unified
community vision, city leaders over time have been inconsistent in the support provided to
SMRA. The SMRA board hasn’t always held the executive director accountable for overall
financial performance. The executive director – regardless of who has held the position – has
not always managed toward a vision, frequently instead lurching from challenge to challenge,
navigating changes in political will and failing to invest sufficiently in SMRA infrastructure.
Redefined:
A commonly held community vision will allow the City of Duluth to make judgments on the
level, if any, of operational and/or capital support it should provide to SMRA based on the value
the community puts on the resource. This, in turn, will create some predictability for the SMRA
board and executive director and allow for longer-range planning.
Consistent levels of support – as much as consistency can be guaranteed given the mayor and
council members do not remain static over time – will allow the SMRA board and executive
director to develop longer range plans to realize the community vision and annual budgets that
implement the plans. The longer range plans also will create additional opportunities to secure
financial support via grants, sponsorships and donations.
The executive director must develop annual budgets that generate sufficient revenue to cover
operations that move the SMRA closer to the community vision and include capital
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expenditures, including those that address aging infrastructure, and creation of a small reserve.
The SMRA Board must hold the executive director accountable for performing according to
budget.

PRESERVATION:
Past:
A significant portion of SMRA’s infrastructure is nearly 50 years old, and investment in
maintenance of this aging resource has been sporadic to non-existent. Tight operational
budgets have resulted in inadequate regular reinvestment, which in some cases has led to
physical collapse of portions of infrastructure. Note: This is pointedly not true of investments
that ensure safe operations, which always have been prioritized.
While the City of Duluth has invested in new amenities for the SMRA (Grand Avenue Chalet,
water system, rides in the Adventure Park, etc.) and other groups have supported development
of cross-country ski and mountain-biking trails, routine re-investment in the preservation of this
multi-million dollar asset has been lacking.
Redefined:
Once again, a community vision for the SMRA will help the City of Duluth and the SMRA
prioritize investment in new amenities and re-affirm the need to preserve existing
infrastructure.
The City of Duluth ultimately is accountable for ensuring the preservation of this public asset –
potentially through additional capital investment but certainly by approving SMRA budgets only
if they include investment in infrastructure. The SMRA board must hold the executive director
accountable for developing budgets that address infrastructure.

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR:
While the City of Duluth and the SMRA board have a critical role to play in the leadership of
SMRA, the City and board members also have multiple other focuses. The executive director,
however, has only one focus: Ensuring the success of SMRA consistent with the community
vision. Therefore, a common understanding of the skills and attributes of an ideal executive
director candidate is critical. The ideal executive director would:






Embrace the community vision
Ensure staff directors embrace the community vision
Establish, model and reinforce a culture consistent with the community vision
Ensure staff directors foster the culture
Understand the importance of/invest in ongoing engagement with all segments of the
community
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Support the city in its leadership role
Support the SMRA in its leadership role






Develop a strategic plan, as well as annual operational plans and budgets
Hold staff directors accountable for budgets without micromanaging
Practice sound fiscal management
Reinvest in infrastructure



Develop and support a leadership team that consistently can execute the operational
plans and perform to budget



Be forward looking to identify ongoing opportunities to enhance SMRA consistent with
the community vision
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX I: SPIRIT MOUNTAIN TASK FORCE CHARGE
Duluth Mayor Emily Larson has charged a Spirit Mountain Task Force to deliver, no later than
March 1, 2021, a set of recommendations intended to put Spirit Mountain Recreation Area on a
financially sustainable long-term trajectory including financing to repair or replace deteriorated
infrastructure.
The Mayor has directed the Task Force to examine all options to achieve financial sustainability
including:
1.
Business improvement strategies addressing pricing, scope of services, marketing, days
and seasons of operation, marketing, etc.
2.

Capital infrastructure right-sizing and renewal

3.

Adjustments to tourism tax support

4.
Strategic partnerships with nonprofits, units of government, resort management firms,
and/or developers for sale, lease, contract operation, and/or redevelopment of all or portions
of Spirit recreational facilities and operations.
Task Force: The group was comprised of 16 voting members including:
Co-Chairs:
City Councilor Arik Forsman, Parks, Libraries and Authorities Chair
Fifth District Councilor Janet Kennedy
Twelve residents with business expertise and strong connections to Spirit Mountain:







Matt Baumgartner
Amy Brooks
Barbara Carr
Michele Dressel
Mark Emmel
Daniel Hartman











The Spirit Mountain Recreation Area Authority Board President: Aaron Stolp
One Indigenous representative with expertise in Indigenous cultural resources: Wayne
Dupuis

Hansi Johnson
Noah Kramer
Dale Lewis
Sam Luoma
Chris Rubesch
Scott Youngdahl
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Ex officio members:




Directors at Spirit Mountain, Gretchen Ransom, Dave Wadsworth and Jane Kaiser (retired)
Visit Duluth Executive Director, Anna Tanski
Two representatives of the Spirit Mountain workforce selected in consultation with the
AFSCME collective bargaining unit, Tim Miller and Bjorn Reed

Primary support for the task force was provided by:







City Liaison – Property, Parks, and Libraries Director Jim Filby Williams
City Administrative Information Specialist – Amanda Anderson
City Administrative Clerical Specialist – Jennifer Ondrik (filling in for Amanda Anderson)
Professional facilitator – Ann Glumac
Ski industry business consultant - SE Group
City of Duluth staff experts from Finance, Planning and Economic Development, Property,
Parks, and Libraries, and City Attorney, as needed
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APPENDIX II: HISTORY OF TOURISM TAX INVESTMENT IN SPIRIT
MOUNTAIN
Spirit Mountain Tourism Tax Subsidy Historical Data
Tourism Tax
Year
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020②

Receipts
833,257
899,782
943,810
1,034,263
992,812
1,044,816
1,146,799
1,181,113
1,267,431
1,414,510
1,524,818
1,625,633
1,990,806
2,117,963
2,228,018
2,282,018
2,393,914
2,457,378
2,586,732
2,750,686
3,413,124
4,063,793
4,332,348
4,454,907
4,742,461
4,846,950
4,941,611
5,026,161
5,446,139
6,121,080
6,799,359
7,235,311
7,786,722
8,198,813
8,444,198
7,644,763
8,822,830
10,645,487
11,344,909
11,623,885
12,172,758
12,416,044
12,000,000

Spirit Mtn
Support ①
388,433
426,614
437,498
428,000
374,244
385,456
415,937
414,263
295,483
325,000
330,000
335,000
330,000
330,728
330,000
115,000
100,000
85,000
118,621
88,100
73,100
58,100
49,800
302,100
69,200
225,000
225,000
225,000
225,000
225,000
225,000
275,000
350,000
421,568
560,000
975,700
827,092
1,189,300
1,037,021
1,067,000
1,400,200
1,368,350

Percentage
46.62%
47.41%
46.35%
41.38%
37.70%
36.89%
36.27%
35.07%
23.31%
22.98%
21.64%
20.61%
16.58%
15.62%
14.81%
5.04%
4.18%
3.46%
4.59%
3.20%
2.14%
1.43%
1.15%
6.78%
1.46%
0.00%
4.55%
4.48%
4.13%
3.68%
3.31%
3.11%
3.53%
4.27%
4.99%
7.33%
11.06%
7.77%
10.48%
8.92%
8.77%
11.28%
11.40%

DATA PRIOR TO 2008 HAS NOT BEEN VERIFIED BY THE CITY FINANCE DEPARTMENT. DATA AFTER 2007
PROVIDED BY CITY FINANCE DEPARTMENT
① Spirit Mtn support includes city made bond payments, direct operating assistance
and capital contributions
② Significant shortfall expected for tourism tax collections between 30% to 50%
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APPENDIX III: TASK FORCE MEETING NOTES
The following pages contain the notes from 19 Task Force meetings held between August 2020
and February 2021. Task Force members also participated in an on-site tour in October 2020,
although notes weren’t taken during the tour.
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Spirit Mountain Task Force - Meeting 1 Notes

Friday, August 14, 2020--1:00 p.m. to 2:30 p.m.
Virtual meeting via Zoom

Attendees: Ann Glumac, Amanda Anderson, Janet Kennedy, Jane Kaiser, Dale Lewis, Bjorn Reed, Tim Miller,
Daniel Hartman, Michele Dressel, Anna Tanski, Aaron Stolp, Gretchen Ransom, Arik Forsman, Jennifer
Ondrik, Sam Luoma, Amy Brooks, Chris Rubesch, Matt Baumgartner, Barb Carr, Wayne Dupuis, Hansi
Johnson, Mark Emmel, Noah Kramer, Scott Youngdahl, Jim Filby Williams
1:00 p.m.

Call to Order/Welcome
Councilors Arik Forsman and Janet Kennedy gave a welcome and introduction of the
Task Force. Jim Filby Williams gave a warm welcome and introduction on behalf of Mayor Larson’s office and
touched on the group’s charge.

1:10 p.m.

Teleconferencing Etiquette
Task Force Facilitator Ann Glumac reviewed teleconferencing etiquette that is expected
of this group. She would like to have all cameras on so we can see each other and to mute yourself when you
are not speaking.

1:15 p.m.

Introductions

All of the members gave a brief introduction of themselves and why they wanted to be on the Task Force or
how they were connected to Spirit Mountain.
1:30 p.m.

Task Force Charge from Mayor Larson
Jim Filby Williams reviewed the attachment that included the Mayor’s charge for the
group. This is what the Task Force will be working on and towards in the coming months.

1:35 p.m.

Discussion of Roles
 Co-chairs
 Ex-Officio Members
 Facilitator

There was a discussion of roles for the group. Janet Kennedy and Arik Forsman are co-chairs and help bring
items forward to the Task Force meetings. They continue to keep an eye on the politics of Spirit Mountain. The
Ex-Officio members were named: Anna Tanski, Jane Kaiser, Tim Miller and Bjorn Reed. Ann Glumac gave an
overview of her role as facilitator and talked about being named the Interim Director at Spirit Mountain and
how her role as facilitator and Interim would be separate.
1:40 p.m.

Initial Task Force Meetings
 Discussion of meeting days/times
The group seemed to come to a consensus that Wednesdays or Thursdays during
the day worked best to meet. Future meetings of the Task Force will likely be two
hours in length.


Review of topics for upcoming meetings
 History of Spirit Mountain Development
 Governance Structure
 Financial Overview
 Finances and Operations

1:45 p.m.

Review/discuss background documents sent in advance
 Formal charge
 Facilitator’s Scope of Work
 Roster of Task Force Members
 Spirit Mountain Master Plan approved by City Council
 Most recent audited financials

2:25 p.m.

Next steps

The Task Force is looking to set up another meeting and will likely meet twice a month for two hours at a time.
There will be a leadership meeting with the Indigenous Commission.
2:30 p.m.

Adjourn

Spirit Mountain Task Force
Meeting 2 Notes
9 a.m. to 11 a.m.
Thursday, August 27, 2020
Virtual meeting via Zoom
Attendees: Ann Glumac, Amanda Anderson, Janet Kennedy, Jane Kaiser, Dale Lewis, Bjorn Reed, Tim Miller,
Daniel Hartman, Michele Dressel, Anna Tanski, Aaron Stolp, Gretchen Ransom, Arik Forsman, Jennifer Ondrik,
Amy Brooks, Chris Rubesch, Matt Baumgartner, Barb Carr, Wayne Dupuis, Hansi Johnson, Mark
Emmel, Noah Kramer, Scott Youngdahl, Jim Filby Williams, Claire Humber, Kent Sharp
Meeting Goals:



Develop a common understanding of the history of Spirit Mountain and the Spirit Mountain Recreation
Authority
Outline Task Force Process moving forward

9:00 a.m.

Call to Order/Welcome
Co-Chairs Councilors Janet Kennedy and Arik Forsman
Director of Property, Parks and Libraries Jim Filby Williams

Councilor Forsman and Director Filby Williams reminded members that the task force charge is the long-term
sustainability of Spirit Mountain, confident that the board and staff of Spirit Mountain are working on current
operations.
9:10 a.m.

Spiritual and Cultural History of Spirit Mountain
Task Force Member Wayne DuPuis,
Environmental Program Manager
Fond du Lac Band of Lake Superior Chippewa

Wayne Dupuis provided his background knowledge and cultural history with Spirit Mountain, which is derived
from the Ojibwe “Manidoo madjiwe.” He talked about the connection of Spirit Mountain to several other
bands including the Lakota, Dakotas and Cheyenne. The Dakotas and Lakotas lived near Nopeming in the early
1600’s. There was discussion around whether or not the Tribal or Native members of the community had been
included in conversations around the proposed Spirit Mountain Development. When Spirit Mountain was

proposed, times were very informal so there was very little inclusion from the Native peoples. There was not
much push back from the tribes in relation to Spirit Mountain. There is a resolution somewhere by the Native
peoples to the City of Duluth that was opposing a golf course at Spirit Mountain. There was also discussion
around how to celebrate the connection between the Natives and Spirit Mountain area in the form of a
cultural center.
9:40 a.m.

History of the Spirit Mountain Recreation Area
Task Force Member Dale Lewis,
Early SMRA Board Member

Dale Lewis gave an overview of the construction of the Spirit Mountain Recreation Area and about how it was
put up quickly with not much inclusion of the Native peoples. Spirit Mountain grew in popularity once it was
open and had quite a few good years with increasing season pass sales before it started to run into trouble.
The recreation area was turned into a party place, which did not last long because of the many disturbances
attributed to parties. A year-round establishment was not feasible at that time and the fine dining experienced
had been tried there and failed. There have been many master plans for Spirit Mountain and one such
included housing plans to try to generate revenue, but was never utilized.
10:10 a.m.

Task Force Consultants

Claire Humber and Kent Sharp from the SE Group gave an overview of their scope of work. The group would
start with a detailed overview of the existing conditions and financials and would analyze the multi-season
component.
10:25 a.m.

Task Force Process Overview
 Meeting 3: Governance Structure Overview
 Meeting 4: Financial Overview
 Meetings 5 & 6: Finances and Operations

10:35 a.m.

Task Force Organization

 Optimal meeting day/time per survey
9-11 am on Thursdays seemed to work best for those who took the survey. The next two meetings will be:
Meeting 3—September 10th (9-11 am) and Meeting 4—September 24 (9-11 am)

Task Force members decided to hold off on the creation of subcommittees until after hearing more from SE
Group about its proposed scope of work.
11:00 a.m.

Adjourn

Spirit Mountain Task Force
Meeting 3 Notes
9 a.m. to 11 a.m.
Thursday, September 10, 2020

Virtual meeting via Zoom
Attendees: Ann Glumac, Janet Kennedy, Jane Kaiser, Dale Lewis, Bjorn Reed, Tim Miller, Daniel Hartman,
Michele Dressel, Anna Tanski, Aaron Stolp, Gretchen Ransom, Arik Forsman, Jennifer Ondrik, Amy Brooks,
Chris Rubesch, Matt Baumgartner, Barb Carr, Wayne Dupuis, Hansi Johnson, Mark Emmel, Noah Kramer,
Scott Youngdahl, Jim Filby Williams, Claire Humber (SE Group), Kent Sharp (SE Group)
Meeting Goals:



Solicit Task Force input on SE Group Scope of Work Proposal
Develop common understanding of Spirit Mountain’s unique governance structure

9:00 a.m.

Call to Order/Welcome
Co-Chairs Councilors Janet Kennedy and Arik Forsman
Director of Property, Parks and Libraries Jim Filby Williams

Councilor Forsman and Councilor Kennedy welcomed task force members. Director Filby Williams reminded
members that there still is time to make minor refinements to the SE scope of work proposal and informed the
task force that Steve Hanke, Assistant City Attorney, was unable to join us today.
9:10 a.m.

SE Group Scope of Work Proposal Discussion
Claire Humber; Director, Resort Planning & Design
Kent Sharp; President/CEO

Claire and Kent provided detailed information on the major parts of the scope of their services including the: (1)
Feasibility Study, (2) Financial Analysis and Implementation Strategies and (3) Community Engagement. The
task force learned more on how the SE group proposed to conduct their operational review and provide
comparative market analysis and assessment.

Following the presentation by the SE Group there was a lengthy discussion on the task force’s interest in
utilizing their services. The group discussed and decided to draft a letter of support of the proposal to send to
City Councilors urging them to support the resolution and approve the expenditure of the $74,000 on this work.
10:30 a.m.
Media
Some members of the Task Force wondered whether they would be getting inquiries from the local media. The
group discussed and decided that the best approach was to develop some key talking points. Additionally,
Councilors Forsman and Kennedy both agreed to act as the media representatives for the group.
10:40 a.m.
On-site Tour
The group determined that an optional on-site tour on a Saturday this fall would be a wonderful idea. Ann
agreed to work with Spirit Mountain staff on tour ideas and send out a doodle pool to assemble availability.
10:45 a.m.

Upcoming Task Force Meetings

Meeting 4: Spirit Mountain Governance Structure (rescheduled from today)
Big Picture Financial Overview
Thursday, September 24, 2020
9 a.m. to 11 a.m.
Meeting 5: Finances and Operation
Thursday, October 8, 2020
9 a.m. to 11 a.m.
Meeting 6: Finances and Operations (continued)
Thursday, October 22, 2020
9 a.m. to 11 a.m.
11:00 a.m.

Adjourn

Spirit Mountain Task Force
Meeting 4 Notes
9 a.m. to 11 a.m.
Thursday, September 24, 2020

Virtual meeting via Zoom
Attendees: Ann Glumac, Janet Kennedy, Jane Kaiser, Dale Lewis, Tim Miller, Daniel Hartman, Michele Dressel,
Anna Tanski, Aaron Stolp, Gretchen Ransom, Arik Forsman, Jennifer Ondrik, Amy Brooks, Matt Baumgartner,
Barb Carr, Hansi Johnson, Mark Emmel, Scott Youngdahl, Jim Filby Williams.
Absent: Bjorn Reed, Noah Kramer, Chris Rubesch, Wayne Dupuis
Meeting Goals:



Develop common understanding of Spirit Mountain’s unique governance structure
Ensure working knowledge of the financial “big picture”

9:00 a.m.

Call to Order/Welcome
Co-Chairs Councilors Janet Kennedy and Arik Forsman

Councilor Forsman and Councilor Kennedy welcomed the task force members. Councilor Forsman reminded the
group that a resolution would be going before the City Council for the appropriation of $300,000 to Spirit
Mountain Recreation Area Authority. Councilor Forsman encouraged members to engage with the council via
email, telephone, or by attending the council meeting in person. Lastly, he reminded the group of the media
guidelines that were sent out to be utilized as talking points for clear and consistent messaging.
9:15 a.m.

Governance and Implications
Director of Property, Parks and Libraries Jim Filby Williams
SRMA Board President & Task Force Member Aaron Stolp

Director Filby Williams explained the relationship between the City of Duluth and the Spirit Mountain Recreation
Area as written in state legislation. He described the co-governance structure as deeply integrated and symbiotic
and highlighted the ebbs and flows that have occurred throughout its establishment. Director Filby Williams
reminded the task force that the City indeed currently acts as a financial backstop but emphasized that if Spirit
Mountain closes the City assumes all buildings and maintenance responsibilities and would assume a large
number of debts and liabilities.

Aaron Stolp explained the relationship between the City of Duluth and the Spirit Mountain Board of Directors.
He indicated that there will soon be two volunteer seats open and encouraged folks to spread that message and/or
apply. President Stolp described the changes that have been made in the past few years in leadership and the
establishment of several committees.
10:00 a.m.

Spirit Mountain Governance Structure &
Task Force Discussion

Members of the task force discussed remaining questions about Spirit Mountain’s governance structure. The
group spent time identifying both the strengths and limitations of this structure. Spirit Mountain staff explained
how the annual budgets were prepared, approved by the Board of Directors, and ultimately adopted by the City.
10:25 a.m.

On-site Tour

Task force members briefly shared what they would like to see during our on-site tour planned for Saturday,
October 3rd at 9:00 AM. The task force requested specifically to see some deferred maintenance items.
Ann explained that Spirit Staff would largely be charged with leading the “behind the scenes” tour.
10:40 a.m.

Upcoming Task Force Meetings

Meeting 5: Finances and Operation
Thursday, October 8, 2020
9 a.m. to 11 a.m.
Meeting 6: Finances and Operations (continued)
Thursday, October 22, 2020
9 a.m. to 11 a.m.
10:45 a.m.

Adjourn

Spirit Mountain Task Force
Meeting 5 Meeting Minutes
9 a.m. to 11 a.m.
Thursday, October 8, 2020
Virtual meeting via Zoom
Attendees: Ann Glumac, Janet Kennedy, Jane Kaiser, Dale Lewis, Daniel Hartman, Michele Dressel, Anna
Tanski, Aaron Stolp, Gretchen Ransom, Arik Forsman, Jennifer Ondrik, Amy Brooks, Matt Baumgartner, Mark
Emmel, Scott Youngdahl, Jim Filby Williams, Chris Rubesch, Barb Carr.
Absent: Bjorn Reed, Noah Kramer, Wayne Dupuis, Tim Miller, Hansi Johnson
Meeting Goals:
 Develop common understanding of Spirit Mountain operations
 Confirm future meeting dates through 2020
9:00 a.m.

Call to Order/Welcome
Co-Chairs Councilors Janet Kennedy and Arik Forsman
Director of Property, Parks and Libraries Jim Filby Williams

Councilor Forsman and Councilor Kennedy welcomed the task force members. Councilor Kennedy thanked the
Spirit Mountain staff for a wonderful on-site tour last weekend and reminded the group that the appropriation of
$300,000 was unanimously approved by City Council since the last meeting. Director Filby William
commented on his deeper appreciation for Spirit Mountains’ staff and the passion they clearly bring to their
jobs!
9:15 a.m.

Spirit Mountain Operations
Gretchen Ransom
Director of People Operations and Risk

Gretchen gave an overview of the organizational structure for Spirit Mountain and highlighted some of the
changes in operations expected for the upcoming year. She explained the roles of several committees, provided
detailed information on a number of the department functions, and associated duties.
9:45 a.m.

Task Force Discussion

Several task force members expressed interest and desire in obtaining financial information. Director Filby
Williams explained that City staff would be prepared to present on October 22nd. The group discussed the scope
of the SE Groups work and upcoming engagement with the Task Force.

10:30 a.m.

Upcoming Task Force Meetings
Meeting 6: Finances
Thursday, October 22, 2020
9 a.m. to 11 a.m.

10:45 a.m.

Future Meeting Schedule Discussion






11:00 a.m.

Thursday, November 5
Thursday, November 19
Thursday, December 3
Thursday, December 17
Thursday, December 31?????

Adjourn

Spirit Mountain Task Force
Meeting 6 Meeting Notes
9 a.m. to 11 a.m.
Thursday, October 22, 2020
Virtual meeting via Zoom
Attendees: Ann Glumac, Janet Kennedy, Arik Forsman, Jim Filby Williams, Jane Kaiser, Dale Lewis, Daniel
Hartman, Michele Dressel, Anna Tanski, Aaron Stolp, Gretchen Ransom, Jennifer Ondrik, Amy Brooks, Matt
Baumgartner, Barb Carr, Hansi Johnson, Mark Emmel, Scott Youngdahl, Noah Kramer, Chris Rubesch, Wayne
Dupuis, Kent Sharp (SE Group), Claire Humber (SE Group), Wayne Parson (City of Duluth), Jennifer Carlson
(City of Duluth).
Absent: Bjorn Reed, Tim Miller
Meeting Goals:
 Develop common, high-level understanding of historic City of Duluth involvement in finances of Spirit
Mountain
 Develop common, high-level understanding of Spirit Mountain recent finances
 Map out next steps for Task Force and for engagement with SE Group efforts
9:00 a.m.

Call to Order/Welcome
Co-Chairs Councilors Janet Kennedy and Arik Forsman
Director of Property, Parks and Libraries Jim Filby Williams

Councilor Forsman commented on the recent snow event in Duluth and welcomed the Task Force to winter! He
reread section 1, Purpose, of the Spirit Mountain Recreation Area Authority enabling legislation and reminded
folks that the term profit was not mentioned.
Section 1. DULUTH, CITY OF; SPIRIT MOUNTAIN REC- REATION AREA AUTHORITY; PURPOSE. The purpose of this act is to facilitate the
development of a land area with the following objectives: (1) The development of wide-range recreational facilities available to both local residents and
tourists; (2) The aiding of the economy of northeastern Minnesota by encouraging private enterprise efforts in conjunction with the recreational facilities;
and (3) The preservation of the environment in the area by a timely and intelligent plan of development.

Director Filby Williams shared with the Task Force the flurry of meetings and consultations he and other City
staff had been conducting behind the scenes. He explained the survey work that Zenith Research will be
conducting in support of the SE Groups work. He reread the mayor’s formal charge and reminded members of
the ultimate goal of delivering a set of recommendations by February. Finally, he proposed that in future
meetings the Task Force divide into subcommittees to research and investigate organizational structures that
may aid Spirits future and long-term financial success.

9:15 a.m.

Overview of City of Duluth financial involvement in Spirit Mountain
Chief Financial Officer - Wayne Parson
Director of Finance - Jen Carlson

Wayne gave an overview of the City’s financial involvement in Spirit Mountain over his tenure with the City.
He went over the three financial documents that were sent out to the Task Force members and answered specific
questions from the group. The group analyzed and discussed the increase in tourism tax contributions and city
appropriations overtime and resolved that the figures indicate definite shortage of capital investment.
9:45 a.m.

Spirit Mountain Recent Finances
Jane Kaiser
Director of Finance
Jane gave an overview of the Spirit Mountains financials over the past two years leading up to 2020 and went
over the documents provided to the Task Force, explaining that the 2020 financials have not yet been audited.
Task Force members asked to see financial breakdowns by activity center along with loan rates and balances on
bonds.
10:30 a.m.

Task Force Discussion

Several task force members expressed interest in determining what specific operational activities are the most
financially successful and obtaining the associated financial breakdowns. Director Filby Williams assured the
task force that the SE Groups work will likely aid in obtaining and understanding this information. The task
force asked Ann for an updated organizational chart and median salary costs. The group discussed the potential
for increased grant funding for future investments and programming.
10:45 a.m.

Upcoming Task Force Meetings





11:00 a.m.

Thursday, November 5
Thursday, November 19
Thursday, December 3
Thursday, December 17

Adjourn

Spirit Mountain Task Force
Meeting 7 Meeting Notes
9 a.m. to 11 a.m.
Thursday, November 5, 2020
Virtual meeting via Zoom
Attendees: Ann Glumac, Janet Kennedy, Arik Forsman, Jim Filby Williams, Jane Kaiser, Dale Lewis, Daniel
Hartman, Michele Dressel, Anna Tanski, Aaron Stolp, Gretchen Ransom, Jennifer Ondrik, Amy Brooks, Matt
Baumgartner, Barb Carr, Hansi Johnson, Mark Emmel, Scott Youngdahl, Noah Kramer, Chris Rubesch, Wayne
Dupuis, Bjorn Reed, Tim Miller, Kent Sharp (SE Group), Claire Humber (SE Group), Elllie Wachtel (SE Group)
Meeting Goals:
 Create task force subcommittees to do additional research on different ownership/management
structures and the potential pros/cons for Spirit Mountain
 Create common understanding of future meeting schedule
9:00 a.m.

Call to Order/Welcome
Co-Chairs Councilors Janet Kennedy and Arik Forsman
Director of Property, Parks and Libraries Jim Filby Williams

Councilor Kennedy welcomed Task Force members and thanked them for their volunteerism and expertise. She
acknowledged that many have more working knowledge of the ski industry and familiarity of the management
strategies that will be presented today. Lastly, she informed the task force that the leadership team will be
developing a timeline that will aid in the final decision making process.
9:10 a.m.

Case Studies: Ownership and Management Structures
Claire Humber, SE Group’s Director of Resort Planning and Design

Claire gave an overview of organizational structures and some examples that are relevant and informative for
Sprit Mountain. Each briefing included general statistics of each area as well as available information related to
ownership, governance, finances, and external financial support.
9:20 a.m.
Task Force Ownership/Management Structure Subcommittees
The SE Group’s recommendations to the task force likely will include an ownership/management structure.
Therefore, Task Force members were divided into subcommittees based on personal interest. The subcommittees’
research and later reports will help ensure that task force members are grounded in the strengths and limitations
of each structure – particularly as they might relate to Spirit Mountain and Duluth.

10:45 a.m.

Upcoming Task Force Meetings


Thursday, November 19
 SE Group
Preliminary Financial and Operational Benchmarking
Market Perspective


11:00 a.m.

Survey Results Discussion



Thursday, December 3
 Task Force Subcommittees report what they’ve learned



Thursday, December 17



Late December Meeting: Date TBD
 SE Group
Recommendations



January: Likely weekly meetings

Adjourn

Spirit Mountain Task Force
Meeting 8 Meeting Notes
9 a.m. to 11 a.m.
Thursday, November 19, 2020
Virtual meeting via Zoom
Attendees: Ann Glumac, Janet Kennedy, Jim Filby Williams, Jane Kaiser, Daniel Hartman, Michele Dressel, Anna
Tanski, Aaron Stolp, Gretchen Ransom, Jennifer Ondrik, Dale Lewis, Amy Brooks, Matt Baumgartner, Barb Carr,
Hansi Johnson, Mark Emmel, Scott Youngdahl, Noah Kramer, Chris Rubesch, Wayne Dupuis, Kent Sharp (SE
Group), Claire Humber (SE Group), Elllie Wachtel (SE Group), George Schmidt (SE Group), Jake Jorgensen
(RRC), Dave Belin (RRC).
Absent: Arik Forsman, Bjorn Reed, Tim Miller

Meeting Goals:
 Better understand Spirit Mountain’s market
 Gain initial understanding about Spirit Mountain finances and operations when benchmarked with
similar ski areas in the Midwest
9:00 a.m.

Call to Order/Welcome
Co-Chairs Councilors Janet Kennedy and Arik Forsman (Absent)
Director of Property, Parks and Libraries Jim Filby Williams

Councilor Kennedy welcomed that the Task Force members and emphasized the importance of the small
subcommittee work ahead of them.
9:10 a.m.

Spirit Mountain Market Assessment
Jake Jorgensen and Dave Belin
RRC

The RRC group presented information on competitive market opportunities based on Duluth’s demographics as
a city, within St. Louis County, and among the Midwest. Claire Humber (SE Group) explained how this work
and these figures will be used to validate the assumptions of the SE group’s analysis and final recommendations.
The Task Force group discussed packaging and place attachment and brainstormed how might be used in local
marketing campaigns.
9:40 a.m.

Spirit Mountain Performance Benchmarking
Kent Sharp, George Schmidt and Claire Humber
SE Group

Kent gave a brief overview of the initial industry benchmarking and explained how this work allows the
identification of both opportunities and challenges when looking at specific operations. He presented initial
comparison figures comparing Spirit Mountain to Midwest Area operations and to a custom set of five facilities
of similar size to Spirt.
Spirit Mountain Performance Site Visit Review
Kent Sharp, George Schmidt and Claire Humber
SE Group
Kent gave the highlights of the six separate virtual tours he and his team had with Spirit Mountain staff
including: Mountain Maintenance, Resort Operations, Guest Relations, Food & Beverage, Operations and Risk,
and Finance.
10:50 a.m.

11:00 a.m.

Upcoming Task Force Meetings


Thursday, December 3
 Task Force Subcommittees report what they’ve learned



Thursday, December 17



Future dates to be determined

Adjourn

Spirit Mountain Task Force
Meeting 9 Meeting Notes
9 a.m. to 11 a.m.
Thursday, December 3, 2020
Meeting Goals:
 Review and discuss highlights of electronic survey
 Gain more insight into the public ownership/nonprofit management structure
9:00 a.m.

Call to Order/Welcome
Co-Chairs Councilors Janet Kennedy and Arik Forsman
Director of Property, Parks and Libraries Jim Filby Williams

9:10 a.m.

Spirit Mountain Survey Highlights
Claire Humber, SE Group

9:40 a.m.

Public Ownership/Nonprofit Management Structure
Subcommittee Presentation

The Subcommittee on Public Ownership/Nonprofit Management presented to the Task Force and held a
facilitated discussion highlighting the strengths and limitations of this structure as it applies to the City of Duluth
and Spirit Mountain.
10:45 a.m.

Upcoming Task Force Meetings
 Thursday, December 17
Presentations by subcommittees on Public Ownership/Public Management Structure and
Public Ownership/Long-term Private Lease Structure, followed by task force discussion.
 Discussion of Future Meeting Options
The task force will receive SE Group’s recommendations at the end of December, and
task force recommendations are due February 1. Questions to consider:




11:00 a.m.

Should we plan weekly meetings in January?
Is Thursday from 9-11 the best time?
Other options/questions?

Adjourn

Spirit Mountain Task Force
Meeting 10 Notes
9 a.m. to 11 a.m.
Thursday, December 17, 2020
Meeting Goals:
 Gain more insight into the public ownership/public management structure
 Gain more insight into the public ownership/long-term lease management structure
 Finalize remaining task force meeting dates and times
9:00 a.m.

Call to Order/Welcome
Co-Chairs Councilors Janet Kennedy and Arik Forsman
Director of Property, Parks and Libraries Jim Filby Williams

9:10 a.m.

Public Ownership/Public Management Structure
Subcommittee Presentation
The Subcommittee on Public Ownership/Public Management will make its presentation,
after which task force members will engage in a facilitated discussion designed to
highlight the strengths and limitations of this structure as it applies to the City of Duluth
and Spirit Mountain.

10:00 a.m.

Public Ownership/Long-term Lease Management Structure
Subcommittee Presentation
The Subcommittee on Public Ownership/Long-Term Lease Management will make its
presentation, after which task force members will engage in a facilitated discussion
designed to highlight the strengths and limitations of this structure as it might apply to the
City of Duluth and Spirit Mountain.

10:50 a.m.

Future Meetings
 Thursday, December 31:
Finalize task force process. Outline areas for recommendations.
 Thursday, January 7:
Final recommendations presented by the SE Group.
 Thursday, January 14:
Develop draft recommendations

 Thursday, January 21:
Develop draft recommendations
 Thursday, January 28:
Finalize recommendations
11:00 a.m.

Adjourn

Spirit Mountain Task Force
Meeting Notes - 11
December 31, 2020

Virtual meeting via Zoom
Attendees: Ann Glumac, Arik Forsman, Daniel Hartman, Michele Dressel, Anna Tanski, Aaron Stolp, Gretchen
Ransom, Jennifer Ondrik, Amy Brooks, Matt Baumgartner, Barb Carr, Hansi Johnson, Mark Emmel, Scott Youngdahl,
Sam Louma, Dave Wadsworth.
Absent: Janet Kennedy, Jim Filby Williams, Dale Lewis, Noah Kramer, Chris Rubesch, Wayne Dupuis, Bjorn Reed,
Tim Miller.

Meeting Goals:
 Ensure we get the best of task force members’ ideas reflected in recommendations
 Ensure all task force members feel heard and valued during the meetings and afterward
 Create an equitable process that solicits ideas from all and respectfully prohibits the loudest voices from
dominating
 Develop a task force member-approved method of final decision-making
 Ensure the process will deliver the scope of work that the mayor asked us to complete
9:00 a.m.

Call to Order/Welcome
Co-Chair Councilor Arik Forsman
Councilor Forsman welcomed the Task Force members and shared his insights from past Committees on process
and decision-making. He encouraged the group that these decisions will prove very useful in the weeks ahead.
Lastly, he expressed his excitement for the pending SE group final report and presentation next week!

9:10 a.m.

Facilitator’s Role
Ann Glumac
Ann thanked the Task Force for their hard work and dedication over the past several weeks. She shared her goals
as facilitator and reminded the group that over the next few meetings she will not only encourage but insist on
members having equitable time and opportunity for the “mic” and that the use of the chat function will be
essential.
9:15 a.m.
Task Force Norms
The Task Force members brainstormed and shared their desired norms (group behaviors) that will be endorsed
throughout upcoming meetings. These were:
 Treat task force meetings as a safe space for sharing ideas and opinions
 Ensure we have all the facts
 Leave our biases on the shelf






Remember: We are making recommendations and not solving the problems
Capture different perspectives
Have fun
Remember breakout groups are great for more in-depth discussion

9:25 a.m.
Task Force Decision-Making
The Task Force members discussed the pros and cons of several different decision-making models including
consensus, simple majority, and super-majority votes. A lengthy discussion took place it was determined that the
Spirit Mountain Task Force will accept a simple majority of voting members but will work toward a super
majority on final recommendations. The group also felt that it would be imperative to incorporate and share what
recommendations were considered but not chosen and to clearly explain why.
9:45 a.m.

What Happens to the Task Force Recommendations?
Co-Chair Councilor Arik Forsman
Councilor Forsman shared his expectations on events likely after the final report is released. There will likely be
a flurry of local media requests and reports followed by a lull in action. He expects that it will take a few months
for the City Council to process, deliberate, and vote on the recommendations. Then it will be up to City
Administration and staff to proceed on longer-term initiatives. Realistically, this will be a multi-year
implementation effort.
10:00 a.m.
Reviewing and Fulfilling the Task Force’s Charge
Ann facilitated a discussion based on Mayor Larson formal charge to the Task Force. The group discussed the
possible need for a public process of some kind that could include public education, additional survey work and/or
public meetings.
10:30 a.m.
Future Meetings
Time investment – Our weekly meetings will be held on Thursdays from 9:00 – 12:00 (with a short break!)
o
o
o
o
10:45 a.m.

January 7: SE Group Presentation
January 14: Q&A with SE Group and task force deliberations
January 21: Task force deliberations
January 28: Task force deliberations
Adjourn

Spirit Mountain Task Force
Meeting 12 – Meeting Minutes
January 7, 2021
Meeting Goals:
 Gain high-level understanding of the SE Group report
Task Force Norms:
 Treat task force meetings as a safe space for sharing ideas and opinions
 Ensure we have all the facts
 Leave our biases on the shelf
 Remember: We are making recommendations and not solving the problems
 Capture different perspectives
 Have fun
 Remember breakout groups are great for more in-depth discussion
Task Force Decision-making Process:
 We will accept a simple majority of voting members but will work toward a super majority
 We will also share what we considered and chose not to recommend and why
9:00 a.m.

Call to Order/Welcome
Co-Chairs Councilors Janet Kennedy and Arik Forsman
Director of Property, Parks and Libraries Jim Filby Williams
Councilor Forsman thanked the Task Force members that were able to make the meeting held on New Year’s
Eve. He expressed his excitement regarding the presentation by the SE group and reviewing their written report
and recommendations.
9:10 a.m.

Review meeting goals and task force norms/decision-making
Ann Glumac, facilitator
Ann reminded the Task Force members about the norms (meeting behaviors) that were adopted by the group at
our last meeting. Additionally, she recapped that the group would accept a simple majority but work toward a
super majority in voting on final recommendations.
9:15 a.m.

SE Group Report Presentation
Kent Sharp, President and CEO
George Schmidt, CFO
Claire Humber, Director of Resort Planning

Claire thanked the Task Force members for their patience on obtaining the written report. She gave a brief
summary of the Opportunities noted in the SE Groups report including: (1) Checking Tickets, (2) Addressing
Pricing, (3) Summer Growth, (4) Nordic & Mountain Biking, (5) Lift Network Efficiency, (6) Addressing
Deferred Maintenance, (7) Margin Improvements in Food and Beverage, (8) Skyline Chalet Renovations.
Kent Sharp gave a high-level executive summary of the Financial Analysis and outlined several potential paths
for Spirit Mountain going forward. He concluded by sharing that his group views Spirit Mountain as a tremendous
resource and promised that Task Force members would be receiving the written report via email tomorrow.
10:15 a.m.
Question/Answer session
The group discussed several management and operational approaches for Spirit. Director Filby Williams gave a
brief explanation of the biannual Minnesota State bonding process. Task Force members will have a chance to
ask additional questions of the SE Group on January 14th.
10:55 a.m.

Next Meetings
January 14, 2021
9:00 a.m. to noon
 Additional question and answer with SE Group
 Decide topics/decisions for future meetings based on Mayor’s Charge
Business improvement strategies
Capital infrastructure
Adjustments to tourism tax support
Strategic partnerships
Other
January 21, 2021
9:00 a.m. to noon
January 28, 2021
9:00 a.m. to noon

Spirit Mountain Task Force
Meeting 13 - Notes
January 14, 2021

Virtual meeting via Zoom
Attendees: Ann Glumac, Arik Forsman, Daniel Hartman, Janet Kennedy, Jim Filby Williams, Dale Lewis, Michele
Dressel, Anna Tanski, Aaron Stolp, Gretchen Ransom, Jennifer Ondrik, Amy Brooks, Matt Baumgartner, Hansi
Johnson, Mark Emmel, Scott Youngdahl, Sam Louma, Chris Rubesch, Dave Wadsworth, Wayne Dupuis, Kent Sharp
(SE Group), Claire Humber (SE Group), George Schmit (SE Group).
Absent: Noah Kramer, Barb Carr, Bjorn Reed, Tim Miller.

Meeting Goals:
 Gain clarity on SE Group recommendations
 Map out future meetings
Task Force Norms:
 Treat task force meetings as a safe space for sharing ideas and opinions
 Ensure we have all the facts
 Leave our biases on the shelf
 Remember: We are making recommendations and not solving the problems
 Capture different perspectives
 Have fun
 Remember breakout groups are great for more in-depth discussion
Task Force Decision-making Process:
 We will accept a simple majority of voting members but will work toward a super majority
 We will also share what we considered and chose not to recommend and why
9:00 a.m.

Call to Order/Welcome
Co-Chairs Councilors Janet Kennedy and Arik Forsman
Director of Property, Parks and Libraries Jim Filby Williams

Councilor Kennedy praised the good work the Task Force has accomplished to date and informed the group that
she and Councilor Forsman would be seeking a deadline extension from the Mayor to allow additional time to
finalize recommendations and prepare the written report. She explained that by extending the deadline to the first
week in March, it would allow a more structured weekly discussion on the development of recommendations and
options for Spirit to achieve financial sustainability.

9:15 a.m.

Question and Answer Session with the SE Group
Kent Sharp, President and CEO
George Schmidt, CFO
Claire Humber, Director of Resort Planning
Ellie Wachtel, Associate Analyst + Planner

Task Force members were given an opportunity to send in Questions in ahead of time so that the SE group could
be prepared to provide specific answers. The group discussed the opportunities and potential impacts of
discounted prices (tickets) and interest in Community type marketing discounts. The group held a lengthy
discussion around the search, desired skill sets, and advertisement for its vacant leadership position (GM/CEO).
The group talked about potential changes needed in the relationship and structure of the Spirit Mountain Board
of Directors and their interface with City Administration. Kent Sharp provided additional details on the market
analysis and three-year projection figures used throughout the report and described how these figures related to
potential increases in revenue centers. The group deliberated over debt scenarios and how different ownership
models could mitigate financial risk. Lastly, the group discussed unique niche marketing strategies for the Grand
Avenue Chalet.
11:00 a.m.

Future Task Force Meetings
Thursday, January 21
9:00 a.m. to noon
Recommendations on business improvement strategies
 SE Group recommendations
 Other recommendations
Thursday, January 28
9:00 a.m. to noon
Capital infrastructure right-sizing and renewal
 Should the City continue invest in Spirit Mountain infrastructure
 Other questions/recommendations?
Thursday, February 4
9:00 a.m. to noon
Tourism Tax support
 What level of tourism tax support, if any, and for what purposes – operations or
capital improvements – should the City appropriate to Spirit Mountain?
 Other questions/recommendations?

Thursday, February 11
9:00 a.m. to noon
Strategic Partnership/Ownership-Management Structure
 Reflect recommendations made in prior meetings
 Preceded by an electronic straw poll on options not deserving of further consideration
 Based on our research, what options are worthy of further exploration now or in the
future?
 What needs to happen before further exploration is warranted?



Thursday, February 18
9:00 a.m. to noon
Other recommendations not specifically addressed in the charge, i.e.
 Governance
 Transparency
 Responsiveness
 Accountability
 Is Spirit Mountain a business or a park?
 Other

Spirit Mountain Task Force
Meeting Notes - 14
January 21, 2021

Meeting Goals:
 Identify business improvement strategies to include in recommendations
Task Force Norms:
 Treat task force meetings as a safe space for sharing ideas and opinions
 Ensure we have all the facts
 Leave our biases on the shelf
 Remember: We are making recommendations and not solving the problems
 Capture different perspectives
 Have fun
 Remember breakout groups are great for more in-depth discussion
Task Force Decision-making:
 We will accept a simple majority of voting members but will work toward a super majority
 We will also share what we considered and chose not to recommend and why
Facilitator Role:



Ensure meetings start/end on time and accomplish our agenda
Ensure the “mike” is shared equally
 Asking members to use chat before speaking
 Recognizing members before they speak
 Asking members to limit duration of their comments
 Calling on members who haven’t shared opinions
 Sharing comments on chat

9:00 a.m.

Call to Order/Welcome
Co-Chairs Councilors Janet Kennedy and Arik Forsman
Director of Property, Parks and Libraries Jim Filby Williams

Councilor Kennedy welcomed Task Force member and shared that she had gone back to review the Mayor’s
charge in preparation for today’s discussion. She also reminded the group of the adopted norms (group behaviors)
that were adopted at a previous meeting. She thanked Ann for her role as the facilitator and encouraged a
productive discussion on the proposed business strategies.

9:15 a.m.

Review, discuss and recommend business improvement opportunities
 SE Group recommendations
 Other recommendations identified by task force members
The Task Force reviewed the recommended business improvement opportunities document prepared by the
Leadership group. The group’s discussion was focused primarily on the operational enhancements that would
require only a modest investment or could be addressed in an annual budget.
11:45 a.m.

Review/confirm future task force meetings
Thursday, January 28
9:00 a.m. to noon
Capital infrastructure right-sizing and renewal
 Should the City continue invest in Spirit Mountain infrastructure
 Other questions/recommendations?
Thursday, February 4
9:00 a.m. to noon
Tourism Tax support
 What level of tourism tax support, if any, and for what purposes – operations or
capital improvements – should the City appropriate to Spirit Mountain?
 Other questions/recommendations?
Thursday, February 11
9:00 a.m. to noon
Strategic Partnership/Ownership-Management Structure
 Reflect recommendations made in prior meetings
 Preceded by an electronic straw poll on options not deserving of further consideration
 Based on our research, what options are worthy of further exploration now or in the
future?
 What needs to happen before further exploration is warranted?
Thursday, February 18
9:00 a.m. to noon


Other recommendations not specifically addressed in the charge, i.e.
 Governance






12:00

Transparency
Responsiveness
Accountability
Is Spirit Mountain a business or a park?
Any additional surveys

Adjourn

Spirit Mountain Task Force
Meeting Notes - 15
January 28, 2021
Meeting Goals:
 Approve initial business improvement strategies to include in recommendations
 Identify capital expenditures to be included in recommendations
Task Force Norms:
 Treat task force meetings as a safe space for sharing ideas and opinions
 Ensure we have all the facts
 Leave our biases on the shelf
 Remember: We are making recommendations and not solving the problems
 Capture different perspectives
 Have fun
 Remember breakout groups are great for more in-depth discussion
Task Force Decision-making:
 We will accept a simple majority of voting members but will work toward a super majority
 We will also share what we considered and chose not to recommend and why
Facilitator Role:



Ensure meetings start/end on time and accomplish our agenda
Ensure the “mike” is shared equally
 Asking members to use chat before speaking
 Recognizing members before they speak
 Asking members to limit duration of their comments
 Calling on members who haven’t shared opinions
 Sharing comments on chat

9:00 a.m.

Call to Order/Welcome
Co-Chairs Councilors Janet Kennedy and Arik Forsman
Director of Property, Parks and Libraries Jim Filby Williams

Councilor Forsman welcomed the Task Force members and thanked them for their great work on the Business
Strategies last week. He shared that he was looking forward to the pending discussion on Capital Infrastructure
and reminded folks to use the chat function to share thoughts and ideas.
9:10 a.m.

Review/approve initial business improvement opportunities
 SE Group recommendations
 Task force recommendations

Several Task Force members shared suggestions to be added to the Business improvement strategies document.
Ann agreed to send a numbered listing versus a bulleted listing for easier referencing. Her intent is to compile
and organize these suggestions and not to filter them. The group agreed to devote time at an upcoming meeting
to discuss the finalized listing.
9:30 a.m.

Capital infrastructure right-sizing and renewal
 Should the City continue invest in Spirit Mountain infrastructure
 Other questions/recommendations?

Pete Williams (SE Group) presented additional information and answered questions on the proposed chairlift
reduction/ reconfiguration. Task Force members disused the pros and cons of reducing the number of chairlifts at
Spirit. The group then addressed each subsection of the Capital infrastructure listing and asked Ann to obtain
some additional information from the SE group on lighting, mini-golf, and maintenance costs. The group
discussed the financial options and obligations related to state bonding for capital improvements.
11:45 a.m.

Future Task Force Meetings
Thursday, February 4
9:00 a.m. to noon
Tourism Tax support
 What level of tourism tax support, if any, and for what purposes – operations or
capital improvements – should the City appropriate to Spirit Mountain?
 Other questions/recommendations?
Thursday, February 11
9:00 a.m. to noon
Strategic Partnership/Ownership-Management Structure
 Reflect recommendations made in prior meetings




Preceded by an electronic straw poll on options not deserving of further consideration
Based on our research, what options are worthy of further exploration now or in the
future?
 What needs to happen before further exploration is warranted?

Thursday, February 18
9:00 a.m. to noon


12 noon

Other recommendations not specifically addressed in the charge, i.e.
 Governance
 Transparency
 Responsiveness
 Accountability
 Is Spirit Mountain a business or a park?
 Any additional surveys

Adjourn

Spirit Mountain Task Force
Meeting 16 – Meeting Notes
February 4, 2021
Meeting Goals:
 Develop recommended approach for tourism tax support, if any, for Spirit Mountain
 Confirm task force process going forward
Task Force Norms:
 Treat task force meetings as a safe space for sharing ideas and opinions
 Ensure we have all the facts
 Leave our biases on the shelf
 Remember: We are making recommendations and not solving the problems
 Capture different perspectives
 Have fun
 Remember breakout groups are great for more in-depth discussion
Task Force Decision-making:
 We will accept a simple majority of voting members but will work toward a super majority
 We will also share what we considered and chose not to recommend and why
Facilitator Role:



Ensure meetings start/end on time and accomplish our agenda
Ensure the “mike” is shared equally
 Asking members to use chat before speaking
 Recognizing members before they speak
 Asking members to limit duration of their comments
 Calling on members who haven’t shared opinions
 Sharing comments on chat

9:00 a.m.

Call to Order/Welcome
Co-Chairs Councilors Janet Kennedy and Arik Forsman
Director of Property, Parks and Libraries Jim Filby Williams

Councilor Forsman welcomed the Task Force members and reminded them of the important task ahead of them.
He emphasized that the most important and impactful outcomes from the group’s recommendations will be the
high level decisions and strategies proposed to increase long-term financial sustainability.
9:15 a.m.

Discussion of Tourism Tax and Spirit Mountain
 What should the city take into consideration when making decisions about
appropriating tourism tax proceeds to Spirit Mountain?
 How can the task force make a recommendation that will be of greatest use to
decision-makers?

Director Filby Williams gave an account of the formal application process entities are required to follow to request
tourism dollars. He explained how City Administration and staff prioritize and propose the annual funding
allocations to the City Council. The Task Force identified quality of life and cost of living as important criteria in
determining funding levels. The Task Force established that they would like to see a more strategic and constant
level of support allocated to Spirit Mountain. The Task Force deliberated on whether or not to request that the
City forgive past debt(s) versus the opportunity to restructure this debt.
10:40 a.m.

Strategic Partnership/Ownership-Management Structure

The Task Force voted to eliminate further discussion on the sale of Spirit Mountain to a For-Profit entity and
spent the remainder of the meeting listing the pros and cons for each remaining ownership-management structure.
This listing will be consolidated and made available to the group prior to the next meeting.
11:55 a.m.

Review future meetings
Thursday, February 11
9:00 a.m. to noon



Business improvement strategies
Priority capital investments

Thursday, February 18:
9:00 a.m. to noon


Other recommendations not specifically addressed in the charge
 Governance
 Transparency


12 noon

Adjourn

 Responsiveness
 Accountability
 Is Spirit Mountain a business or a park?
 Any additional surveys
Final recommendations

Spirit Mountain Task
Force Meeting 17 Notes
February 11, 2021
Meeting Goals:
 Finalize business improvement strategy recommendations
 Finalize recommendations on tourism tax support
 Finalize recommendations on capital infrastructure
Task Force Norms:
 Treat task force meetings as a safe space for sharing ideas and opinions
 Ensure we have all the facts
 Leave our biases on the shelf
 Remember: We are making recommendations and not solving the problems
 Capture different perspectives
 Have fun
 Remember breakout groups are great for more in-depth discussion
Task Force Decision-making:
 We will accept a simple majority of voting members but will work toward a super majority
 We will also share what we considered and chose not to recommend and why
Facilitator Role:



Ensure meetings start/end on time and accomplish our agenda
Ensure the “mike” is shared equally
 Asking members to use chat before speaking
 Recognizing members before they speak
 Asking members to limit duration of their comments
 Calling on members who haven’t shared opinions
 Sharing comments on chat

9:00 a.m.

Call to Order/Welcome
Co-Chairs Councilors Janet Kennedy and Arik Forsman
Director of Property, Parks and Libraries Jim Filby Williams

9:15 a.m.

Finalize Draft Business Improvement Strategies
Refer to strategies with detailed comments, as well as summary of strategies.

9:45 a.m.

Finalize Tourism Tax Recommendation

10:15 a.m.

Capital Infrastructure Improvements
Review recommendations of SE Group and other options
 What are the strengths of each?
 What are the limitations of each?

11:50 a.m.

Discuss future Task Force meeting(s)
Thursday, February 18:
9:00 a.m. to noon





Redefining Leadership at Spirit Mountain
Other recommendations not specifically addressed in the charge
 Governance
 Transparency
 Responsiveness
 Accountability
 Is Spirit Mountain a business or a park?
 Any additional surveys
Final recommendations

Thursday, February 25
9 a.m. to 11 a.m.

12 noon

Adjourn

Possible meeting to discuss/vote upon final Task Force Report.

Spirit Mountain Task Force
Meeting 18 Notes
February 18, 2021
Meeting Goals:
 Finalize recommendations on tourism tax support
 Finalize recommendations on debt and Spirit’s long-term financial sustainability
 Review and discuss “Redefining Leadership” document
 Start reviewing final task force recommendations
Task Force Norms:
 Treat task force meetings as a safe space for sharing ideas and opinions
 Ensure we have all the facts
 Leave our biases on the shelf
 Remember: We are making recommendations and not solving the problems
 Capture different perspectives
 Have fun
 Remember breakout groups are great for more in-depth discussion
Task Force Decision-making:
 We will accept a simple majority of voting members but will work toward a super majority
 We will also share what we considered and chose not to recommend and why
Facilitator Role:



Ensure meetings start/end on time and accomplish our agenda
Ensure the “mike” is shared equally
 Asking members to use chat before speaking
 Recognizing members before they speak
 Asking members to limit duration of their comments
 Calling on members who haven’t shared opinions
 Sharing comments on chat

9:00 a.m.

Call to Order/Welcome
Co-Chairs Councilors Janet Kennedy and Arik Forsman
Director of Property, Parks and Libraries Jim Filby Williams

Councilor Forsman welcomed the Task Force Members and thanked them for their work over the past several
months. He explained that these final recommendations will be incredibly useful for the decision makers in the
weeks and months to come. He reminded the Task Force that he and Councilor Kennedy are scheduled to present
to the Chamber on March 9th. Councilor Kennedy shared her appreciation for the Task Force’s expertise,
collective wisdom, and dedication in this endeavor.
9:15 a.m.
Finalize Tourism Tax Recommendation Draft 2
The group deliberated over the wording in the second draft. Ann committed to adding the group’s comments and
incorporating them into the next revision.
9:45 a.m.
Review, Discuss and Finalize Operating Debt Recommendation
Task force members discussed the proposed draft statement and provided feedback. Ann committed to adding the
group’s comments and incorporating them into the next revision.
10:15 a.m.
Review, Discuss and Determine Next Steps, if any, re “Redefining Leadership”
The Task force members reviewed and discussed the document prepared by facilitator Ann Glumac. Ann
explained that this document was developed based on her experience, observations while at Spirit and
interpretations of task force discussions. The Task Force voted to incorporate this document into the final
recommendations rather than as an Appendix.
10:45 a.m.

Break

10:55 a.m.

Review current draft strengths and limitations re operating structure and capital
investment
Task force members were given the opportunity to add any missing strengths and limitations on the three
operating models and the different capital investment models (Low/Medium/High). Ann encouraged the group to
share their additions and comments in the chat function for incorporation into the recommendations. The group
deliberated and discussed recommending a specific operating structure but decided rather to leave this
determination to City Administration.
11:55 a.m.

Next (and final) Meeting
Thursday, February 25
9 a.m. to 11 a.m.


12 noon

Adjourn

Discuss/vote upon final Task Force Report.

Spirit Mountain Task Force
Meeting 19 - Notes
February 25, 2021
Meeting Goals:
 Finalize recommendations on tourism tax support
 Finalize recommendations on debt and Spirit’s long-term financial sustainability
 Review and discuss “Redefining Leadership” document
 Start reviewing final task force recommendations
Task Force Norms:
 Treat task force meetings as a safe space for sharing ideas and opinions
 Ensure we have all the facts
 Leave our biases on the shelf
 Remember: We are making recommendations and not solving the problems
 Capture different perspectives
 Have fun
 Remember breakout groups are great for more in-depth discussion
Task Force Decision-making:
 We will accept a simple majority of voting members but will work toward a super majority
 We will also share what we considered and chose not to recommend and why
Facilitator Role:
 Ensure meetings start/end on time and accomplish our agenda
 Ensure the “mike” is shared equally
 Asking members to use chat before speaking
 Recognizing members before they speak
 Asking members to limit duration of their comments
 Calling on members who haven’t shared opinions
 Sharing comments on chat
9:00 a.m.

Call to Order/Welcome
Co-Chairs Councilors Janet Kennedy and Arik Forsman
Director of Property, Parks and Libraries Jim Filby Williams
Councilor Forsman welcomed the Task Force members and thanked them for their service over the last six
months. He expressed his appreciation for the way the report has come together and shared that it will have great

dividends down the road. Director Filby Williams thanked the group for their efforts and commented that he was
pleased with the direction of the report. He shared that strong plans like this one serve as enduring touchstones
for Administration as they move forward with making decisions.
9:15 a.m.
Review, Discuss and Finalize Draft Task Force Report
The Task Force looked at each section of the report and discussed the changes made from last week’s draft.
Several members felt strongly that a bar chart or graphic on tourism tax investments relative to figures on
economic impact could help show the overall significance Spirit has in our Community. The group discussed the
tourism tax support language and the operating debt language. Ann shared proposed wording over the zoom chat
function as the group assisted in crafting the amended language. The Task Force discussed how to best describe
the process it used in examining, evaluating, and narrowing down the different types of operating models. The
group discussed the potential public reaction it may receive over not recommending a specific operating model
but concluded that they were comfortable in work they did on providing an overall set of recommendations.
Lastly, the Task Force members asked Ann to add an executive summary to the beginning of the report. The Task
Force unanimously voted to adopt the report with the changes discussed. Barbara Carr, Mark Emmel, Noah
Kramer, and Dale Lewis were not present for the vote.
10:20 a.m.
Next Steps
Director Filby Williams indicated that he had already engaged the Communications Team in the best approach to
release the Task Force’s report in conjunction with the upcoming Chamber presentation on March 9th. He
indicated that the Task Force would be kept in the loop about financial and administrative decisions made
regarding Spirit Mountain. He shared that he and the Mayor would be working with Wayne Dupuis and other
tribal neighbors to give more substance to making indigenous people and heritage visible at Spirit. Lastly, he
thanked Ann Glumac for her assistance in wearing both hats and her leadership throughout this process.
10:30 a.m.
Final Comments
The group shared parting comments and indicated they would like to have an in-person reunion party at Spirit
Mountain in the near future.
11:00 a.m.

Adjourn
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KEY FINDINGS
As further detailed in the sections below, SE Group’s key findings are:
•

The marketplace. Spirit Mountain has a large market to draw from with the Duluth area and tourism
from the Twin Cities. The market is especially strong for summer activities with low barriers to entry.
Capturing the market amidst the competitive landscape, particularly for skiing, will require robust
marketing efforts and packaging the Spirit Mountain offering with all that Duluth has to offer.

•

Outdoor recreation and Duluth. Duluth is growing in renown as an outdoor recreation destination and
a desirable community for outdoor recreation enthusiasts to live. Spirit Mountain is very much at the
heart of that and continuing to add to the Nordic skiing and mountain biking offerings are prime
opportunities to enhance the community recreation landscape.

•

Community support. A community survey undertaken as part of this business planning process
identified key areas of community priority such as affordability, a greater variety of activities, and
enhancing the skiing experience. Community members also commented that they were unaware of
much of what Spirit Mountain offers, highlighting the importance of marketing to the local audience
in addition to potential destination visitors.

•

Economic impact. Spirit Mountain is a major economic driver for the Duluth area. Visitor and local
resident spending associated with Spirit Mountain generates an estimated $22.43 million annually in
economic activity in the region.

•

Visitation data. To date, Spirit has not collected detailed visitation data. Collecting better visitor data
such visitor origin and frequency of season pass use would enable better targeted marketing,
visitation tracking, and evaluating financial metrics. Enhancing the point-of-sale system and
increasing the granularity of financial data would support further understanding of key revenue and
expense categories and help guide future financial performance.

•

Checking tickets. It has been a well-known fact that ticket checking at Spirit Mountain has been
sparse and one can get on the mountain without one. This presents both a loss of revenue and a
major insurance liability risk. It is estimated that Spirit Mountain can see an additional 10,000 paid
skiing visitors per year through consistent ticket checking. This effort is already underway.

•

Deferred maintenance. Given Spirit’s recent financial challenges, there is a significant backlog of
deferred maintenance projects. These projects include lift maintenance, snowmaking upgrades, and
renovations to the Skyline Chalet. It is becoming relatively urgent to address many of these projects.
Ski areas that continue to reinvest in their facilities are successful in the long-term, while those who
fail to maintain and invest in their facilities typically begin to lose market share and business.

•

Performance metrics. In comparison to many ski areas of its size in the region, Spirit underperforms
in several key revenue categories in revenue per visit: ticket yield, retail, rentals, and food and
beverage. Enhancing the offering and adjusting pricing will be key to driving additional revenue in
these categories. Spirit does achieve significantly greater revenue with its summer operations
(Adventure Park, weddings, campground, mountain biking) than many of the comparative ski areas.
Spirit’s expenses are relatively in line with that of the comparative ski areas, and thus it has achieved
much lower operating margins than those ski areas.
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•

Recommended approach. The recommended business approach includes significant capital
spending, about $23 million dollars, towards making Spirit a well-maintained, attractive facility that
competes in the market. These capital projects have been identified through this analysis, previous
planning efforts, and conversations with Spirit Mountain and City staff. The financial model for this
approach shows the recreation area achieving healthy operating margins that would allow it to
weather weaker seasons, reinvest in maintenance, and service its debt, towards being a selfsustaining operation. This approach would also generate an estimated $39 million annually in local
economic impact, compared to the current impact of $22 million.

•

Studying alternatives. Other lower capital investment approaches have been explored as part of this
process. A minimalist approach where essential maintenance projects would be addressed but few
other capital projects would be undertaken would leave Spirit in a similar position to at present, with
low operating margins that do not allow it to weather weaker years and invest in capital and
maintenance. A medium capital spend approach, where capital spending includes the essential
maintenance projects and new summer activities, likely would result in sufficient operating margins,
but move the focus at Spirit Mountain away from skiing.

•

Future management. Spirit has several options future management and operational approaches. The
City could continue to operate the recreation area and achieve better margins. The potential margins
of the recreation area may also make it attractive to a long-term lease. A non-profit could be
involved as well, either as the lessee, or as a separate entity that raises funds for capital projects and
scholarships.

•

Leadership. The recreation area has been poorly run in the past. Spirit Mountain can achieve a
reversal of the recent trend with leadership that supports greater team collaboration, transparency,
community relations, and enhanced operations. The existing team of departmental directors possess
the depth of experience and knowledge to effectively operate the recreation area under such
effective top-line leadership.

INTRODUCTION
Spirit Mountain Recreation Area (Spirit Mountain or Spirit) is Duluth’s year-round outdoor recreation
destination, from alpine and Nordic skiing in the winter to mountain biking and riding an alpine coaster in
the summer. Spirit Mountain is the focal point of Duluth’s outdoor recreation offering and a key component
of what makes Duluth an excellent place to live and visit. In the winter, it is a fantastic and affordable place
to learn to ski, offers some of the best terrain parks in the Midwest, and is the only Nordic skiing venue in
Duluth with lighting and snowmaking. Increasingly, the recreation area is attracting summer visitors for its
Adventure Park, mountain biking, campground, wedding/events. It also serves as a winter and summer trail
hub for the Superior Hiking Trail, the Duluth Traverse, and many other area trails. The Spirit Mountain
Recreation Area Authority, which operates the area, is an authority of the City of Duluth and governed by a
board of directors appointed by the mayor.
Today, Spirit Mountain is in a challenging situation. The recreation area has invested heavily in new
infrastructure over the past decade, but revenues have not been sufficient to pay off the debt. And even
with some new infrastructure, much of the recreation area infrastructure is aging; more repairs, upgrades,
and replacements are necessary to allow the recreation area to offer functional and comfortable facilities to
its guests.
The City of Duluth owns the recreation area and has financially supported it for many years. In 2020, the
mayor appointed a sixteen-member Task Force to draft a set of recommendations to help Spirit Mountain
achieve financial stability and develop a sustainable plan to pay for the repair and replacement of
deteriorated infrastructure. The Task Force has contracted with SE Group, a ski area planning firm, to bring
industry expertise to the planning process and develop this Strategic Business Plan.
This Strategic Business Plan combines an analysis of existing conditions with a financial analysis and
recommendations for the future of Spirit. The existing conditions analysis is an in-depth look at the current
operations and site conditions, market conditions, and opportunities for future business. This analysis
provides the foundation and validation of all assumptions and recommendations of the financial analysis.
The financial analysis models various scenarios for capital expenditures and future operations at the
recreation area.
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CONSULTANT TEAM
The consultant team that assisted the Spirit Mountain Task Force with the strategic business planning
process consisted of SE Group and RRC Associates.

SE GROUP
With over 60 years of experience working with ski areas and mountain resorts, SE Group brings broad
experience in helping ski areas realize opportunities for sustainable multi-season operations, while
maintaining the qualities and character of the area that are important to the community.
The SE Group team is respected as leaders and “knowledge brokers” with unprecedented depth and
breadth of experience in the ski industry. SE Group understands the “business of skiing,” and understands
that a sustainable business model will likely need to include more than just skiing. SE Group's strategic
business planning process has been used to assist many areas in developing successful multi-season
operations to address the industry-wide challenge of creating and maintaining a sustainable business.

RRC ASSOCIATES
RRC Associates is a multi-disciplinary consulting firm providing market research, strategic analysis, and
community/land planning services. Principal areas of focus by RRC include the ski and snowboard industry,
as well as the larger travel, tourism, and recreation industries.
RRC Associates are experts in the field of recreation-oriented market research and are frequently quoted
and contacted for information concerning trends and opportunities. Their assessment of the opportunities
within Spirit Mountain’s market area provides the foundation for future visitation projections and
programming.
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MARKET ASSESSMENT
A market assessment was undertaken by RRC Associates to define trends in ski areas and outdoor
recreation, present visitor trends and local and regional market demographic profiles, and broadly analyze
existing regional amenities, market trends, and attractions in the greater Duluth area. The report is intended
to serve as a framework for discussions to assist Spirit Mountain in making strategic decisions around the
opportunities for future planning scenarios. The key findings and market-related opportunities are noted
below. The full assessment is provided as Appendix A of this document.

SKIER VISITS AND DIVERSIFYING REVENUES
Total skier visits in the United States (U.S.) have remained relatively stable over the past twenty years, with
some fluctuations due to weather, economic conditions, and other factors. Therefore, many ski areas have
looked to diversify revenue streams, better differentiate themselves in the market, and bring guests during
the summer and shoulder seasons. Spirit Mountain has already developed a strong summer business, which,
when combined with other tactics to expand business, will be essential to its growth.

MULTI-MOUNTAIN PASSES
Multi-mountain season passes are exploding in popularity and help drive people to visit ski areas large and
small. Spirit Mountain, along with many of its competitors, is part of the Indy Pass. This encourages skiers
from the Twin Cities region to spend a few days of the season at Spirit. With a strong offering, the
recreation area can capture some of those visitors to buy specific Spirit Mountain season passes going
forward.

ST. LOUIS COUNTY DEMOGRAPHICS
The population of St. Louis County has remained very stagnant over the past decade. This suggests stability
and a continued market for the outdoor recreation opportunities. Other demographic trends (e.g., income,
age) do align with characteristics that visit outdoor recreation destinations.

TWIN CITIES DEMOGRAPHICS
The Twin Cities metropolitan area offers a large and market, with several positive demographic trends
towards participation in skiing and outdoor recreation participation. However, there are several ski areas
competing in that market. Capturing well from that market is important.

Spirit Mountain Strategic Business Plan
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PACKAGING THE OFFERING
The Duluth area sees strong winter and summer tourist visitation; having more of those visitors include
Spirit Mountain in their trip is a major opportunity. Additionally, many of the recreation area’s primary
competitors (Giants Ridge, Lutsen Mountains) are in resort environments with restaurants and hotels. There
are many restaurants and hotels in Duluth, providing an opportunity for Spirit to offer a destination
experience both for the high-end overnight visitors and those looking for more affordable lodging and
dining options. Marketing the comprehensive experience would allow Spirit to compete in the same playing
field as their competitors. Towards capturing out-of-town visitors, it is imperative going forward that Spirit
better packages itself with Duluth and vice-versa.

MONT DU LAC COMPETITION
In the local market, Spirit faces competition from Mont Du Lac. Continuing to invest in facilities and
marketing the additional terrain is important.

OUTDOOR RECREATION PARTICIPATION
Nationally, the most popular outdoor recreation activities are those with the lowest barrier to entry in terms
of cost and convenience (e.g., hiking, running, fishing). Spirit Mountain should continue to offer, as well as
explore additional activities with low barriers to entry that could bring a broad swath of visitors to the
recreation area. The market of outdoor recreation participants is large for such activities including hiking
and adventure park elements.

MOUNTAIN BIKING
Duluth is an International Mountain Bike Association (IMBA) Gold Level Rider Center, the highest
designation, and is the only place east of the Rockies to receive that designation. The level of mountain
biking in Duluth is an incredible opportunity for the City to attract visitors from across the country. Spirit
Mountain is positioned at the center of this, with the only lift-served mountain biking, and access to many
miles of Duluth’s trail system from the parking lots. However, participation in mountain biking, while a
growing sport, remains a small population. Continuing to offer other summer activities that can appeal to
the broader population, such as the Adventure Park activities, is also very important.

VISITATION POTENTIAL
In the 2018/19 season, Spirit saw 107,618 skier visits; 75,522 visits to the Adventure Park; 16,614 visits to the
campground; and 6,757 visits to the Mountain Bike Park. The recreation area also sees many visitors for
Nordic skiing, weddings/events, and non-ticketed cross-country mountain biking and hiking. Including these
additional activities, the recreation area sees approximately 250,000 people a year.
Of skier visits, an estimated 49% are from the Duluth area and 51% are from visitors to the area. No such
data was available for other activities. The market assessment identifies the potential to increase visitation
from both out-of-town visitors and local residents.
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OUT-OF-TOWN VISITATION POTENTIAL
Information from Visit Duluth on tourist visitation provides insights on the type and complexion of visitors to
the area, allowing for assumptions to be made related to the potential to increase out-of-town visitation at
Spirit Mountain. 1
In 2015, the City of Duluth saw 2.3 million overnight trips and 4.4-million-day trips. The majority of these
trips were “marketable” or involved people visiting family and friends (VFR). Marketable trips are those trips
that can be influenced by marketing efforts and include leisure and business-leisure trips but excluding
business-only trips. Of marketable and VFR trips, 43% of overnight trips and 38% of day trips listed the main
reason as touring/outdoors. Touring/outdoors is predominantly summer travel and represents the potential
market for Spirit to capture with its summer activities. Combined, this is approximately 2.5 million visits to
Duluth for outdoors/touring annually.
Of marketable and visiting friends and family trips to the Duluth area, 3% of overnight trips and 5% of day
trips listed the main reason as ski/snowboard. This represents about 270,000 trips annually, and Spirit
currently captures approximately 20% of those trips. The remaining ski/snowboard trips to the Duluth area
are currently being captured by Nordic skiing or visits to other nearby downhill ski areas.
Table 1. Duluth Area Tourism Trips and Trip Purpose
Overnight Trips

Day Trips

Total

Total Trips

2.3 million

4.4 million

6.7 million

Total Marketable + VFR Trips

2.2 million

4.1 million

6.3 million

% of marketable + VFR trips for outdoors/touring

43%

38%

-

Total marketable + VFR trips for outdoors/touring

930,268

1,549,545

2,479,833

% of marketable + VFR trips for skiing/snowboarding

3%

5%

-

Total marketable + VFR trips for skiing/snowboarding

62,018

206,609

268,627

Source: Visit Duluth

Going forward, enhancements to the facility, marketing, and other upgrades have the potential to draw
additional visitors to Spirit. The potential of this growth is represented by conservative assumptions of
additional “capture” of visitors to the Duluth area. These conservative assumptions were made respecting
the size and competitiveness of the market and are presented below.
For summer, it is estimated that Spirit could capture an additional 1% to 5% outdoor/touring visits
(approximately 25,000 to 124,000 visits). 2 In winter, it is estimated that Spirit could capture an additional
2% to 10% of ski/snowboard visits (approximately 5,000 to 27,000 visits). Table 2 shows potential new
visits amongst the outdoor/touring (summer) and ski/snowboard (skier visits) markets.

2015 Longwoods International Study for Visit Duluth
It is assumed that additional summer visitation opportunities are focused on the Adventure Park and mountain biking. The
wedding/event and campground businesses are both very strong, and increased visits for those activities are not anticipated.
1

2
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Table 2. Projected Out-of-Town Visitor Capture to Spirit Mountain
1% Outdoor/Touring
Capture |
2% Ski/Snowboard
Capture

2% Outdoor/Touring
Capture |
5% Ski/Snowboard
Capture

5% Outdoor/Touring
Capture |
10% Ski/Snowboard
Capture

24,798

49,597

123,992

5,373

13,431

26,863

Additional Touring/Outdoors Visits
Additional Ski/Snowboard Visits
Source: RRC Associates; SE Group

LOCAL VISITATION POTENTIAL
Enhanced facilities, marketing, and other upgrades to Spirit Mountain would also create an opportunity to
increase season pass usage, the number of seasons passholders, and day tickets purchased by the local
community. In the 2018/19 season, Spirit Mountain saw 35,600 seasons pass visits from local residents (from
4,450 passholders) and 17,156 visits from single day lift tickets of local residents. 3 It is estimated that Spirit
could increase the number of local seasons pass visits by 5% to 15% (both creating additional season
passholders and getting higher utilization from passholders). It estimated that the number of day lift tickets
purchased at Spirit by local residents could increase by 5% to 10%. Table 3 shows projected visitor numbers
based on the visitation increase scenarios.
Table 3. Projected Local Visitor Capture to Spirit Mountain
Existing Visits
(2018/19
season)

Additional at
5% pass
visitation |
5% day
visitation

Additional at
10% pass
visitation |
7% day
visitation

Additional at
15% pass
visitation |
10% day
visitation

Total Range

35,600

1,780

3,560

5,340

37,400–40,900

Day skier visits by
Duluth-area residents

17,156

857

1,199

1,713

18,000–18,900

Skier visits by
Duluth-area residents

52,756

2,637

4,759

7,053

55,400–60,000

Season passholder visits
by Duluth-area residents

Source: Spirit Mountain; SE Group; RRC Associates

Based on these projected scenarios, the local seasons passholder visits could increase by approximately
1,800 to 5,300 visits per season and local day skier visits could increase by approximately 900 to 1,700
visits. With 35,600 existing seasons pass holder visits in the 2018/19 season, this would increase seasons
passholder visitation to within the range of 37,400 to 40,900. Local day skier visits could increase from
17,156 in the 2018/19 season to between 18,000 and 18,900. Combined the local visits to Spirit Mountain
could increase from 52,750 in the 2018/19 season to 55,400 to 60,000 visits.

It is assumed that on average, a Spirit Mountain seasons passholder visits 8 times per season. The National Ski Area Association data
shows that on average, small ski areas in the U.S. see 8 visits per passholder.

3
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OVERALL SKIER VISIT PROJECTIONS
As described above, Spirit Mountain could see additional skier visits from a larger market capture of out-oftown visitors coming to ski or snowboard, additional local season passholders, additional local season
passholder utilization, and additional local day ticket purchasing. Table 4 shows the potential increase in
visits from the low set of scenarios (5% increase in local pass visitation; 5% increase in local day visitation;
2% increase in ski/snowboard capture), the moderate set of scenarios (10% increase in local pass visitation;
7% increase in local day visitation; 5% increase in ski/snowboard capture), and the high set of scenarios (15%
increase in local pass visitation; 10% increase in local day visitation; 10% increase in ski/snowboard capture).
Table 4. Projected Total Skier Visit Capture to Spirit Mountain
Existing Visits
(2018/19
season)

Low
Scenario
Increase

Moderate
Scenario
Increase

High
Scenario
Increase

Total
Range

35,600

1,780

3,560

5,340

37,400–40,900

Day skier visits by
Duluth-area residents

17,156

857

1,199

1,713

18,000–18,900

Out-of-town
Ski/Snowboard Capture

54,862

5,373

13,431

26,863

60,000–81,500

Total Skier Visits

107,618

8,010

18,190

33,916

116,000–142,000

Season passholder visits
by Duluth-area residents

Source: Spirit Mountain, Visit Duluth, SE Group, RRC Associates

Based on these existing market conditions, and assuming enhancements to the facility and an increased
emphasis on marketing and sales, Spirit Mountain could see an increase of between 8,000 and 34,000 visits,
yielding approximately 116,000 to 142,000 skier visits each year.
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CASE STUDIES
The following case studies present different operational management structures deployed by ski areas
across the U.S. that are relevant to Spirit Mountain. These models are being considered by the Task Force as
they consider the appropriate operational models for the recreation area. The case studies presented
explain the operational history, associated challenges and opportunities, and the operational and financial
realities for the not-for-profit (Mt. Ashland), public (Gunstock), private operator with lease (Mt. Sunapee),
and cooperative (Mad River Glen) operational models. While no two ski areas are alike, care has been taken
to select examples that are relevant and informative for Spirit Mountain. General statistics of each area are
provided for comparison, as well as available information related to ownership, governance, finances, and
external financial support. The full case studies are provided as Appendix B, with the summaries below.
Table 5. Comparison of General Statistics of Case Study Ski Areas
Spirit Mountain
(public)

Mt. Ashland
(non-profit)

Gunstock
(public)

Mount Sunapee
(private
operator with
lease)

Mad River Glen
(cooperative)

Duluth, MN

Ashland, OR

Gilford, NH

Newbury, NH

Waitsfield, VT

St. Louis County
(199,070)

Jackson County
(203,206)

Belknap County
(61,303)

Merrimack
County (151,391)

Washington
County (58,409)

7

5

6

9

5

Vertical feet

700

1,150

1,340

1,510

2,037

Skiable Acres

175

240

227

233

115

107,618

70,943

166,247

~200,000

85,000

Adventure Park,
Trails

Limited

Adventure Park,
Trails

Adventure Park,
Trails

Limited

Location
Local County
(Population)
Lifts

Annual Skier Visits
Summer Offering

Source: SE Group; U.S. Census; websites of Mt. Ashland, Gunstock, Mount Sunapee, Mad River Glen, and Spirit Mountain
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MT. ASHLAND
Mt. Ashland is a 240-acre ski area operated by a non-profit, the Mt. Ashland Association. The ski area primarily
serves the population of the Ashland-Medford, Oregon area and received 70,943 skier visits in the 2018/19 season.
The Association assumed management in 1993. Previously, the ski area had been privately operated, with an
intermediary year under City of Ashland ownership. Becoming a non-profit allowed the ski area to build a financial
safety net to withstand low visitation winters/drought, keep prices low, withstand rising costs, and build a strong
relationship to the community.
The Mt. Ashland Association has a thirteen-member board with three-year terms and a three-term limit. The board
stays relatively high level and is not involved in day-to-day operations of the ski area.
Local government has a very limited role with the ski area at present. The City of Ashland and the Association
have an agreement that states that City can appoint one person to the board; requires the Association provide
architectural, engineering, construction, and logging plans to the City for technical review; requires that the
Association maintain a “Restoration Amount” to cover area restoration if the ski area closed; requires that the
Association not pursue certain projects without sufficient financial commitments; requires that if the ski area
dissolves all assets will return to the City; and requires City approval if the ski area is transferred to another party.
Mt. Ashland’s workforce is almost entirely a professional operation. The ski patrol is largely volunteer, and some
additional volunteers assist with school programs. There is no union presence at Mt. Ashland.
The ski area has a sustainable annual operating budget but does rely on external financial support (donations) to
support the operation in low visitation years and to provide capital funding. The Association currently receives
about $200,000 a year in donations to its Local Mountain Fund (equivalent of an annual fund). These funds are
raised from individuals, local businesses, and foundations. The donations go into supporting on-going
maintenance capital projects, school programs, and maintaining the “rainy day fund” (currently standing at
$2 million, largely built since 2014). The association fundraises separately for major capital projects. The
Association does pursue grants, although they tend to be relatively small and where the Association has a high
likelihood of receiving them. These grants have helped fund planning efforts, school programs, and a shuttle from
Ashland.

Spirit Mountain Strategic Business Plan
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GUNSTOCK MOUNTAIN RESORT
Gunstock Mountain Resort is a 227-acre ski area owned by Belknap County, NH. The ski area is a regional
destination ski area for the Boston and Manchester, NH metropolitan areas. The ski areas saw 166,247 skier visits
in the 2018/19 season and sees about 100,000 visits in the summer. A county-appointed, five-person Gunstock
Area Commission overseeing operations and hiring staff. The Commission is responsible for “managing the ski
area as a financially independent, self-sustaining organization.” The Commission reviews operations, approves
major expenditures, develops plans, and hires and oversees the general manager.
Currently, Belknap County has oversight over the ski area, but its taxpayers do not financially contribute to the
ski area. Belknap County Commissioners appoint the members of the Gunstock Area Commission and approve
the Revenue Anticipation Note (RAN) and other bonding measures pursued by the ski area. Annually, the ski area
receives a RAN, a short-term business loan or line of credit from the county. This is used to cover operating
expenses and winter operation start-up costs during the cyclic slow period from September to December. This
request averages $850,000 a year and is paid back in full, with interest, by April 1. Gunstock has requested an
annual RAN beginning in 1991 and every year thereafter—and has paid it back in full and on time each year.
Until 1990, the ski area operated as a self-sustaining entity. However, following $10 million in capital expenditures
in the 1980s and consecutive poor snow years, the ski area began to require taxpayer funding for its debt service.
In 2001, the County agreed to take on the ski area’s remaining debts. A Memorandum of Agreement was
established, requiring that Gunstock pay the County $150,000 annually. This statute has recently been changed
to a payment of 1.75% of revenues (works out to between $200,000–$250,000) requested annually by the
County. The original debt is now paid off, but the ski area continues to pay the County annually in continued
(political) acknowledgment of the “ROI” related to forgiving the debt and to reduce the taxes the county must
collect from residents. County-elected officials have debated increasing the percentage, as Gunstock profits have
increased. In the 2017 budget, Gunstock projected revenues of $13 million, for a profit margin of $1.3 million.
The ski area is achieving sufficient revenues to build a strong “rainy day fund” and cover operational maintenance
costs. For capital projects, the ski area relies on reserves and bonding measures depending on the extent of the
project (the area budgets +/-$500,000 in self-funded capital projects per year beyond capital maintenance
projects) and is responsible for all debt payments. All such projects requiring bonding must be approved by the
County. The ski area has been very intentional about revenue generation, particularly through expanding its
summer operations with elements such as a mountain coaster, aerial treetops adventure, climbing wall, and biking
trails.
Many ancillary elements of the ski area (race teams, adaptive programs) are operated as separate non-profits.
These non-profits can fundraise for expenses, rather than placing those expenses on the ski area. These nonprofits also help to create affordable access for locals.
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MOUNT SUNAPEE
Mount Sunapee is a 233-acre ski area in southern New Hampshire. The ski area is a regional destination from the
Boston area and attracts approximately 200,000 skier visits each year. The ski area is on lands owned by the
state of New Hampshire and leased to a private entity, Vail Resorts, on a twenty-year lease. In 1998, the state
issued a Request for Proposals for a private operator to lease Mount Sunapee to efficiently operate the ski area
and invest in capital improvements. The original lease was issued to Okemo Mountain Inc. The initial cost of the
lease was a $1 million surety bond, with the stipulation that the leaseholder invest $5 million in capital
improvements in the first five years. Under the terms of the lease, the land, existing infrastructure (real property),
and improvements remain the property of the state following the conclusion of the lease.
The operator is responsible for all operating costs and capital projects. The operator is required to pay the state
a base fee of $150,000 (adjusted for inflation since 1998) and 3% of gross annual revenues, equating today to
roughly 5% of revenue overall. This percent of revenue is higher than that required by the U.S. Forest Service for
ski areas operating under an SUP (typically 3%), making this one of the most expensive leases in the country. The
annual lease payment to the state averaged $585,000 from 2009 to 2014. The operator does not pursue grants
or outside fundraising.
The lease of Mount Sunapee has provided many benefits to the state: it created a mechanism for much-needed
investment in the area as well as a funding mechanism for other state recreational assets, removed the drain on
the state’s budget from on-going support to the ski area, which consistently operated at a loss, and removed the
risks associated with operating the mountain. In the first five years of the lease, the operators invested $14 million
in the ski area, addressing deferred maintenance and bringing the area up to current market standards. Combined,
these improvements ultimately enhanced the experience and operational efficiencies at Sunapee and another ski
area on state land (Cannon Mountain), making them more competitive and drawing visitors to the state.
The lease requires the operator submit an Annual Operating Plan each year and a Master Development Plan (MDP)
and Environmental Management Plan every five years. The State also tours the ski area each year with the operator
to identify maintenance needs. Mount Sunapee is required to present the MDP to both the State of New Hampshire
and to the local communities; specifically, the Town of Newbury and Town of Goshen where the ski area is located.

Spirit Mountain Strategic Business Plan
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MAD RIVER GLEN
Mad River Glen in Vermont is the only ski area in the country owned and operated by a cooperative. The ski area
offers a unique skiing experience with only a single and double chairlifts, steep slopes, and little grooming. The
Mad River Glen Cooperative took over the ski area in 1995, when owner Betsy Pratt decided to sell to the only
group she trusted with its future, its skiers. She generously agreed to sell the ski area for $2.5 million to the newly
formed cooperative. For the cooperative, the purchase required 1,667 shares sold at $1,500 a share. The
cooperative reached out to everyone living in the local area and the ski area’s mailing list and managed to sell
1,000 shares in six months. By 2000, the cooperative had sold 2,000 shares and managed to pay off the mortgage
early while contributing to capital upgrades as the need arose.
A paid staff handles most of the operations of the ski area, with oversight from the shareholders. The shareholders
have an annual meeting with about 150 shareholders attending. They discuss the future of the ski area, the past
season, and elect a nine-member Board of Trustees. The Board of Trustees meets more regularly, 7-10 times per
year. The board also hires and oversees a general manager of the ski area. The general manager reports to the
board at each meeting and manages seven year-round staff, 200 seasonal employees, and 100 volunteers.
The number of shareholders has remained relatively constant since 2000: at present, 1,800+ individuals own
2,200+ shares. A shareholder pays $2,000 initially (either in a single payment or a series of installments) and $200
annually in an advanced purchase requirement (APR). The APR provides the ski area with early season cash flow
and shareholders typically spend that sum and more on passes, tickets, rentals, lessons, and food as the season
goes on. The shareholders also receive a 15% discount on season passes and lift tickets.
The financial purpose of the shareholders was to purchase the ski area in the first place. Since then, the purchase
of additional shares has made a small contribution to capital upgrades and annual operating costs. The funding
for capital upgrades largely comes from the cooperative’s non-profit. Since 1995, the cooperative has spent $4.5
million for upgrades to the ski area, primarily from tax-deductible donations to the Stark Mountain Foundation,
the cooperative’s partner 501(c)(3). The foundation and cooperative are partnering now on a fundraising
campaign aiming to raise $6.5 million by 2021. One goal of the campaign is to build an endowment that would
provide the ski area with an annual income independent of the weather conditions.
The year-to-year financials of the ski area are dependent on annual snowfall. The ski area typically turns a profit
in moderate to good snow years but struggles in poor snow years, especially as it does not have a large
snowmaking system. The ski area does have very little overhead and negligible debt, keeping operating expenses
low. In the first nineteen years of cooperative ownership, the ski area finished in the black fifteen times.
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COMMUNITY SURVEY
The Task Force and consultant team sought to understand customer interests and support related to the
future of Spirit Mountain. The services of Zenith Research Group were retained to conduct an online survey.
The survey was disseminated to the email addresses in the Spirit Mountain directory. The survey went out to
21,233 email addresses and received 4,895 survey responses, 68% of which were fully complete responses.
About two-thirds of survey respondents were Duluth area residents. The full survey results summary is
provided as Appendix C and key findings are summarized below.
•

Respondents listed offering affordable tickets/season passes, expanding the variety of activities, and
enhancing the skiing experience as key to improving the overall experience. Locals were slightly
more likely to list the affordability as key.

•

Many respondents had also visited Spirit’s competitive set of ski areas recently (Mont Du Lac, Lutsen
Mountains, and Giants Ridge) and were considering buying a season pass at those ski areas.

•

About 55% of respondents had purchased a downhill season pass in the immediate past. Only 40%
were certain about purchasing one in the future, with an additional 27% were uncertain about doing
so. This suggests people are looking to see what the future brings to Spirit, but there is a larger
group interested.

•

Many respondents had tried the Adventure Park activities, but most had done so infrequently,
making only one or two visits per year.

•

Respondents participated in skiing and the terrain parks at a high frequency, with many stating they
did so 11+ times per year. Nearly 95% of respondents rated downhill skiing as meeting or exceeding
expectations, with 24% saying it exceeded.

•

Most offerings at Spirit Mountain had relatively positive expectations ratings. Notable exceptions
were the Skyline Chalet and putt-putt, where many respondents said the activities did not meet
expectations.

•

The lift-served mountain biking, alpine coaster, and hiking had the most respondents saying they
exceeded expectations.

•

Nearly half of respondents said that the addition of the Grand Avenue Chalet and the Spirit Express
led them to make more visits to Spirit Mountain.

•

Improved hiking/biking trails, enhanced terrain parks, and the alpine coaster also contributed to
additional visits among respondents. The jumping pillow, putt-putt, disc golf, and summer youth
programs led to the least change.

•

Many commented that they were unaware of some of the activities offered at Spirit Mountain that
were mentioned in the survey.

•

Most respondents said that Spirit serves the interest of City residents well (76%), with 34% stating it
does so very well. Duluth respondents were less likely to say that Spirit serves the residents well than
Twin Cities metro respondents. Many of those who did not feel it served residents well cited the
prices.

Spirit Mountain Strategic Business Plan
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ECONOMIC IMPACT
Drawing recreationists to Spirit Mountain generates economic activity in the region. Visitors that come to
the area and spend money at Spirit Mountain, as well as surrounding hotels, restaurants, and other
businesses. This local spending supports the local economy and helps create jobs. For the Strategic
Business Plan, the economic impact that user spending associated with Spirit Mountain generates for the
local economy has been estimated. The summary of the existing economic impact is presented here, but the
full report is available as Appendix D.
The economic impact calculated here extends beyond the recreation area, as local businesses see
associated spending from visits to Spirit, and additional tax revenue is generated. The direct dollars spent at
the recreation area and local businesses have a secondary (multiplier) impact, spurring additional spending,
jobs, and economic activity.
Economic impacts of the existing and future visitation to Spirit Mountain were projected using a computerbased spending throughput model (IMPLAN3). IMPLAN3 economic modeling requires the estimation of
annual visitation and visitor spending (both at Spirit and in the area associated with a trip to Spirit) in order
to simulate the effect of these activities on the economy in terms of sales, employment, labor income, and
tax revenues.

Visitor
Spending
Profile

Number of
Visitors

Economic
Impact
(Direct &
Secondary)

For existing conditions of Spirit Mountain, the economic impact of four visitation groups were assessed:
alpine skiers, lift-served mountain bikers, summer Adventure Park visitors, and campground users. This was
due to the better availability of visitation information, demographic data, and typical spending for each of
these activities. Other activities, such as Nordic skiing, tubing, weddings/banquets, and use of Spirit
Mountain as a trailhead for hiking and cross-country mountain biking, did not have sufficient data to include
in the existing conditions analysis. However, it is understood that these activities are very important in
drawing visitors to Duluth and making Duluth a desirable place to live.
Across the activities considered in this economic impact analysis, Spirit saw 201,025 visits in the 2018/19
winter season and the summer 2019 season. Overall, including the activities not available for this analysis,
the recreation area sees an estimated 250,000 visits.
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For each of these activities, three main data points were used to estimate economic impact: the number of
individual visits; the breakdown between local day use visits, non-local day visits, and overnight visits; and
the activity-specific spending profile. Typically, overnight visitors will spend more in the region than nonlocal day users, who in turn spend more than local day users (in association with their trip to Spirit).
Therefore, three different spending profiles were required for each activity.
Visitation estimates were provided by Spirit Mountain based on season pass sales, day-ticket sales, and
campsite reservations. Alpine skiing visitor spending profiles were based on Spirit Mountain revenue data
and the Minnesota Ski Areas Association Economic Impact Study (2012). Summer visitor spending profiles
(Adventure Park and Campground) were determined using data from the Explore Minnesota Traveler Profile
Study (Spring-Summer 2019 Seasonal Brief). Lift-served mountain biking figures were derived from The
Economic Impact of Off-Road Cycling in Duluth: An Expenditures Approach (2017). Spirit pricing was
incorporated into these profiles for all activities. The spending profiles, visitation figures, visitation
breakdown, and other assumptions can be found in Appendix D.

RESULTS
The annual economic impact of visitation to Spirit Mountain under the existing conditions is detailed in
Table 6.
Visitation to the recreation area generates $14.48 million in direct output and $7.96 million in secondary
output in the State of Minnesota per year, for a total economic impact of $22.43 million. Approximately $4.2
million in federal, state, and local tax revenue is generated each year by this economic activity. This activity
also supports 301 full-time-equivalent jobs each year. This figure includes the recreation area’s full time and
part time employees and many employees in surrounding businesses. Spirit itself may have more than 300
employees, but two half time employees are a full-time-equivalent.
Table 6. Spirit Mountain Economic Impact Results (2018/19)
Alpine Skiing

MTB Park

Campground

Summer
Adventure
Park

Total

107,618

6,757

16,600

70,050

201.025

Direct Economic Impact

$10,700,000

$501,000

$594,000

$2,680,000

$14,475,000

Secondary Economic Impact

$5,850,000

$277,000

$332,000

$1,500,000

$7,959,000

Total Economic Impact

$16,550,000

$778,000

$926,000

$4,180,000

$22,434,000

Tax Revenue

$3,100,000

$148,000

$161,000

$758,000

$4,167,000

Visits
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SITE ANALYSIS
Spirit Mountain is a 175-acre recreation area, and the land and all assets are owned by the City of Duluth.
This analysis of the site and its existing facilities combines both key takeaways of the 2017 Spirit Mountain
Master Development Plan (2017 MDP) and additional analysis conducted as part of this study.

EXISTING SITE CONDITIONS
This examination and analysis of existing facilities at Spirit Mountain is based on conversations with the
mountain’s leadership on the conditions of the infrastructure, a virtual tour of the facilities, and the
application of ski industry standards to Spirit Mountain’s existing operation. The condition of the existing
facilities is presented, and operational inefficiencies and maintenance needs are noted as well.

WINTER FACILITIES
Lifts
Spirit Mountain has five chairlifts and three surface lifts. This lift infrastructure provides a comfortable
carrying capacity of 2,980 guests per day, as calculated in this analysis. The chairlifts are a mix of newer,
workhouse lifts and aging lifts with increasing maintenance demand.
The Spirit Express II Chair is the main chairlift of the mountain; it is a newer chairlift (installed in 2011) and
runs well. The Big Air Chair, the handle tow, and the rope tow are in good condition and are appropriately
located for providing access to the terrain park and beginner slopes.
The three other chairlifts (Summit Chair, Gandy Chair, and Double Jaw Chair) were built in the 1970s and
have significant maintenance demands. These chairlifts require a high degree of maintenance on an annual
basis and deferred maintenance projects are accruing. These chairlifts are not efficiently located for the
layout of the mountain. Double Jaw Chair is redundant to the Summit Express II Chair, only operates a few
hours a year, and could be removed without impacting skier circulation. The Gandy Chair and Summit Chair
are located very close together and both require drive upgrades. The 2017 MDP recommended the removal
of the Double Jaw and Summit chairlifts, and the replacement of the Gandy Chair with a fixed-grip quad.
The beginner conveyer lift presents many maintenance challenges with snowfall, and the manufacturer is no
longer in business to provide parts.
The current layout of the lifts requires that many of them be operating to move people around the
mountain, even at non-busy times. Replacements and a more efficient layout should be considered.
In addition, many of the lift shacks are aging structures that should be replaced.
Chairlifts are a major capital investment, but the maintenance and operating costs are significant, and
maximizing efficiency is essential. Going forward, it will be critical to pursue opportunities to reduce
maintenance costs, while keeping to a regular lift maintenance schedule to avoid unmanageable deferred
maintenance costs or costly shutdowns due to equipment failure.
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Terrain
The ski area has 89 acres of skiable terrain and 26 marked trails. Most of the runs are novice or intermediate,
with few steeper options for advanced skiing and riding. On the contrary, the learning area does not have
gentle grades for true beginners. The terrain parks are some of the best in the Midwest, drawing people to
Spirit and retaining more advanced skiers and snowboarders.

Snowmaking
Spirit Mountain has snowmaking coverage on 100% of its alpine terrain and 1.5 km of Grand Avenue Nordic
trails, with plans to cover 3.3 km of Nordic trails. The snowmaking is a solid system with the modern
technology of fan guns and stick guns. There are needs for upgrades to the hydrants, and additional water
sticks would greatly reduce the time required to make snow. Several of the snowmaking buildings have
deferred maintenance needs. The River Station Pumphouse is a new facility, but sediment intake is causing
damage to pumps and valves. Valve House 8 is an older structure that leaks, and upgrades will likely be
necessary. Valve House C has sediment discharge issues and improvements must be made in the immediate
future in accordance with the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources. The electrical system for
snowmaking is outdated as well.

Night Lighting
Night skiing is offered at Spirit Mountain several nights a week and is an important part the Spirit offering.
Visitation varies throughout the week and is largely unpredictable, but College Night draws many visitors.
The lights on the hill are outdated and the switches are located across the mountain, which is an inefficient
system.

Nordic Skiing
Spirit is one of the centers of Duluth’s expansive and popular Nordic ski network. Duluth has a strong Nordic
ski culture and Nordic skiing has brought new visitors and community to Spirit, while diversifying the
offering. The Nordic skiing offering includes a new and expanding venue at the base of the mountain, with
tickets, rentals, retail, and food and beverage services available at the Grand Avenue Chalet. Additionally,
22 km of trails are available at the top of the mountain and are maintained and operated by the Duluth
Cross Country Ski Club out of the campground facilities. The upper Spirit Mountain trails are nicely wooded
trails, but no rentals are available there.
Spirit Mountain, the City of Duluth, and Duluth Cross Country Ski Club have recently worked together to
establish the trail network out of Grand Avenue that is groomed by Spirit Mountain. The Grand Avenue
Nordic Center is envisioned as a season-long venue for recreational skiing, youth programs, and high school
racing, with snowmaking to provide dependable snow coverage and lighting. As climate change has been
presenting challenges to reliable, season-long snow coverage in Duluth, a facility with snowmaking became
a key community priority. The Grand Avenue network is currently 2.5 km, with 1.5 km with snowmaking and
0.5 km with lighting, the only such venue in Duluth. Fundraising is underway for additional trails, including
expanding the loop with snowmaking to 3.3 km and a connection to the trails at the top of the mountain.
Both the top of the mountain and the Grand Avenue trail network offer great connectivity to many
additional kilometers of Nordic ski trails. Once Grand Avenue and the top of the mountain are connected,
the venue will be suitable for both short and long races.
Nordic rentals are available at the Grand Avenue Chalet, but the Chalet currently caters to both the Nordic
and alpine operations simultaneously.
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Other Winter Activities Facilities
In addition to alpine and Nordic skiing, Spirit offers lift-served fat biking and tubing.
Spirit has the only lift-served fat biking in North America; however, the activity is only generating modest
interest. Spirit has trouble grooming for cross-country fat biking, and the area at Spirit is not well-connected
to the heart of Duluth’s fat biking network.
A five-lane tubing park is located at the top of the mountain. It operates out of the Adventure Park facilities
(Sprung structure, parking lot). It is very popular, especially the glow tubing offering, and helps bring people
not interested in skiing to Spirit. The run-out of the tubing hill is short and there is no room in the current
space for an expansion. The existing handle tow is not optimal for tubing, from an efficiency perspective.

BUILDINGS
Maintenance Facilities
The existing maintenance facility is a typical size relative to industry standards. The facility is older, and
there are several items of deferred maintenance including the electrical system of both the shop and the
mountain overall, carpeting, the garage doors, and water damage. The cold storage unit is undersized and
vulnerable to thievery.

Skyline Chalet
The Skyline Chalet is the main guest services and food and beverage space at Spirit Mountain. The building
was initially constructed in the 1980s, with several additions over the years resulting in a long and linear
layout that is relatively inefficient. This inefficient layout poses challenges for guest circulation and food and
beverage service. A space use analysis of the Skyline Chalet completed as part of the 2017 MDP found that
the building has an excess of circulation/walls/waste/mechanical space, bar space, and ticketing space and
a deficit of restrooms, kitchen & scramble, guest services/ski school space. Several spaces in the building
leak (elevator shafts, windows, rental room), and the building must be heated to 80 degrees to keep the
building at a comfortable temperature. Other deferred maintenance items include carpets in need of
recarpeting, aging boiler and furnace, unsafe deck on the south side, and the dimmer system. Several
additional items related to the kitchen and food seating spaces are included in the Food and Beverage
discussion. Future renovations must consider the balance between costs, functionality, and the potential for
increased revenue generation. The 2017 MDP recommends a phased renovation plan for the Skyline Chalet,
to make changes as funds become available and keep the space in use.

Grand Avenue Chalet
The Grand Avenue Chalet is a new facility completed in 2013 and provides an alternative portal for Spirit
Mountain. The chalet is primarily utilized by alpine skiers from the West Duluth area, and is the main chalet
for those using the adjacent Nordic skiing or mountain biking opportunities.
The Grand Avenue Chalet duplicates the alpine guest service staging functions offered at the Skyline Chalet
(ticketing, rentals, lockers). Additional storage, ski patrol, and first aid space are also provided, significantly
alleviating the pressure placed on those spaces at the Skyline Chalet. As noted in the 2017 MDP, the Grand
Avenue Chalet does create several redundancies, but is helpful to alleviate crowding with certain functions.
Food and beverage services are provided in the chalet at both the Riverside Bar & Grill restaurant and
Grand Avenue Café. The Grill has been a popular dining location for West Duluth residents, though the
varied and unpredictable hours of operation have detracted from its appeal. The planned adjacent multi-use
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development, RiverWest, is slated to bring hotels, retail, and single and multi-family housing to the
immediate area. This development will activate the area and can draw new/frequent business to the Grand
Avenue Chalet.
Initial issues have emerged with the building’s construction, including settling, cracks in the concrete in tiles,
and several hazards. The building is relatively exposed and has been highly vulnerable to petty theft in
recent years.
During the summer, the Grand Avenue Chalet is the center for the bike park, and the Riverside Bar & Grill is
open to the public during the bike park’s hours of operation.

GUEST SERVICES FACILITIES
Ticketing, Lockers, and Retail
Ticketing is located in both the Skyline Chalet and Grand Avenue Chalet. Both locations struggle with poor
internet and phone service. Due to connectivity issues, the ticket printing and credit card reading machines
will frequently fail, hampering the ticketing process and leading to long lines at peak times.
Day and seasonal lockers are available at both chalets. The seasonal lockers are very affordable and there is
a small wait list for those at Skyline Chalet. There is availability and room to expand seasonal lockers at
Grand Avenue Chalet, but there is not sufficient interest. The day lockers are popular at the Grand Avenue
Chalet and there is no room to expand. The day lockers are fully utilized at the Skyline Chalet, and many
people also occupy tables and chairs with their belongings.
The retail shop is located in the Skyline Chalet across from the cafeteria. The space is moderately sized and
only sells soft goods (hats, hand warmers, sunscreen, logo wear). A few retail racks are located next to
ticketing at the Grand Avenue Chalet.

Food and Beverage
Food and beverage is offered out of both the Skyline Chalet and Grand Avenue Chalet. The menu offerings
are relatively similar at all locations.
The Grand Avenue Chalet includes the Riverside Bar & Grill and the Grand Ave Café. The Bar & Grill offers a
more relaxed, sit down dining experience with larger menu and alcoholic beverages, while the Café is a
typical ski area cafeteria. The two operate out of the same kitchen, which is reasonably sized for the
operation, but back-ups can occur, particularly at the fryer.
The Skyline Chalet includes the Moosehead Bar & Grill and the Mountain Top Café, with many additional
spaces used for food and beverage seating (hallways, Bear Paw, Eagle’s Nest rooms). People frequently
purchase their food in one location and bring it to another. Seating areas can be extremely crowded on busy
days, with many seats occupied by those bringing their own food. The main kitchen and associated food
storage space are undersized and disconnected from the service and seating areas. The kitchen has flooring
issues and water damage. As the main production kitchen, these deficits prevent the efficient production of
food product to serve the current demand, or support expansion of service offerings in terms of quantity
and variety. The Moosehead kitchen is also very cramped, which limits menu options at this popular pub and
requires bringing food up (via the shared public stairway) from the main kitchen. The Moosehead seating
space needs to be recarpeted, the electrical service is outdated, and the space is not directly handicap
accessible. The main café kitchen server space is appropriately sized, but there is limited adjacent seating.
The Slopeside room is underutilized but providing food in that space is a challenge given its location on the
lower level. The Bear Paw and Eagle’s Nest rooms are well suited to hosting weddings and other events, but
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the circulation within the building presents challenges for those events. The building does have two decks
for outdoor seating, but the deck on the south side needs repair. The potential upgrades to the food and
beverage spaces at the Skyline Chalet combine maintenance projects (i.e., improving electrical service,
recarpeting) with space and circulation improvements that likely could only be addressed through a larger
building renovation.
The Adventure Park provides a very limited food and beverage offering through a small concession stand
within the Sprung structure. The available space is small and shared with ticketing. The campground has no
associated food and beverage offering, although the campground is close enough that campers could
choose to use the Adventure Park facilities.
Adequate food and alcohol secure storage is similarly insufficient contributing to elevated cost of goods.

Rentals
Spirit Mountain currently offers rentals out both the Skyline Chalet and the Grand Avenue Chalet. The
Skyline Chalet rental shop registration area (shared with snowsports) is a narrow, congested space, and the
toilets above leak onto the desk area. The rental shop space previously housed a swimming pool, has poor
ventilation, and spalling concrete floors.
The Grand Avenue Chalet rental room shares the space with ticketing. There is limited demand for rentals in
that facility due to its customer base and lack of proximity to the beginner terrain. The facility also offers
Nordic skiing and fat biking ticketing and rentals. The mountain bike and fat bike rental fleets are relatively
lean due to limited demand.

Snowsports School
The snowsports school has no designated indoor space, presenting challenges to operation. The registration
desk is located adjacent to the main Skyline Chalet rental shop, and the congestion in the shop often leads
to delayed programs. On the hill, the snowsports school has very limited learning hill space. The space
limitations are particularly pronounced with the popular after school programs. There is a small room on the
lower level where full day program participants eat lunch, which limits the participants to thirty kids.

Parking and Access
The ski area has parking at both the Skyline Chalet and Grand Avenue Chalet. The 2017 MDP estimated 1,087
parking spaces. Ski area staff shared that the parking lots do not fill up on busy days. While the parking
capacity at the Grand Avenue Chalet accommodates current business, it is taxed during Nordic events and
would be inadequate if demand for Nordic skiing and mountain biking continues to grow. Parking for tubing
and the Adventure Park is provided adjacent to these offerings and is separate from the main lots. The entry
road to Skyline Chalet and the parking lots need repaving. Currently the parking lots are being plowed by
pick-up trucks with plow attachments which are insufficient and inefficient for the task.
Many of the signs welcoming people to Spirit Mountain use the old logo and should be updated.
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SKI AREA BALANCE
The analysis of the terrain, guest services space, and food and beverage seating capacities completed in the
2017 Master Development Plan found that all those elements had capacities that were well-aligned at 2,500
to 3,000 skiers per day. The parking capacity calculated was 2,723 with no parking attendants and 3,871
when parking attendants are utilized. A revision to the lift capacity as part of this business plan found the
daily lift capacity to be 2,980, aligning with the capacity of the other elements of the ski area.
This assessment of overall balance does not indicate specific deficits. For example, recreation area staff
shared that on busy days, the parking lots do not fill up, but the Skyline Chalet can be extremely crowded,
with people forced to sit on the floor. This is likely due to guests “setting up camp” in the lodges and
keeping seats from being used by others over the busy lunch periods. Likewise, this summary does not
identify specific deficits. As noted, the support space for food and beverage (kitchen, storage, back-ofhouse) is inadequately sized given current demand.

Ski Area Capacities
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SUMMER FACILITIES
Adventure Park
The Spirit Mountain Adventure Park has been developed over the last ten years and includes the Timber
Twister alpine coaster, Timber Flyer zip line, a jumping pillow, and a 9-hole putt-putt course. A disc golf
course is part of the offering but is located out of the Grand Avenue Chalet. Tickets for the Adventure Park
are sold out of the Sprung structure, a small facility in need of renovation.
Overall, the alpine coaster is the primary attraction, but it is a short-duration activity leaving visitors looking
for more to do. The other offerings are not major attractors and do not entirely entice visitors to extend
their stay to the full extent possible. Additionally, the lack of significant food and beverage offerings at the
Adventure Park is a missed opportunity to encourage visitors to linger, have a snack or lunch, and spend
more time at the park. Visits to the Adventure Park have been on a slight decline over the past few years.
Given recent developments in alpine coaster technology, an upgrade is necessary to improve the efficiency
of the operation. The technology of ziplines has also advanced and new parts are necessary for operational
reasons. The putt-putt course is lackluster and does not meet the expectations of guests for this activity.
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The 2017 MDP calls for taking an experimental stance on future summer activities to reach the right mix of
opportunities.

Mountain Biking
Spirit Mountain has both a downhill mountain bike park and cross-country trails, and acts as trailhead to the
surrounding cross-country mountain biking trail system. The City of Duluth is an IMBA Gold Level Ride
Center, the only area to receive that designation east of the Rockies. The downhill offering at Spirit enabled
the City to receive that designation. Mountain biking, and specifically what is offered at the area, is a key
component of what makes Duluth a desirable place to live and visit for outdoor recreation.
Of particular appeal to mountain biking enthusiasts, Spirit Mountain is located on the Duluth Traverse Trail, a
purpose-built singletrack trail network connected to the Traverse Spine. Recent and planned trail projects
have been aimed at making Spirit one of the well-known portals into Duluth’s excellent mountain biking trail
network. Spirit Mountain has the facilities, adjacent trail mileage, and large parking lots to support both
residents and visitors starting their ride. The current parking lot can fill up, and additional parking areas may
be necessary down the line as the popularity of the trail system grows.
The Spirit Mountain Bike Park opened in 2013 and currently has approximately 10 miles of trails and a skills
park near the Skyline Chalet. The Spirit Express II Chair is used to provide lift access. The bike park has
excellent and well-designed trails for beginner/novice riders and expert riders, but lacks trails geared
towards the large intermediate market. The bike park is operated out of the Grand Avenue Chalet; it would
be advantageous to locate a skills park and strider course there.
The trails need more regular maintenance, particularly as ridership increases, and the Candyland Trail is in
need of a full re-build. The 2017 MDP called for a dedicated budget for maintaining the trail system. Trail
maintenance has previously been a mix of in-house work, contracted labor, and volunteers from Cyclists of
Gitchee Gumee Shores. The recreation area does not currently have the equipment to complete all
maintenance projects in-house. Continued investment in the trail system is necessary to maintain the area as
attractive for events and deserving of its Gold Level IMBA Ride Center Designation.
The 2017 MDP and the 2017 Duluth Traverse Mini Master Plan identified 9.1 miles of additional singletrack
trail (both downhill and cross-country), 2.2 miles of doubletrack/Duluth Traverse Spine, and 1.8 miles of
neighborhood connections to be built in the Spirit Mountain area. New trails have been constructed since
the plans’ adoption. As part of this study, the remaining planned trail mileage has been evaluated to ensure
it aligns with the current gaps of the Spirit Mountain Bike Park.
An all-weather mountain biking trail loop has been proposed, fully funded, and is in the process of being
built at Spirit Mountain. All weather trails are hardened with stone aggregate or wooden structures to
accommodate riders in a variety of weather conditions. This loop will enable Spirit to offer a reliable course
for races and events.
The Duluth Winnipeg, and Pacific (DWP) Trail is an important back-to-lift and neighborhood connection for
the Spirit mountain biking trails. The rail crossing over Knowlton Creek was washed away in a 2012 flood and
current users must travel through the Spirit Mountain maintenance yard. Long term, the trail is envisioned as
part of the paved Cross City Trail, but in the short term, a rehabilitation of the existing trail and crossing is
necessary.
The recreation area has begun operating summer kid’s mountain biking camps, which are growing in
popularity.
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Campground
The campground has 73 sites and an additional overflow area for tents only. Of the 73 sites, 44 have
electricity and water hookups for RVs. The overflow tent area has room for approximately forty tents, with
picnic tables and fire pits at each site. The bathroom facilities are aging and in need of renovation. The
campground is very popular and is full every weekend through the summer.
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OPERATIONS ANALYSIS
This section reviews current operations from a departmental performance and financial perspective. This
review includes the observations and recommendations of SE Group based upon an analysis of physical,
market, and financial information provided by Spirit Mountain and a virtual site visit that included videos and
commentary with each department director. The financial performance of these departments and revenues
per skier visit are presented under the benchmarking section.

DEPARTMENTAL REVIEW
The following review discusses the strengths, weaknesses, challenges, and opportunities of each of the
departments of Spirit Mountain. Many of these items help explain some of the underperformances listed in
the benchmarking analysis.

TICKETING, GUEST RELATIONS AND MARKETING
Spirit Mountain is known to be inconsistent at checking tickets and many people will come ski without
purchasing a pass. This represents both a financial loss and an insurance liability, as a ticket represents a
signed waiver. Ticket checks should be conducted at all lifts, at all times. In addition, season pass scans are
not recorded. Thus, Spirit cannot understand visits per season pass holder and total skier visits on the
season.
The point-of-sale system, phone service, and internet service are all out of date, unreliable, and in need of an
upgrade. This has made it quite challenging for ticketing, rentals, and generally conducting business. A new
point-of-sale system would also allow the recreation area to capture valuable data about customers (e.g.,
where they are coming from, how many times they come) that can be used to target marketing and sales
efforts.
Spirit’s marketing efforts include billboards, videos, and social media. Messaging is targeted toward the day
skier experience. As identified in the market assessment, there is an opportunity to compete with Lutsen
Mountains and Giants Ridge for the destination skier by offering a destination experience that couples Spirit
with the hospitality offerings of Duluth.
The Spirit Mountain logo was updated four years ago, but the old logo lingers, resulting in inconsistent
messaging and signage.

FOOD AND BEVERAGE
The food and beverage program at Spirit Mountain includes both the cafés and bars, along with the
wedding/banquet business. The wedding/facility rental business is very strong, with multiple weddings per
day in the summer. The opportunities to expand the business are likely limited, though improvements to the
venue space within the Skyline Chalet may allow for a small increase in pricing.
The food service program is challenged by space limitations and quality of the offering as described above
in the site analysis. Over the past few years, Spirit has sought to align the hours the venue is open and
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staffing levels with demand at the Grand Avenue Chalet and Moosehead Bar & Grill, but that continues to be
a challenge. Many people bring their own food in lieu of purchasing at the recreation area. While some
extent of this “brown-bagging” is always present at ski areas, better food options and a more appealing,
distinct dining experience would encourage more skiers to purchase food at the mountain. However, a long,
diverse menu can be complicated to produce and result in waste, as has occurred at the Grand Avenue
Chalet. There is anecdotal evidence of a culture of giving away free food and beverage in exchange for tips
and applying employee discounts liberally.

RECREATION AREA OPERATIONS
Snowsports School
The snowsports school and school programs bring many children and adults to Spirit Mountain, introducing
them to the sport. As a family-oriented area, maximizing snowsports programs is critical to Spirit’s mission.
Currently the snowsports school offering is limited by terrain, indoor space, and the availability of
instructors.

Summer Camps
Mountain biking summer camps are a relatively new offering at Spirit Mountain and have been growing in
popularity. There is additional capacity for continued growth of those programs.

Rentals
Spirit has a very slow cycle for replacing its rental equipment and most of the equipment is over twelve
years old and in declining condition. Typically, ski areas replace equipment after three to four years of use,
to ensure that those using the equipment (typically beginner skiers/riders) have a positive experience on
the hill. The rental shop operates on a paper system, which can be time consuming and inefficient.
As noted in the 2017 MDP, offering rentals out of the Grand Avenue Chalet is redundant, especially given the
limited business that occurs there as it is not close to the beginner terrain. The rental operations could be
run solely out of the Skyline Chalet.

OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE
The Mountain Operations and Maintenance department is a strong team with a good understanding of the
demands and infrastructure. The maintenance team has had to focus on immediate needs, which combined
with budget and time constraints, has resulted in several costly deferred maintenance projects.

MANAGEMENT AND CULTURE
Spirit Mountain is led by an experienced group of departmental directors with a strong knowledge of the
operation and immense passion for the mountain and its community.
The Spirit Mountain team is flexible and collaborative. Staff are frequently moved around to where they are
needed at busy times, efficiently using available resources. Instructors will work as parking lot attendants or
help run lifts; office staff will help in the cafeteria. This “all for one” mentality speaks loudly toward the
cohesion of the team and the effective leadership of senior management.
Spirit Mountain well utilizes volunteers to assist with operations, such as ski patrol and the afterschool
program.
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Spirit Mountain’s relationship with the community has frayed in recent years and rebuilding that relationship
is imperative.

BENCHMARK ANALYSIS
To assess the historical financial performance of Spirit Mountain, a “Benchmark Analysis” was completed in
which Spirit Mountain’s performance under key financial metrics were compared to that of 20 ski resorts
within the Midwest Region across the 2017/18 and 2018/19 winter operating seasons. 4 Comparative data for
this benchmark analysis was obtained from the National Ski Areas Association (NSAA) Economic Analysis of
the U.S. Ski Industry, published annually. Additionally, for the Spirit Mountain analysis, SE Group worked with
RRC Associates to prepare a customized comparative data set from within the 20 Midwest ski areas to
narrow the data to those seven which are more specifically like Spirit Mountain on a size ranking basis. 5 The
industry data represents the actual performance of the resorts against which Spirit Mountain was compared,
which is then is anonymized and amalgamated. It is important to note that data provided by Spirit Mountain
was insufficiently disaggregated to allow for a complete examination within select areas of the benchmark
analysis. Increased granularity within the departmental financial reporting structure is recommended.
In general, the benchmark analysis depicts that Spirit Mountain performs well in the summer season with
revenue values aligning favorably to the comparables. For the winter operating season, Spirit Mountain is
notably, and substantially, underperforming in all revenue departments, averaging only 53 to 57 percent of
the revenue generation of the comparable areas. Spirit Mountain’s total operating expenses trend slightly
high of the comparables but not alarmingly so – indicating there may be some areas for improvement in
reducing expenses, but none that would substantially alter the overall profitability of the facility.
Assessment of these financial indicators presented many of the challenges (and opportunities) that are
present at Spirit Mountain. To the positive, this analysis identified measurable areas for potential revenue
improvement for further evaluation.
The results of the benchmark analysis are presented in Table 7 and within the narrative discussion that
follows.

The 2019/20 operating season was not assessed for two reasons; 1) the comparative NSAA data for the 19/20 season will not be
published until early in 2021 and, 2) the operating season was truncated due to the pandemic.
5
Size ranked by Vertical Transport Feet (VTFH) per day, skiable terrain (acres), season length, fixed assets, and annual visitation.
4
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Table 7. Key Economic Indicator Benchmark Analysis

Number of Areas in Category
Ski Area Characteristics
Season Length (days)
Skiable Terrain (acres)
Skier Visits
VTF/Hr (000)

Spirit Mountain
Recreation Area
2018/19

NSAA
Midwest Areas
VTFH 3.0M+
2018/19

NSAA
Custom Set
Average
2018/19

1

11

5

107
89
107,618
4,383

124
234
141,644
5,392

84
105
61,729
2,999

22
260

108
209

25
205

$65.00
$449.00
$309.00

$75.36
$527.00
$356.00

$46.40
$390.00
$327.00

$31,199,838
$260,433
5%

$33,945,000
$3,486,000
24%

$19,979,000
$1,043,000
30%

Average # of Employees
Full-time year-round employees(avg.)
Full time winter employees (ave.)
Ski Area Economic Characteristics
Adult Weekend Ticket Price
Adult Season Pass Price
Child Season Pass Price
Summary Financial Data
Gross Assets Fixed Assets
Operating Profit (Loss) Before Tax
Operating Profit Margin
Profit (Loss) / Skier Visit

$2.42

$24.61

$16.90

1

Revenue Sources & Analysis
Ticket Sales (including Season Passes)
Snowplay & other winter ops
Lessons
Food & Beverage (Ski Operations)
Retail
Rentals
Other Operating Rev

$2,323,617
$189,221
$140,889
$688,564
$117,505
$341,612
$1,835,356

$4,831,000
$238,000
$493,000
$3,277,000
$1,016,000
$913,000
$1,350,000

$1,639,000
$295,000
$149,000
$608,000
$93,000
$567,000
$79,000

$5,636,764

$14,621,000

$3,430,000

Total Rev / Skier Visit
Ticket Rev / Skier Visit
Ticket Yield
Snowplay & other winter ops/ Skier Visit
Lesson Rev/ Skier Visit
Food & Beverage / Skier Visit
Retail / Skier Visit
Rental / Skier Visit
Other Operating Rev

$52.38
$21.59
33.2%
$1.76
$1.31
$6.40
$1.09
$3.17
$17.05

$103.22
$34.11
45.3%
$1.68
$3.48
$23.14
$7.17
$6.45
$9.53

$55.57
$26.55
57.2%
$4.78
$2.41
$9.85
$1.51
$9.19
$1.28

Ticket Rev / Total Rev
Snowplay & other winter ops/ Total Rev
Lesson Rev / Total Rev
Food & Beverage Rev / Total Rev
Retail Rev / Total Rev
Rental Rev / Total Rev
Other Operating Rev

41.2%
3.4%
2.5%
12.2%
2.1%
6.1%
32.6%

33.0%
1.6%
3.4%
22.4%
6.9%
6.2%
9.2%

47.8%
8.6%
4.3%
17.7%
2.7%
16.5%
2.3%

$559,617
$1,880,721
$2,935,993
$5,376,331
$49.96

$1,550,000
$4,277,000
$5,308,000
$11,135,000
$78.61

$288,000
$887,000
$1,212,000
$2,387,000
$38.67

$5.20
$27.28
$17.48

$10.94
$37.47
$30.20

$4.67
$19.63
$14.37

Total Revenue

Expenses & Analysis
Cost of Goods Sold
Direct labor
Other Operating Expenses
Total Operating Expenses
Total Expenses / Skier Visit
Cost of Goods Sold / Skier Visit
Other Op Expenses /Skier Visit
Direct labor / Skier Visit
Cost of Goods Sold / Total Expenses

10.4%

13.9%

12.1%

Direct labor / Total Expenses

35.0%

38.4%

37.2%

Source: SMRA, NSAA Economic Analysis of US Ski Areas, RRC, SE Group
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COMPARISON METRICS
The following sections discuss Spirit Mountain’s performance against comparable ski areas as presented in
Table 7.

Size
As measured in Vertical Transport Feet per Hour (VTFH, an acronym used in Table 5, is a metric used by
NSAA to categorize ski area size as it measures the uphill lift capacity of a ski area), Spirit Mountain is
approximately 81% the size of the Midwest VTFH 3.0M+ comparison ski areas and 146% of the NSAA custom
set. Compared by average skiable acreage, Spirit Mountain is 38% the size of the average Midwest VTFH
3.0M+ comparison ski areas and 89% the size of the average NSAA custom set. Spirit Mountain is on the
smaller side for lifts and terrain for the Midwest VTFH 3.0M+ comparison ski areas, and on the larger side
for lifts but smaller for terrain than the average of the comparison set.

Skier Visits
Spirit Mountain does not presently track accurate skier visitation. As mentioned above, the ski area does not
scan tickets and there is a significant group who visits Spirit without purchasing a ticket, resulting in a loss
of revenue and a liability risk. Skier visitation at Spirit Mountain has historically been tracked by taking the
sum of day tickets sold plus an assumed usage of total season passes sold. Spirit Mountain has been using
the assumption that each season pass is utilized an average of 15 days each ski season. Throughout the
North American ski industry, actual tracked/scanned season pass usage averages 7-8 days per pass. For our
analysis, an adjusted visitation figure for Spirit Mountain was calculated using an assumed season pass
usage of 8 days per season. This resulted in a downward adjustment of skier visitation to 107,618 during the
2018/19 ski season. We have included in our recommendations that Spirit Mountain immediately initiate
active checking/scanning of every skier/rider lift ticket/pass at every lift each day of the season. This is a
ubiquitous practice at other ski areas that must be employed at Spirit Mountain.
Using this adjusted level of skier visitation, Spirit Mountain is receiving approximately 76% the visits of the
Midwest VTFH 3.0M+ comparison ski areas and 174% of the NSAA custom set. These figures indicate solid
visitation with some room for moderate growth, both through additional ticket scanning and additional
market capture.

Lift Ticket/Pass Pricing
The lead day ticket price for Spirit Mountain is $65, which is 86% of the Midwest VTFH 3.0M+ comparison ski
areas and 140% of the NSAA custom set used for this analysis. This is indicative that lift ticket pricing is
likely in an appropriate range – with some room for moderate increase. Adult season pass pricing is similarly
85% and 115% of the comparable ski areas, and is likely in an appropriate position. In the subsequent section
of this report, lift ticket yield per user is discussed which is a more indicative metric towards revenue than
the lead ticket price.

Revenue Yields
Comparable revenue (and expense – see below) yields are derived by dividing the revenue data by the total
annual skier visitation value. This can be then thought of as a “per visitor” metric.
For Spirit Mountain, the Total Revenue per skier visit figure may be somewhat misleading, as 33% of the
total revenue recorded is derived from the “Other Operating Revenue” category which includes very strong
performance by Spirit Mountain in summer operations and weddings. Spirit Mountain’s Total Revenue per
visit is soft against the comparables at $52.38 per visit compared to an average of $103 at the Midwest
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VTFH 3.0M+ comparison ski areas and $55 for the NSAA custom set. Aside from the Other Operating
Revenue category, all revenue sources at Spirit Mountain are noticeably underperforming. While helping
explain past performance, this observation presents tremendous potential for the future. There are
numerous areas which can be improved to assist Spirit Mountain in becoming more financially selfsustaining. Each of these is reviewed below with our observations/recommendations:

Ticket Revenue per Skier Visit
This metric is inclusive of all lift tickets and season passes sold annually. Spirit Mountain is achieving only
63% and 81% of the comparables. This is dramatically lower than the ratios to lift ticket/pass pricing (86%
and 140%). This suggests that Spirit Mountain is selling a disproportionate number of tickets below the lead
ticket pricing. This revenue per skier visit does not encompass the many skiers who visit Spirit Mountain
without purchasing a ticket.

Lesson Revenue per Skier Visit
Among all revenue departments at Spirit Mountain, at just $1.31 per visit, snowsports lessons is the lowest
performer comparing at 38% of and 54% of the revenues achieved at the comparative sets. This data
includes all ski and snowboard lesson programs and reflects both low utilization and low pricing. There are
several factors that should be specifically assessed in relation to snowsports revenue improvement; pricing,
the supply/availability of instructors to accommodate those interested in taking a lesson, and the quality of
the program.
This discussion acknowledges that Spirit Mountain is a community facility and operates under a mandate to
be accessible and affordable for the residents of Duluth, and snowsports lesson pricing/packages reflect
this intention. However, current pricing levels may not be appropriate for all Duluth residents and out-oftown visitors.

Rental Revenue per Skier Visit
Closely associated with snowsports programs, equipment rental at Spirit Mountain is notably
underperforming. At $3.17 per visitor, rental revenue at Spirit Mountain is just 35% and 49% of that achieved
at the comparable ski areas. Interestingly, operations personnel at Spirit Mountain described a noted lack of
surrounding competitive rental shops for Alpine skis and snowboards – further indicating that Spirit
Mountain should be performing strongly in this area. As our review of the department found that insufficient
capital has been allocated to the routine replacement of the rental equipment fleet, the quality of the
equipment may limit the number of people interested in renting what the department can charge.

Retail Sales per Skier Visit
Given the proximity of Spirit Mountain to Duluth residents’ homes, we would not anticipate that there would
be a robust retail opportunity at the mountain. However, the retail revenue per skier visit, at $1.09 per visitor
(15% and 72% of that achieved at the comparables), is quite low. Potential areas for improvement may
include providing sufficient space and diversifying the offering to cater to the Nordic uses at Grand Avenue,
and interspersing retail with other guest services. For example, having gloves, goggles and typically
forgotten items available in the rental shop or the snowsports lesson check in area.

Food and Beverage per Skier Visit
For this analysis, food and beverage revenue attributable to summer operations and wedding functions was
omitted. Food and beverage affiliated with Spirit Mountain’s ski operations presently capture $6.40 per
visitor - compared to $23.14 and $9.85 for the comparables or 28% and 65% of the revenues achieved at
these areas. As discussed above, the food and beverage venues face challenges with secure storage, size of
kitchen facilities, and differentiation.
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Other Operating Revenue
The other operating revenue category at Spirit Mountain is performing remarkably well, at $17.05 per skier
visit, compared to $9.53 at the NSAA Midwest Areas VTFH 3.0M+ and $1.28 of the NSAA custom set. This is
a reflection of Spirit’s very strong performance in summer with the Adventure Park and weddings. While this
is a strong revenue category for Spirit Mountain, there may remain opportunities to improve given the
strong market for summer activities, while the wedding business may have reached its popularity.
Snowplay/Snowtubing additionally does well at Spirit Mountain providing effective revenue of $1.76 per
skier visit, the metric used across industry. The comparable resorts are capturing between $1.68 and $4.78
on snowplay/tubing. There may be facility enhancements that could encourage additional skiers and Duluth
residents to participate in snowplay/tubing.

Expense Analysis
In contrast to the notable underperformance in revenue, Spirit Mountain appears to be more reasonably in
line with expected operating expenses, with all metrics being managed within, or toward the bottom of, the
expected comparable range.

Total Operating Expenses
Total expenses at Spirit Mountain are $49.96 per skier visit. This compares to $78.61 and $38.67 at the two
comparative sets: Spirit Mountain spends 64% and 129% of that spent for the comparable ski areas.

Other Operating Expenses
For this metric, Spirit Mountain is running at $27.28 compared to $37.47 and $19.63 at the comparable sets
of ski areas.

Direct Labor
Similarly, Spirit Mountain is presently at $17.48 per skier visit as compared to $30.20 and $14.37 for the
comparable sets. Further, a review of union negotiated labor rates was conducted and did not reveal any
specific areas for comment or concern.

Cost of Goods Sold
This represents both items available for retail sale and food and beverage supplies. An interesting
observation for this metric is that Spirit Mountain is presently on the low end of this metric at $5.20 per skier
visit as compared to $10.94 and $4.67 for the other comparative sets. This may be related to the quality,
portions, and potential margins associated with the food and beverage and retail offerings.

Operating Profit/Loss
As the previous discussion suggests, underperformance on the revenue element with relatively normal
operating expenses cannot result in on par profitability. For the 2018/19 operating season, Spirit Mountain
captured just $2.42 of net profit per skier visit – as compared to between $24.61 and $16.90 per visit for the
comparative sets. Expressed as total profitability, this is $260,433 in annual profitability for Spirit Mountain
compared to $3.48 million and $1.04 million for the comparative sets.
Anecdotally, SE Group typically observes ski areas operating at roughly 100,000 annual visits, with the
quality of facilities presented at Spirit Mountain, to experience net operating income of over $1 million
annually.
This level of profit margin achieved by Spirit Mountain does not allow it to withstand weaker years (i.e., low
snow, pandemic), pay off its capital debt expenditures, or appropriately maintain its facilities.
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OPPORTUNITIES
Based on the analysis of the site, operations, and the market several pathways have emerged for Spirit to be
a stronger business. The many opportunities to drive visitation and revenue and minimize costs are further
discussed in this section. Most of these opportunities do involve additional investment, from addressing
deferred maintenance to improving the condition of the recreation area, to a new lift that improves
efficiency and skier circulation, to hiring additional ticket scanners. These opportunities are intended to
allow the recreation area to achieve the range of additional visitation capture determined in the Market
Assessment. The identified opportunities were taken forward into financial analysis that models future
business conditions for Spirit Mountain.

CHECK TICKETS
At present, it is well known that one can ski at Spirit Mountain without purchasing a lift ticket. Thorough
ticket checkers at each chairlift can quickly eliminate this notion and encourage more people to buy tickets.
Based on industry experience, we expect thorough ticket checking to result in an 10% increase to annual
visitation.
Further, scanning day tickets and the implementation of an RFID scanner system to count season pass
usage will provide the recreation area with key information about their visitor base for marketing and
business planning.

ADDRESS PRICING
Spirit Mountain should adjust its current pricing strategy for both lift tickets and other elements (lessons,
rental gear) to better drive revenue while continuing to act as an accessible and affordable recreation area
for Duluth residents. One key opportunity is to develop a non-profit/scholarship fund to support lessadvantaged community members to participate while allowing operations at Spirit Mountain to better
capture market price for the programs offered. Maintaining the affordability of the recreation area was a key
priority from the community survey.
As the facility improves and quality of the offering improves based on other opportunities identified here,
moderate price increases may be appropriate.

GROW SUMMER
The summer business is already very strong at Spirit, thanks to the Adventure Park, mountain biking, and
campground use. However, there are several opportunities to grow revenues and enhance the summer
operation. The market for summer visitation in Duluth is substantial, and there is significant opportunity to
capture additional visitation at Spirit. In the community survey, respondents who visited the Adventure Park
came infrequently. Complementary activities could attract new visitors and encourage more frequent visits
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and longer lengths of stay. Recommended improvements to drive additional visitation and longer lengths of
stay to the Adventure Park include an aerial adventure course, a fun zone (i.e., bungee trampolines, climbing
wall), play area, and summer tubing. Additionally, the associated food and beverage offerings for mountain
biking and the Adventure Park could be enhanced and drive additional revenue. For example, a food truck
and expanded food offering at the Adventure Park would likely produce more revenue than the current
small concessions stand.
In concert with these improvements, the existing features of the Adventure Park require several upgrades to
improve the quality of experience and efficiency.

EMBRACE MOUNTAIN BIKING AND
NORDIC SKIING
For many residents and visitors, the mountain biking and Nordic offerings of Spirit Mountain are a vital
aspect of the excellent outdoor recreation community of Duluth. Continuing to invest in new trails and
infrastructure, snowmaking, and all-weather trails, along with heightened regular maintenance, can grow
Spirit into a major hub for mountain biking, Nordic skiing, and events. The Grand Avenue Chalet can better
align with these opportunities, with rentals, retail, waxing benches, and a food and beverage offering that
appeals to Nordic skiers and mountain bikers.
The new trails and infrastructure to enhance the Spirit Mountain Nordic skiing and mountain biking offering
are outlined in the Duluth Traverse Mini Master Plan, the Grand Avenue Nordic Center Mini Master Plan, and
the Cross City Mini Master Plan, with important remaining projects included in this financial analysis.
For Nordic skiing, the Phase II enhancements include completing 3.3 km trail network with lighting and
snowmaking, and a connector trail between the Grand Avenue trails and the trails at the top of the
mountain.
For mountain biking, infrastructure enhancements include two intermediate downhill trails, 3.2 miles of new
cross-country trails, a skills park located near the Grand Avenue Chalet, a limestone connector doubletrack
trail, and a 1.4-mile trail rehabilitation of the DWP trail between Spirit Mountain and the zoo. An additional
acre of parking at the Grand Avenue Chalet will be necessary to accommodate expected growth in
visitation. To ensure the trails are in good condition, a full-time Spirit Mountain trail crew to maintain the
trails and additional equipment will be required. Additional costs for a full rebuild of the Candyland Trail are
included as well.

IMPROVE THE EFFICIENCY OF THE
LIFT NETWORK
Spirit Mountain has several chairlifts that are over forty years old. Double Jaw, Gandy and Summit chairs
require a significant amount of maintenance each year and have significant deferred maintenance costs as
well. Many community survey respondents mentioned the aging lift infrastructure, detracting from the Spirit
experience.
The Double Jaw Chair can be removed without posing challenges to skier circulation. The Gandy and
Summit chairs should be removed as well given their age and maintenance costs. As illustrated in Figure 1,
there is an opportunity to replace these two chairlifts with one without reducing mountain capacity—a
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detachable quad chairlift that goes from below the bottom of the existing Summit Chair to the top of the
Gandy and Big Air chairs. Grading at the bottom of the mountain should then be completed, to support
skiing from the bottom of the terrain park run to the bottom of this new chairlift. This would improve
skier/rider circulation and allow the entire ski area to be accessed by the Spirit Express II Chair and the new
Gandy Chair replacement when business is slow to moderate. The Big Air Chair would continue to operate
during busy days. Surface lifts accessing beginner/novice terrain would also operate during slow periods.
A new beginner conveyer is also necessary given the large maintenance burden of the current chairlift. The
area should be regraded to provide a more positive beginner experience.
Going forward, additional money will need to be budgeted for deferred maintenance tasks as it is critical to
keep on a regular maintenance/replacement schedule with lift infrastructure. This avoids unmanageable
deferred maintenance costs and/or costly shutdowns due to failing equipment.

ADDRESS DEFERRED MAINTENANCE
SE Group has observed throughout the North American ski industry, those with a disciplined, sequential
commitment to reinvestment are successful in the long-term and are observed to gain or maintain market
share. Ski areas that fail to serially maintain and invest in their facilities typically begin to lose market share
(and with it, profitability) and rapidly become unable to maintain the facility or invest as a result.
Spirit Mountain has many deferred maintenance projects, where necessary improvements have been
delayed due to lack of available funds and capacity. This has led to a decline in the condition of the
infrastructure and costs have accrued. Key deferred maintenance projects include lift and snowmaking
system upgrades, upgrades to the electrical system, and renovations to Skyline Chalet. Addressing the
deferred maintenance needs and budgeting for capital maintenance projects annually is essential and will
improve the condition of the recreation area. This improved condition and functionality of the recreation
area is critical to the long-term sustainability of the operation and will increase the area’s attractiveness in
the marketplace.
Spirit Mountain also requires several new equipment/vehicles in order to maintain and operate the
recreation area, including a plow truck, snowmobiles, groomer, and a four-wheeler.

IMPROVE MARGINS ON FOOD AND BEVERAGE
Eating and drinking is an integral part of the recreation area experience. For Spirit to improve its standing in
the marketplace, especially for destination visits, the food and beverage offering must be improved. There
are several opportunities to improve the experience and strengthen margins on the food and beverage
offering. These opportunities are both programmatic (e.g., targeted and more appealing menu options,
appropriate hours of operation) and physical (e.g., expanded kitchen space, secure food storage). Food and
beverage operations could also be leased and consigned to an experienced food and beverage business
from the local area.

RENOVATE SKYLINE CHALET
The Skyline Chalet needs a renovation to reduce maintenance and operational costs and enhance the guest
experience. The building is aging, and key necessary upgrades include better sealing the building,
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expanding kitchen space, rewiring the electrical system, improving the phone system and internet
connection, and recarpeting. Providing a larger designated space for snowsports school would allow those
programs to better operate and expand. We recommend conducting renovation projects as funds become
available, rather than one large project.

CAPTURE THE MARKET
In addition to capital investment, marketing strategies must be deployed to help Spirit to capture more of
the market. One key opportunity is packaging with the City of Duluth and Visit Duluth. In summer, Spirit
should be known as a must-stop for the many tourists coming through Duluth. The Adventure Park offerings
can be better market to local residents as well, as many survey respondents commented they were unaware
of many of the activities listed. In the winter, the lodging/restaurant/night life offering in Duluth should be
promoted and packaged with the recreation area to demonstrate that Spirit can offer the full experience.
Further marketing planning will need to be pursued to ensure Spirit can fully realize the potential for
additional visitation.
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FINANCIAL ANALYSIS
The operations and site analysis has confirmed that Spirit Mountain is very much at a critical inflection point.
There are ample opportunities to take action, invest in the facility, and catalyze a future where Spirit
Mountain is independent, financially sustaining, and growing its offering of quality recreation opportunities
for the community. A more vibrant business model for Spirit Mountain will require discipline to increase
revenue through competitive pricing, enhanced offerings, and increased visitation to manage the recreation
area, where appropriate, “for-profit business.” The recreation area is also an essential element of what
makes Duluth an excellent outdoor recreation destination and community, particularly for mountain biking
and Nordic skiing, and continuing to provide and invest in those elements is important as well.
As has been previously mentioned, ski areas with disciplined, sequential commitment to reinvestment are
successful in the long-term and are observed to gain or maintain market share. Ski areas that fail to serially
maintain and invest in their facilities typically begin to lose market share (and with it, profitability) and
rapidly become unable to maintain the facility or invest as a result. In the increasingly competitive winter
sports market, this point cannot be sufficiently stressed.

RECOMMENDED BUSINESS MODEL
As discussed in the Opportunities section, there are many projects and efforts Spirit Mountain can undertake
to enhance the financial performance of the recreation area. In introducing this financial model, it is
important to understand that inaction at this juncture will result in further deferred maintenance issues, and
a continuation of current business performance (at best) until the City can no longer justify subsidization
and Spirit Mountain ultimately fails. Our recommended model includes many deferred maintenance and
strategic capital improvements projects that will allow the recreation area to not just continue to draw its
existing level of visitation and spending but growth that and achieve better financial performance.

DEFERRED MAINTENANCE AND STRATEGIC CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT
PROJECTS
This process involved a critical analysis of the projects warranted to either properly maintain the current
facilities or catalyze the ability to measurably improve business performance. These projects were
previously introduced under the Opportunities section above and are summarized here in terms of capital
requirements. Through discussions with the City of Duluth and Spirit Mountain, it is envisioned that these
projects/maintenance needs could be capitalized through the continued use of municipal bonding and
grants which would potentially allow the implementation of this level of improvement across the course of
two years.
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Table 8. Recommended Model: Deferred Maintenance and Strategic Capital Improvement
Projects
Deferred Maintenance and Capital Improvement Projects

Total

Alpine Skiing
Lifts
Alpine Terrain
Snowmaking
Lighting

$5,484,000
$396,900
$571,100
$1,562,000

Maintenance System Upgrades

$590,600

Rolling Stock (Equipment & Vehicles)

$752,700

Guest Experience
Guest Services System Upgrades
Lodge Renovations
Other (Road repaving, signage)

$439,600
$6,817,500
$506,300

Summer
Campground Improvements

$629,850

Adventure Park Upgrades

$777,800

Adventure Park Capital Improvements

$1,170,000

Nordic/Mountain Biking Trail Network
Legacy Parks & Trails Grant Projects (Nordic and MTB Trails)

$1,371,100

Additional Mountain Bike Projects

$109,500

Nordic Snowmaking/Lighting
Total Capital Costs

$2,081,700
$23,645,850

The Nordic skiing and mountain biking capital projects are included here as key components to making
Duluth an outdoor recreation destination, with Spirit Mountain as the center of that, as the City envisions.
These projects were planned as part of the Duluth Traverse Mini Master Plan and the Grand Avenue Nordic
Center Master Plan. Funding for these projects may be separate from the ski area projects, such as
community fundraising for Nordic skiing projects.

METHODOLOGY
SE Group has prepared a financial analysis of the recommended business model to be objective and relies
on SE Group’s decades of experience with the ski industry. This model purposely errs on the side of
conservatism, in order to develop reliable financial models: in projecting revenues and visitation, using the
lower assumption; in estimating expenses, assuming the higher end.
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This financial model assesses the resulting financial performance associated with the deployment of $23.6
million in additional capital. The following list includes several key assumptions and factors for this model.

Visitation
A modest increase to alpine ski visitation was assumed, growing from 107,618 in the 2018/19 season to
approximately 137,000 in three years, with 10,000 additional visits being attributable to accurately
counting/capturing existing skier visits through the implementation of active lift ticket checking. The
additional increase is expected to occur incrementally achieved through facility improvements and
marketing as described in the Opportunities section.
Expansion of summer Adventure Park activities is projected to induce 36,500 new users in addition to the
robust summer visitation that Spirit Mountain presently benefits from.
Additional visitation is projected for the mountain bike park, increasing visitation from approximately 7,000
to 12,000 over three years.
Projected revenues and visitation made in the Grand Avenue Nordic Center Business Plan were carried
forward into this analysis. The Business Plan anticipated the Nordic Center achieving total revenue from ski
passes, events, and programming of $161,425 by year 3, with expenses at $72,973 in that year, for an
operating margin of $88,452 per year.

Revenue Projections
Revenue improvement projections for each department build upon identified opportunities in the
benchmark data (presented above), carefully checked against the comparative set to ensure each
projection falls in line with what other ski areas manage to achieve. These projections were made per skier
visit, as done in the benchmark analysis data. Achieving these projections involves both increasing the price
in certain revenue categories where appropriate and as the facility improves (i.e., lift tickets, retail, lessons)
and generating additional business to these categories, such as retail, rentals, and food and beverage. The
recreation area is also projected to grow revenue through increased summer business. It is projected that
Spirit Mountain could achieve an additional $16.36 in revenue per skier visit.

Expense Projections
Increases in labor, operations and maintenance expenses were calculated and included for each new facility
operation or amenity. Detailed labor and expense models were constructed to assess newly needed
positions, payroll taxes, benefits and a year-over-year cost escalation factor. Additionally, as the complexity
of the operation grows, additional department heads and supervisory rolls would need to be added. The
expense projections also incorporate resulting increases in maintenance, janitorial, utilities, banking fees,
insurance, and marketing.

Capital Maintenance
A capital maintenance reserve is allocated at 5% of total annual revenue to effectively set aside a specific
fund to ensure adequate maintenance of all facilities can be conducted over time. This is in line with that
reserved by ski areas across North America.

ANTICIPATED FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE OVER TEN YEARS
The following table summarizes the results of the financial model associated with the recommended
business model for Spirit Mountain over an anticipated ten-year time period. The primary maintenance and
strategic investment is assumed to occur in the first three years (see Table 8). Subsequently, revenue and
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expenses are escalated statically at 3% per annum for years four through ten and including necessary annual
maintenance costs.
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Table 9. Anticipated Financial Performance of Recommended Model Over Ten Years
Financial
Performance
Summary

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Year 6

Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

Year 10

Total Revenue
(3% increase per
year after Year 3)

$8,428,000

$11,683,000

$12,487,000

$12,862,000

$13,248,000

$13,645,000

$14,055,000

$14,476,000

$14,911,000

$15,358,000

Operating Expense
(3% increase per
year after Year 3)

$6,853,000

$8,424,000

$8,677,000

$8,937,000

$9,205,000

$9,482,000

$9,766,000

$10,059,000

$10,361,000

$10,672,000

Operating Margin
(Revenue less
Operating
Expenses)

$1,574,000

$3,259,000

$3,810,000

$3,924,000

$4,042,000

$4,163,000

$4,288,000

$4,417,000

$4,550,000

$4,686,000

Operating Margin %
(Operating
Margin/Revenue)

19%

28%

31%

31%

31%

31%

31%

31%

31%

31%

Capital Maintenance
Reserve
(5% of Revenue)

$421,000

$584,000

$624,000

$643,000

$662,000

$682,000

$702,000

$723,000

$745,000

$767,000

EBITDA on New
Activities/
Amenities

$1,153,000

$2,674,000

$3,186,000

$3,281,000

$3,380,000

$3,481,000

$3,586,000

$3,693,000

$3,804,000

$3,918,000
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This recommended business model would allow Spirit Mountain to achieve an operating margin of $1.57
million in year one, $3.26 million in year two, $3.81 million in year three, stabilizing at an operating margin
percentage of 31%. This represents a strong increase from the $260,000 operating margin achieved in the
2018/19 season. This level of operating margin would enable the recreation area to weather weaker years
and appropriately invest in capital maintenance.
The bottom-line metric reported is Earnings Before Interest Taxes Depreciation and Amortization (EBITDA)
which is an expression of profit before debt-service, taxes and asset depreciation are deducted. In order to
provide a comparative year-to-year, our analysis and modeling stops at the EBITDA level. The management
of profit/loss beyond the EBITDA level are “ownership decisions” pertaining to the methods used to
capitalize asset purchases, asset maintenance, asset consumption/depreciation over time, taxes, and debt
service. These are widely variable from year-to-year and thus were not included in this model. This level of
operating profits are desirable and necessary in order for the ownership to have the ability to effectively
manage the assets. Under this recommended business model, EBITDA performance would be sufficient to
allow the City to rely upon Spirit Mountain to maintain its facilities without subsidization and likely service its
own debt over time.
Achieving an operating margin of 20% to 30% aligns with that achieved by the other ski areas included in
the benchmark analysis presented above.
Anecdotally, SE Group commonly observes ski areas that host about 100,000 annual snowsports visits
typically achieve EBITDA on the order of $1.5 to $2.5 million, not including summer activities revenue. With
the results modeled here, where summer activities contribute approximately 30%, winter operations results
are within this range.

ECONOMIC IMPACT
The existing economic impact of the Spirit Mountain was quantified in the initial analysis to better
understand the economic benefits the recreation area presents to the region. Under the existing condition,
Spirit Mountain’s alpine skiing, mountain bike park, campground, and summer adventure park generate an
estimated $22.43 million in activity in the local economy. This includes spending at the recreation area,
spending at nearby businesses, and induced spending spurred by the recreation area visitor spending.
The additional visitation and recreation area spending associated with the recommended business plan,
along with the build-out of the Grand Avenue Nordic Center, would generate greater economic impact for
the region. It is estimated that the implementation of the recommended business plan would result in an
economic activity of $39.90 million annually. The following comparison table summarizes the estimated
increases under several key metrics. Full methodology, assumptions, and results for the projected condition
analysis can be found in Appendix D.
Table 10. Economic Impact Comparison Table
Existing

Projected

Percentage Change

201,025

283,218

41%

Direct Impact

$14,475,000

$25,839,000

79%

Secondary Impact

$7,959,000

$14,062,000

77%

Tax Revenue

$4,167,000

$7,344,000

76%

301

506

68%

Visits

Jobs Supported
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ADDITIONAL BUSINESS MODELS CONSIDERED
As described, the recommended business model leverages many critical investments to address necessary
maintenance and catalyze additional visits and spending at the recreation area. This investment would total
approximately $23.6 million. It is SE Group’s professional recommendation that this path be followed.
However, additional modeling was undertaken to assess two scenarios requiring lesser investment. This is
important to understand what would happen if these recommended actions were not taken or were partially
implemented. The two additional models are not presented at the same level of detail as the recommended
business model within this report, but were assessed at that level and are briefly summarized here.

LOW ADDITIONAL INVESTMENT MODEL
Under this scenario, minimal additional capital would be allocated. This capital is the minimum necessary to
maintain the current facility and ensure sufficient investment is made to deliver a safe guest experience.
Areas of focus would be:
•

Key improvements and modest upgrades to the snowmaking system

•

Safety upgrades to the Alpine Coaster

•

Campground upgrades necessary to its continued operation

•

Deployment of new point of sales, telephone, and reliable internet systems

•

Needed rolling stock including groomer, snowplow, and operations vehicles

•

Re-paving the entrance road

•

Renovation of a small portion of the Skyline Chalet and addressing maintenance issues at the Grand
Avenue Chalet

•

The mountain biking and Nordic trail projects that the City is committed to for enhancing the overall
outdoor recreation offering of Duluth

In this scenario, approximately $7.7 million of capital would be required. Approximately $3.9 million of this
total is the mountain biking and Nordic trail/lighting/snowmaking upgrades that the City is committed to
and would be largely funded through grants and donations. To note, this capital expenditure is held
constant across all modeled scenarios.
It is projected that total revenue per skier visit could be modestly increased by approximately $5.69 through
modest escalation in lift ticket, rental and food and beverage pricing (compared to $16.36 in the
recommended businesses model). The recreation area could achieve the 10,000 additional skier visits
through the recommended thorough ticket checking. After that initial increase, total skier visitation would
be anticipated to stagnate and begin to erode over the modeled period as facilities are not continually
improved or augmented and regional competitive ski areas are improved. Modeled operating expenses do
not measurably change from current conditions, however, they have been modeled to increase less rapidly
than the under the recommended business model, taking into account that as revenues wane, cost control
options would be sought. With this scenario, there are modest increases in EBITDA (growing from +/-$260k
per season to roughly $678k), mostly attributed to the increased ticket checking that is included in all
scenarios. In this modeled scenario, after Year 5, EBITDA performance begins to decline. Operating margins,
under this low investment model remain below 17%.
Ultimately, this alternate model does not allow Spirit Mountain to sustain financial viability and selfsufficiency. The annual operating profit is insufficiently consistent to sustain Spirit Mountain in the event of
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an unprofitable season due to poor snow, recession or other unforeseen, but likely, event and allow it to
service its debt.

MEDIUM ADDITIONAL INVESTMENT MODEL (FOCUS ON SUMMER
OPPORTUNITIES)
A Medium Investment Model scenario was developed to understand the financial performance associated
with addressing key maintenance needs for winter operation/facilities and expanding summer amenities and
opportunities. This includes the following core items included in the low investment model:
•

Key improvements and modest upgrades to the snowmaking system

•

Campground upgrades necessary to its continued operation

•

Deployment of new point of sales, telephone, and reliable internet systems

•

Needed rolling stock including groomer, snowplow, and operations vehicles

•

Re-paving the entrance road

•

Addressing maintenance issues at the Grand Avenue Chalet

•

The mountain biking and Nordic trail projects that the City is committed to for enhancing the overall
outdoor recreation offering of Duluth

•

Safety upgrades to the Mountain Coaster

In addition, a larger upgrade to the Skyline Chalet would be undertaken (about half of what is included in
the recommended business model) and four new revenue generating amenities would be included in the
summer Adventure Park.
For this scenario, approximately $15.5 million of additional capital would be required ($7.7 million beyond
the low investment model). Approximately $3.9 million of this total is the mountain biking and Nordic
trail/lighting/snowmaking upgrades that the City is committed to and would be largely funded through
grants and donations. To note, this capital expenditure is held constant across all modeled scenarios.
It is estimated that total revenue per skier visit could increase by approximately $10.28 through
supplementary revenue generated by the addition of new summer amenities and visitors in additional to
modest escalation in lift ticket, rental, lesson, retail and food and beverage pricing. This figure is in contrast
to the $4.59 under the low investment model and $16.36 under the recommended business model.
As this scenario has only a moderate focus on winter facilities, annual skier visitation is anticipated to remain
flatten, but not erode over time as the level of investment in winter operations should be sufficient to simply
maintain the current level of skier visitation. This visitation level in this model also include the expected
10,000 visit increase associated with thorough ticket checking.
Modeled winter operating expenses do not measurably change from current conditions. Summer operating
expenses have been modeled to increase commensurate to the addition of the new summer amenities.
Under this scenario, modeled EBITDA would increase to an anticipated range of $1.2 million in year one and
growing to $1.9 million in year three. With the aforementioned flattening of winter visitation, and a faster
paced escalation of operating expenses, EBITDA would begin to wane by year five declining to
approximately $1.4 million in year ten.
This alternate model would provide reliably consistent operating income for Spirit Mountain to be financially
viable and self-sufficient. This does represent a pivot towards being summer-focused and away from
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enhancing, supporting, and maintaining the winter recreation amenities that the community knows and
appreciates.

CONCLUSION
As previously noted, this analysis required many assumptions but erred on the conservative side of potential
ranges. However, given the margins described in recommended business model, the opportunity for marked
improvement in financial performance remains quite evident. Capital investments could allow Spirit
Mountain to consistently achieve EBITDA in excess of $1 million per year. This financial performance would
allow the recreation area to be principally self-sustaining and capable of internal self-reinvestment.
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MANAGEMENT AND
OPERATIONAL APPROACH
As part of this analysis, SE Group has been engaged to assess several potential management and
operational approaches for the future of Spirit Mountain. These include continued management/operation
directly of Spirit Mountain by the City of Duluth, the lease of the operations of the facility, the
lease/concession of select departments within the current entity, and a non-profit. Each of these is
described and further evaluated below.
The recommended business plan modeled above shows that an agile future for Spirit Mountain will require
additional capital investment to address the accumulated deferred maintenance needs and invest in the
upgrade and modernization of the facility. The alternate management approaches detailed below do
assume this investment is made in the facility, independent of the management and operations approach
that may be chosen.

CONTINUED MANAGEMENT/OPERATION OF
SPIRIT MOUNTAIN BY THE CITY OF DULUTH
As previously stated, Spirit Mountain is at a critical inflection point. There are ample opportunities to invest
in the facility and catalyze a future where Spirit Mountain is independent, financially sustaining, and growing
in its offering of quality recreation opportunities for the community.
Spirit Mountain has, for the duration of its history, been operated by an authority of the City of Duluth. In
recent years, the recreation area has struggled financially, and the City of Duluth has been called upon to
provide significant financial assistance.
This analysis and review showed that the recreation area has been poorly run and there are opportunities to
manage better, within the City’s capacity. As part of this analysis, it was shared that prior
leadership/management teams at Spirit Mountain were somewhat ineffective and dysfunctional. Spirit
Mountain can achieve a reversal of the recent trend with a general manager who supports greater team
collaboration, transparency, community relations, and enhanced operations. In SE Group’s opinion, the
existing team of departmental directors possess the depth of experience and knowledge to effectively
operate the recreation area under such effective top-line leadership.
We do not see any reasons that Spirit Mountain cannot, or should not, continue to be operated directly for
the City of Duluth. With the appropriate leadership and critical attention to fostering effective organizational
health, the operations team presently in place can, and should, be successful.
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LONG-TERM LEASE OF OPERATIONS
Several ski areas are operated where a private entity operates the ski area on a lease from the property
owner, such as Mount Sunapee in New Hampshire that is described in the case studies. The most common
model in the North American ski industry for leased/concessioned ski area operations is where a percentage
of gross revenue is paid to the property owner and the remaining operating income is retained by the
operator. For example, in the recommended business model, we see that top-line revenue in year 3 is
approximately $12 million. A 10% concession fee ($1.2 million) would be paid to the City with the lessee
operator retaining the EBITDA less the concession fee, amounting to approximately $1.9 million – or a 15%
margin on gross revenue.
There are experienced ski area operations teams that would potentially be interested in this type of
arrangement. The advantages of this structure come in the expertise that a seasoned ski area operator
would bring, obviating portions of the financial risk for the City, and providing a consistent 10% return to the
City – which is in sharp contrast to the subsidization that the City has been providing. SE Group has been in
discussions with one ski industry operator who has expressed sincere interest in the sorts of arrangements
detailed above. An experienced operator may see value in the opportunity to be part of, and take on the
responsibility of, affecting the “turn around” over an agreed period of time.
Disadvantages would be in the loss of “control” over the operations, less input to how the operations are
being conducted, and potentially lessening the feeling that Spirit Mountain is truly a community resource.
Finally, as detailed in the recommended business model, were the City to concession the operations, a
substantial portion of the operating income from the facility would be, by contract, shared with
concessionaire – as opposed to being in a position to utilize the income earned for reinvestment in the
facility and/or apply toward debt service.

PARTIAL LEASE/CONCESSION OF SELECT
DEPARTMENT(S)
Following the format of the concessioned operations detailed above, this scenario would entail
concessioning only select departments or possibly an individual facility. For example, all food and beverage
operations could be concessioned to an experienced restaurateur/caterer. In this situation, it would likely be
necessary to concession all food and beverage operations including Spirit Mountain’s lucrative wedding
operations. It is difficult to envision separate operators sharing kitchens, serveries, and food storage. With
two chalets, an alternative to this arrangement would be that just the Grand Avenue Chalet food and
beverage operation would be concessioned to a known restauranteur who might bring a renowned name,
brand or signature beer to the Riverside Grill. The advantages of either of these scenarios come in the form
of catalyzing the efficiency and efficacy of the food and beverage operations, differentiating the offerings
and eliminating a very complex portion of the operation. Disadvantages are similar to leasing the entire
operation – the City would lose partial control over the product, the quality, and the ability to ensure that
the concessioned department is providing a parallel guest experience.
Under the concept of concessioning select departments, food and beverage is the most likely candidate due
to the complexities and sheer demand of those operations. If it is efficiently managed, there is good margin
in food and beverage operations. It is not recommended that Spirit Mountain consider concessioning rental
or snowsports lessons. Each of these is tightly intertwined with the other on-snow operations (and each
other) and would simply not provide gains in efficiency sufficient to offset by the loss in revenue. Retail
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could be concessioned with relative ease and represents a somewhat compartmentalized operation that
would lend itself to be operated by a local retailer as a satellite shop. The extent of retail operations and
opportunities at Spirit Mountain are simply insufficient for this strategy to provide a measurable advantage.

NON-PROFIT
As noted in the case study review, several ski areas are operated by a non-profit organization or have a nonprofit entity acting as the ski area’s fundraising entity. The benefit of non-profit status in this context is the
ability to fundraise for capital projects or scholarships. At Spirit Mountain there are several opportunities for
non-profit involvement: a non-profit, such as a Friends of Spirit Mountain, could exist in concert with
continued management by the City of Duluth or management by a long-term lease holder, or a non-profit
could become the managing entity/leaseholder.
This “Friends of Spirit Mountain” concept likely should be pursued under any future management approach
for fundraising purposes. A non-profit’s scholarship fund subsidizing tickets, lessons, and/or rentals for
those who need it would enable Spirit to charge market rate to those who could afford it. A non-profit
acting as the lease holder would help retain the community feel to Spirit, although the City of Duluth may
not achieve the revenues from a non-profit operation than it would from operating the recreation area itself
or contracting to a for-profit leaseholder.

CONCLUSION
The elements critical to success are present at Spirit Mountain. The facility has been reasonably well
capitalized, hosts intriguing on-hill terrain with some modern chairlift capabilities, possesses a wide variety
of summer amenities/operations, and has a robust local and regional market/market capture. A key missing
element appears to have been the effective management of the facility with an expectation and culture of
efficiency and profitability. For any of the opportunities presented above to be effective, critical changes in
the operation/management of Spirit Mountain must be implemented to allow the establishment of a culture
of efficiency, effectivity, and profitability.
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Introduction
This report summarizes research conducted by RRC Associates, an independent
consulting and research firm in Boulder, Colorado, with assistance from SE Group, on
behalf of the Spirit Mountain Recreation Area. This market assessment presents visitor
trends and estimated volumes, local and regional market demographic profiles, and a
broad analysis of existing regional amenities, market trends, and attractions in the
greater Duluth, MN area. This report is intended to serve as a framework for
discussions to assist Spirit Mountain in making strategic decisions around the
opportunities for future planning scenarios.
Research and findings rely on a combination of professional experience and secondary
research. Secondary research includes reports and data gathered by American
Community Survey, U.S. Census Bureau, The Outdoor Foundation, The Outdoor
Industry Association, Explore Minnesota, Visit Duluth, in-house RRC Associates data,
and more.

Key Findings
This section of the report presents some high-level trends and findings relevant to the
future of Spirit Mountain’s operations. Please see the body of the report for more detail
on these and other topics.
Ski and Outdoor Recreation Industry Trends
• The 2019/20 season was an anomaly for total skier visits. The COVID-19
pandemic played a major role in the decrease in visits from 2018/19. However,
total skier visits in the U.S, have remained relatively steady over the past 20
years, with some fluctuations due to economic or weather factors. Therefore,
many ski resorts are diversifying revenue streams and finding new ways to bring
in guests during the summer and shoulder seasons. The trend of being
innovative and trying new tactics will continue as ski areas seek out new
opportunities for growth. Spirit Mountain already provides a number of yearround activities, but ensuring those activities are bringing in guests will be
important for the future.
•

Millennials and Gen-Z have become the two largest visitor groups at ski resorts.
However, their expectations and desires for a resort may not be what other
generations wanted. In fact, it has been made clear that traditional marketing
efforts need to be adapted to fit the needs of these generations. As Millennials
age into parenthood, it is important to ensure resort messaging resonates. With
Gen-Z, technology continues to play a major role in these individuals’ lives.
Furthermore, social issues have become championed by many younger
individuals, an important characteristic to keep in the forefront. Therefore, Spirit
Mountain needs to not only leverage existing younger generations from
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University of Minnesota-Duluth, but also the wave of young professionals in the
Twin Cities Metro Area.
•

Multi-season mountain passes are exploding in popularity and ensuring your
place on one of them opens new doors. Spirit Mountain’s inclusion on the Indy
Pass represents new opportunities to attract skiers and snowboarders that may
have not been to the region before. Despite other competition being on the Indy
Pass as well, the more reason for a guest to come to the region, the more likely
they will come to Spirit Mountain for part of their trip. Furthermore, multi-season
passes allow users to experience other ski areas, which can lead to conversion
to passholders if they enjoy their experience.

•

Looking at national trends in outdoor recreation, the most popular activities are
those that have low barriers to entry in terms of both cost and convenience (e.g.,
running, hiking, fishing, camping, and biking); generally summer season
activities. Winter season activities rely on significantly more investment and time
commitments from participants. Luckily for Spirit Mountain, almost all of the most
popular activities are offered on-site. Spirit Mountain’s summer offerings are
more well-rounded than most nearby ski areas and they tap into growing
activities such as biking. Results indicate that Spirit should try to continue
improving popular, low barrier to entry activities while also keeping an eye on
their competition to see where new activity gaps exist.

•

Outdoor recreation has become a major player in many states’ economies.
Annual spending on recreation gear and activities makes significant impacts on
local communities. Trail sports are very popular and bring in the largest amount
of annual spending, followed by water sports. Spirit Mountain should continue
exploring how not only the mountain but also the greater Duluth region can
benefit from further supporting the outdoor recreation industry at a larger level.

Demographics of St. Louis County and beyond
•

St. Louis County’s population has remained nearly unchanged in the past 10
years. While this does not signal major growth in the area, there is also no cause
for concern of flight to more urban areas. The Duluth area continues to be a
popular location to live for scenic beauty, outdoor recreation opportunities, and
more. Continuing to monitor whether Duluth starts to see changes in
demographics due effects of amenity migration or new industries will be
important.

•

St. Louis County and Duluth’s demographics show a generally stable population
with some positive findings. Despite overall population and median age
remaining stagnant over the past decade, median income and educational
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attainment have increased in that same period. Racial diversity has not changed
significantly in the county, but that may not apply to visitors frequenting the area.
Demographic trends highlight the potential for households to have additional
disposable income and regional resident characteristics that are likely to visit
outdoor recreation destinations, a positive finding for Spirit Mountain’s future
potential.
•

The Minneapolis/St. Paul area plays a significant role in the market potential for
Spirit Mountain. The Metro area is more diverse, younger, and has a higher
median income (which is growing). The challenge is to ensure that
Minneapolis/St. Paul residents understand what is offered in the area before
making their decision to visit another competing ski area. This can be done
through more targeted marketing and by packaging Duluth more completely as a
whole. Trying to keep Twin Cities visitors from going past Duluth and towards
other competing ski areas is important to increase visits at Spirit Mountain.

Explore Minnesota and Visit Duluth Data
•

Winter season travelers in Minnesota include a large volume of families with
higher education levels and household incomes. Furthermore, the Duluth region
does capitalize on a variety of regional travelers throughout the winter. A portion
of these travelers are likely visiting friends and family while others are
deliberately visiting for leisure. In both cases, Spirit Mountain needs to tap into
these existing travelers more aggressively. Converting an existing winter leisure
visitor into skiing at the ski area or encouraging families to bring relatives up the
ski area while visiting are important actions to take forward.

•

Overall, the Duluth and Northeastern Minnesota region has a strong draw for
summer travelers, both from in-state and out-of-state markets. Spirit Mountain
needs to leverage this positive finding by continuing to look for ways to ensure
visitors to the region are aware of what is offered and drive traffic, especially
during the summer season. The Northeast Minnesota region captures 20% of
total trips in the state, representing the number one destination outside of the
Minneapolis/St. Paul market. Looking to promote Spirit Mountain to these already
existing travelers should be done in ways that appeal to the broader Minnesotastate traveler, which includes in-state and out-of-state visitors.

•

Visit Duluth’s visitor data support a strong outdoor recreation tourism industry
which has been said anecdotally to be on an upwards trajectory since this 2015
study. Both summer (42% of annual visits) and winter (31% of annual visits) are
well-represented among travelers. Spirit Mountain has a prime opportunity to
capitalize on the existing travel market, especially if they continue to tie their
offerings into the complete Duluth experience. Duluth visitors are
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disproportionately likely to be interested in outdoor activities and visiting parks:
experiences that Spirit Mountain can offer. While the marketable trips lean more
towards touring/outdoors rather than skiing/snowboarding, some visitors are
likely interested in a variety of similar activities. Spirit Mountain already partners
relatively closely with Visit Duluth to try to increase awareness and attract some
of these visitors, but there are opportunities to also partner with other local
organizations to ensure that residents are also keeping Spirit Mountain on the
top-of-their-mind.
Spirit Mountain’s Competitive and Complementary Analysis
•

Spirit Mountain’s offerings alone are not as enticing for an overnight visitor
compared to places such as Giants Ridge and Lutsen Mountains. A lack of onmountain lodging plus less emphasis on the amenities/luxury items that most
overnight destinations pitch makes it difficult to directly compete as just the ski
area alone. However, Spirit Mountain doesn’t need to provide all those options.
The City of Duluth has several high-quality lodging options, lots of additional
amenities, and more to offer than a single ski area. Furthermore, Spirit can
attract new participants and residents from the Twin Cities market that are
looking for a more affordable, family-friendly option. Spirit serves as a great place
to learn and experience the sport for these guests. Competition with Mont du Lac
is more challenging as both ski areas are proximate with each other and are
going after similar visitor types – families and beginner skiers/snowboarders.
Spirit needs to prove the value of additional terrain and higher-priced passes to
ensure locals their product is superior for the price. Also, Spirit needs to embrace
and tout its great terrain for new participants and families, as some
advanced/experts may need more difficult terrain regularly. Mont du Lac’s
investments have paid dividends and Spirit should look towards becoming more
visible in the local community to continue to try and encourage residents to visit.

•

Spirit Mountain has year-round activities that can draw a variety of guests from
the local and non-local markets. However, it needs to separate itself away from
the regional competition of Giants Ridge and Lutsen Mountain, primarily, to
convince those regional guests to stop once they reach Duluth. The best path
forward to do that is by promoting and packaging Spirit Mountain and the City of
Duluth as one destination with similar types of amenities and more. The
competing ski areas nearby are aiming more for a resort-destination feeling.
While Spirit Mountain itself may not have the same type of facilities, packaging
the resort with Duluth’s overall offerings should create a more comprehensive
destination visit. Furthermore, creating a cohesive package should entice more
regional visitors who are not as familiar with outdoor recreation to participate if it
is part of a larger experience in Duluth.
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•

Spirit Mountain along with nearby competitors has taken hold of mountain biking
(downhill and cross country) as a primary summer activity. This move has been
popular recently in the ski industry to offer new activities during the summer.
Mountain biking is growing, and Duluth is well-positioned to continue to grow its
already internationally recognized mountain bike trail systems. Spirit Mountain
has become a natural launching off point for many riders while at the same time
providing downhill access to those seeking that type of experience. That said, the
mountain biking community only makes up one portion of summer travelers in
Minnesota. Most visitors in Minnesota would be attracted to visit for more passive
activities such as what is offered at the Adventure Park or a scenic lift ride to a
restaurant experience. Balancing the promotion and need of activities such as
mountain biking vs. wider appeal activities is important in creating a robust
summer visitor base at Spirit Mountain. However, mountain biking in Duluth is a
major cornerstone of attracting a new visitor base from across the country.

•

Internal data from Spirit Mountain suggests a positive upward trend in visitation
over the past three seasons. Summer activity data also suggest an increase in
most activities. These data points should suggest that Spirit is doing well at
continuing to draw visitation. Spirit Mountain’s wedding and banquet business
appear to be strong. Despite a decline in weddings over the past few years, the
overall volumes of weddings per year are higher than in many ski areas.
Continuing to provide high-quality service is important for wedding venues and
monitoring whether that number continues to decline should be considered for
the upcoming seasons.

The Impact of COVID-19 on the Ski Industry
At the time of this analysis, the COVID-19 pandemic was ongoing. Resorts around the
country were in preparations for a different type of season for 2020/21. At writing,
regulations were mostly unknown, but a variety of operating plans were emerging. We
recognize that significant changes are likely to occur in the near term for the 2020/21
season, but this market assessment will inform decisions well into when the industry is
back to, albeit maybe a new, normal. Therefore, for the short term, there are unique
considerations that need to be made likely for the 2020/21 season that may not be
reflective of all future operations. Social distancing and lower demand for travel/large
groups are likely to impact skiing operations into the next season.
Furthermore, the expectation of spreading out guests has made visitor use
management more of a priority for recreation areas. Visitation estimates should take
into account the potential for decreased capacity and smaller demand from non-local
guests. The extent of these impacts is unknown at this time, but these new expectations
will play a major role in ski area operations across the country this season.
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Trends in Mountain Resort Destination and Outdoor
Recreation
Mountain resort destinations have changed considerably during the past 20 years due
to shifting demographics, changes in resort ownership, and the rise of new expectations
in the marketplace. Winter continues to be the primary season for most mountain
resorts; however, summer has become a considerably more important time to attract
guests and generate revenue. Furthermore, the resort landscape has changed
considerably, with resort consolidation increasing, partnerships forming across the
industry, and new challenges rising in many destinations.
The purpose of this section is to outline various trends across the skiing and outdoor
recreation industry using both primary and secondary data that may influence Spirit
Mountain’s decision-making process. Throughout the section, data from the National Ski
Areas Association, Outdoor Industry Association, and in-house RRC Associates data is
displayed.

Skier Visits

Results from the 2019/20 National Ski Area Association’s annual end of season Kottke
End of Season Report indicate that downhill snowsports visits (skier visits) were down
by over 8 million visits nationwide from the season prior, to an estimated total of 51.1
million visits. However, the main driver of the decrease was due to resorts closing by
mid-March due to COVID-19. Before then, the industry was on pace to have a very
strong season once again.
Despite the shortened 2019/20 season, the last normal season (2018/19) was very
strong for the industry, but largely driven by a record performance in the Rocky
Mountain region; other parts of the country had good but not great seasons. That said,
the number of downhill skier visits has generally remained stable over the past 20
years, with small fluctuations within the 54 to 57 million visit range. This historic stability
is reflective of a resilient downhill snowsports market – though factors like snow
conditions and the economy may influence ski area visitation, the numbers tend to be
similar from year-to-year. Therefore, winter-focused destinations have begun to
implement creative tools to not only encourage their winter users to visit for more days
but also to cultivate non-ski activities that may appeal to a wider audience. This trend
underscores the importance of considering year-round recreation, expanded
amenities/activities during winter, and looking for growth opportunities in the
non-winter seasons for destinations and resorts that have traditionally relied on
winter recreation.
Resorts in the Midwest have unique challenges that areas such as the Rockies or
Pacific Southwest do not experience. The ability to recover from warm weather events
and maintain snow conditions is much more important in the Midwest as a warm season
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can have a large impact. Therefore, Spirit Mountain does need to consider unexpected
challenges such as low snow years and limited snowmaking as part of the added
uncertainty other regions don’t have to deal with frequently.
Figure 1: Estimated Snowsports Visits, 1978/79 - 2018/19

Key Findings: The 2019/20 season was an anomaly for total skier visits. The COVID-19
pandemic played a major role in the decrease in visits from 2018/19. However, total
skier visits in the U.S, have remained relatively steady over the past 20 years, with
some fluctuations due to economic or weather factors. Therefore, many ski resorts are
diversifying revenue streams and finding new ways to bring in guests during the
summer and shoulder seasons. The trend of being innovative and trying new tactics will
continue as ski areas seek out new opportunities for growth. Spirit Mountain already
provides a number of year-round activities, but ensuring those activities are bringing in
guests will be important for the future.

Millennials and Gen Z
The National Ski Areas Association (along with other state and regional associations
such as Colorado Ski Country USA and Pennsylvania Ski Areas Association) has
undertaken a variety of research studies related to the Millennial generation (young
adults aged 24 to 39 years old in 2020). These studies are intended to understand
downhill snowsports participation patterns and preferences among this generation.
When compared to all other age cohorts, the Millennial generation accounts for one
of the largest groups of snowsports participants. However, Millennial skiers and
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snowboarders, on average, ski fewer days per season than other age cohorts,
with an average of only approximately 4.9 days on the mountain season (by
comparison, the average number of days that Baby Boomers ski per season is 6.7).
These low numbers for Millennials are troubling to ski-related operators; thus, NSAA is
studying the pattern of Millennial participation and intention to continue with snowsports.
In addition to Millennials, Gen Z (the youngest generation, currently aged 22 and
younger) now represents the largest grouping of participants by age cohort.
Furthermore, this group varies in terms of preferences, expectations, and behaviors in
their recreation. Ski areas not only have to consider supporting large constituents of
Millennials, who themselves differ from generations such as Baby Boomers and Gen X
but also areas need to implement marketing and promotion to Gen Z. This creates
pressure to become innovative in marketing and promotional materials to reach two
large audiences with differing preferences.
Gen Z cannot be placed in the same box as Millennials. The two generations are
lumped together in many cases, but research suggests that Gen Z is even more
technologically-savvy, exposed to other cultural factors at an earlier age, and is willing
to stick up for causes they support. Not all Gen Z fit this image, but technology is going
to serve as a key cornerstone for this group. In terms of marketing, Gen Z can spot
when they are being marketed to much faster than other generations since they have
grown up being constantly targeted with ads from an early age. They also expect
brands that market to them to interact and have a more human personality than before.
As 2020 moves forward, another major topic that has been driven largely by younger
generations is social justice and activism. Minneapolis/St. Paul was at the epicenter of
these topics just this summer. Topics such as racial inequality, representation, and
accountability are being pushed to new levels particularly by Generation Z. While such
topics are at many times controversial, they cannot be ignored as an important part of
younger populations’ mindsets. Spirit Mountain will need to continue to monitor and
understand how such issues may impact whether a younger person decides to
participate and/or support certain organizations.
Detailed research about Gen Z in the ski industry has yet to occur. There is interest in
further exploring this cohort, but a solid foundation has yet to be built. That said, there
has been some research into Millennials and Gen-Z that provide some insights into the
younger generations. The section below highlights some of these findings.

Millennial Research
For winter-focused destinations, the importance of growing the user base of young
adults is critical. In the winter, most mountain destinations tend to be populated by an
older, repeat visit clientele; while this customer base is valuable, these ski areas need to
think about strategies to appeal to younger demographics and offer non-ski activities.
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To further understand this important segment of the industry, the National Ski Areas
Association researched the Millennial generation in 2014/15.
A national survey of over 2,000 Millennials (including both snowsports participants and
non-snowsports participants), in addition to qualitative one-on-one interviews in key
market areas, has generated some initial conclusions about Millennials and their
propensity to participate in skiing and snowboarding. In the survey, Millennial skiers and
snowboarders were asked to describe what they like most about downhill snowsports.
The words most frequently mentioned by respondents include “fun,” “freedom,”
“friends,” and “outside.” One aspect that sets Millennials apart from their older
counterparts is their social inclinations, which was noted throughout the qualitative
interviews. Many Millennial skiers and riders indicated that skiing is, to them, a social
activity – they prefer to spend both day visits and overnight destination trips with friends
and family.
When asked what they dislike
about skiing and snowboarding,
Millennial snowsports participants
were most likely to respond with
words like “cold,” “cost,” and “lift
lines.” The cost of the sport is
clearly a barrier for some
Millennials. Respondents were
asked to talk about the reasons
their friends cite for not skiing or
snowboarding, and many
mentioned “money,” “cost,” or the
“expensive” nature of the sport. A
large portion of Millennials face financial challenges; however, secondary research has
revealed that there are some 16.6 million Millennials in households earning over
$100,000 per year. While select Millennials can seek out luxurious experiences, the
large majority are likely to gravitate towards lower-cost opportunities.
Despite these limitations, 55 percent of Millennial skiers and snowboarders strongly
agreed with the statement, “I’m committed to skiing/snowboarding for life.” Interestingly,
the percentage strongly agreeing with this statement declined somewhat with age (from
younger Millennials to older Millennials) as well as with the presence of children. This
paints a positive picture overall of Millennial participation in the downhill
snowsports market, but a definitive market for alternative options.
Millennials are aging into careers and parenthood while people in Gen Z are still moving
into adulthood and finishing college. Identifying how to attract those without children, in
addition to those with young children, will be an ongoing effort for winter sports. Spirit
Mountain needs to continue to look at its own Millennial and Gen-Z populations in
the Duluth area, but considerations need to be given to younger generations in
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the Twin Cities Metro as well. These two user groups are likely different than one
another as Duluth may see most of their younger generations attending the University of
Minnesota-Duluth while a massive wave of young professionals has continued to make
Minneapolis/St. Paul grow. As time progresses, continuing to understand what truly
makes younger generations participate is critical to the success of not only Spirit
Mountain but the industry at large.
Key Finding: Millennials and Gen-Z have become the two largest visitor groups at
ski resorts. However, their expectations and desires for a resort may not be what
other generations wanted. In fact, it has been made clear that traditional marketing
efforts need to be adapted to fit the needs of these generations. As Millennials age
into parenthood, it is important to ensure resort messaging resonates. With Gen-Z,
technology continues to play a major role in these individuals’ lives. Furthermore,
social issues have become championed by many younger individuals, an important
characteristic to keep in the forefront. Therefore, Spirit Mountain needs to not only
leverage existing younger generations from University of Minnesota-Duluth, but also
the wave of young professionals in the Twin Cities Metro Area.

Emphasis on Summer Activities
To generate year-round income and boost visitation in all seasons, destinations across
the nation have been working hard on improving the variety of summer activities
over the past few years. Travel and accommodations are often more affordable for
summer visitors than they are for winter visitors. Resorts have begun placing a high
degree of effort into improving their summer offerings to make their destination wellrounded. Alpine slides, mountain coasters, and zip lines are a few of the new types of
activities being installed at resorts across the country to serve summer guests. Summer
guests may have different motivations than winter guests. Consumer research studies
have been conducted by ski areas to understand what motivates participants to visit a
ski area in the summer, preferred activities, and likelihood to visit in the winter. All this
information allows for a more comprehensive strategy to build successful summer
operations.
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Many destinations and their
nearby communities have
followed suit, expanding their
multi-season recreation
opportunities to encompass a
wider visitor market. Most
destinations and nearby
communities in the summer
marketplace also offer special
events that relate to recreation,
food and beverage, health and
wellness, music, arts and culture,
and many other themes.
A study by the National Ski Areas Association looked at summer operations at over 200
U.S. ski resorts. The top summer/fall activities offered by resorts include hiking,
scenic lift rides, and mountain biking, with over half of the participating resorts
reporting that they offer these activities. The survey also asked respondents about
summer/fall events. Almost all responding resorts indicated that they host weddings/
meetings/family reunions. About half also offer festivals. As many resorts continue to
expand and improve their summer offerings, it will likely be more difficult for resorts
without multi-season opportunities to remain relevant in the resort marketplace.
However, summer activities still need to be profitable and have their own set of
challenges that are not present in winter activities. For instance, it’s more challenging to
monetize summer activities if fee-free options are nearby. This doesn’t apply to scenic
lift rides or activities at the Adventure Park, but monetizing hiking or cross-country
mountain biking is more difficult if public lands or trails exist nearby.
Spirit Mountain has jumped in front of the curve by offering a wide variety of summer
activities. Although the summer of 2020 was non-operational, there are many
opportunities to attract visitors to participate in activities on the mountain going forward.
The Adventure Park offers families many activities that can be enjoyed by kids and
adults. Scenic chair lift rides provide great views of Lake Superior and historic Duluth.
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Pass Partnerships

In recent years, reciprocal ski passes created by
resort partners have become a popular option
for downhill snowsports participants and have
shown strong growth across the popular U.S.
destinations. These pass partnerships allow
skiers and snowboarders to visit a variety of
resorts nationally and internationally under one
comprehensive pass with a one-time purchase.
The products represent an opportunity for skiers
and snowboarders to visit a new ski area, and
for ski areas to bring first-time visitors to their resort; as well, they are a significant
opportunity for resorts to broaden their reach in the competitive marketplace.
Until 2018, the three main players were the Epic Pass, the Mountain Collective, and the
Rocky Mountain Super Pass Plus. In 2018/19, the Ikon Pass replaced the RMSP and
emerged as a new product that encourages purchasers to travel to other ski resorts
based on its large number of destination resorts. Epic Pass’s announcement of the
“Epic Day Pass” starting in the 2019/20 season also provided a new twist on pass
products for those who are in between the season pass and day pass option.
Flexibility and affordability will continue to play a role in the pass marketplace. Prepurchasing has become standard even for the Epic Day Pass, where guests will need to
commit ahead of time to some days that can be used across the season. This limitation
is similar to a standard season pass or a multi-day pack purchased before the start of
the season. These new pass options generate pre-season revenue for the resort, an
important aspect of cash flow management in today’s day and age. It is anticipated that
the multi-mountain pass partnerships will continue to evolve in the future.
One of Spirit Mountain’s competitors for the Twin Cities Market, Afton Alps, was
purchased by Vail Resorts and is now included on the popular Epic Pass. While
Minnesota does not have many resorts that are included on the Epic Pass or Ikon Pass,
it’s important to keep an eye on whether this pattern changes. Both products have sold
very well over the past two years and offer a variety of benefits to consumers.
Therefore, when resorts join either pass or are purchased by one of the major
conglomerates, ski resort choice may change for some customers both in-state and outof-state.
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The Indy Pass and Spirit Mountain
The Indy Pass is a relatively new multi-mountain pass that formed over the past couple
of seasons. The pass supports over 50 resorts across the country with 2 days of skiing
at a price of only $199. Most resorts that are included on the pass are independent,
smaller ski areas and resorts. However, all regions are represented, and it presents a
strong option for residents in many locations across the country. With the Epic Pass and
Ikon Pass at a much higher price point and focused primarily on major resorts, the Indy
Pass provides skiers with an alternative option to travel and ski a variety of locations
during the winter.

Source: The Indy Pass

This multi-mountain product has only been around for a couple of years and provides
guests who may not visit large resorts an option to travel and experience skiing at a
variety of locations. In Minnesota, Spirit Mountain, Lutsen Mountains, Giants Ridge, and
Powder Ridge Mountain Park and Resort are all part of this pass. Lutsen is the newest
Minnesota resort to join the pass and does present synergies with Spirit Mountain. This
will be further investigated in a later section of this report.
In addition to the Indy Pass, Spirit Mountain has a partnership with Chester Bowl Ski
area, Detroit Mountain, Giants Ridge, Hyland Hills, Mont Ripley (MI), and Great Bear
Ski Valley (SD) to offer reciprocal discounts for passholders. Not all guests may use
these offers which range from free lift tickets to discounts, but many resorts now provide
this option to entice season pass purchases.
Spirit Mountain should leverage the Indy Pass as a great option for visiting guests.
Minneapolis/St. Paul residents can gain value out of the Indy Pass’s ability to try a
variety of resorts in the region. Although some of Spirit Mountain’s competition exists on
the pass as well, it presents an opportunity to encourage passholders to visit multiple
locations in a season. Spirit’s inclusion on the Indy Pass also allows for riders to
experience the area for the first time and potentially become a future passholder or at
least ski more days at Spirit in the future.
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Key Finding: Multi-season mountain passes are exploding in popularity and
ensuring your place on one of them opens new doors. Spirit Mountain’s inclusion on
the Indy Pass represents new opportunities to attract skiers and snowboarders that
may have not been to the region before. Despite other competition being on the
Indy Pass as well, the more reason for a guest to come to the region, the more likely
they will come to Spirit Mountain for part of their trip. Furthermore, multi-season
passes allow users to experience other ski areas, which can lead to conversion to
passholders if they enjoy their experience.

Outdoor Recreation Trends
The Outdoor Industry Association (OIA) has been the leading organization in tracking,
reporting, and analyzing outdoor recreation trends in the United States. OIA tracks
youth and adult participation, along with other key metrics, to allow for destinations and
interested parties to make decisions based on trends across the country. This section
highlights the key findings from the recently released 2019 Outdoor Recreation
Participation Report and the most recent Outdoor Recreation Economy Report.
Participation in outdoor activities in the United States has been trending upwards since
2008. Since 2008, the participation rate has fluctuated between 48%-49%. As of 2018,
the total percentage of Americans who participated in outdoor recreation crossed the
50% of the population mark for the first time. Rising participation rates are likely due to a
variety of factors including easier access to recreation, increased promotion, awareness
(often via social media), and health benefits.

Source: The Outdoor Industry Association

Further, not only has the participation rate among those who are already participating in
outdoor recreation increased but so too has the number of unique participants. As of
2018, the number of participants topped 150 million people. This figure is encouraging
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as it shows continued interest among a large population to participate in outdoor
recreation. For ski areas such as Spirit Mountain, this increase in the number of people
participating in outdoor recreation leads to a larger pool of potential visitors, especially
with Duluth growing in reputation as an outdoor recreation destination. However, there
are differences between winter and summer activities to consider. Winter activity
participation tends to be much lower than summer activities but often has more ability to
charge fees for revenue generation. While outdoor recreation participation has grown
over time, the majority of that growth can be attributed to summer/temperate weather
activities, especially in climates that have extreme temperature changes.
Figure 2: National Outdoor Recreation Participation

Source: Outdoor Industry Association

As the number of participants who participate in outdoor recreation climbs, the Outdoor
Industry Association has continued to look into specific profiles of travelers. Those who
travel for recreation can be analyzed by the distance that they tend to travel for those
activities. Most participants travel between 1-10 miles to participate in outdoor
recreation (35.9%). The second highest group (17.8%) travels between 10 to 25 miles
and 17% participate from right out their front door. Approximately 9.7% of people travel
greater than 50 miles to participate. Spirit Mountain’s proximity to Duluth is a definite
positive. The largest percentage of recreation participants travel 1-10 miles, a perfect
distance for most residents in the Duluth region to visit Spirit Mountain regularly.
Spirit Mountain attracts a variety of residents from the local area and also from the Twin
Cities Metro area. Residents likely differ in their expectations, characteristics, and
recreation habits. However, Spirit Mountain offers something for almost everyone from
challenging mountain biking to family-friendly activities to scenic chair rides. Both local
and regional users are likely to find something that piques their interest at Spirit despite
potential differences in motivations.
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Approximately 10% of outdoor recreation participants travel greater than 50 miles from
their home to participate. The demographics of those who are willing to travel 50+ miles
are unique and would represent some groups who would be traveling from the Twin
Cities. Furthermore, these potential visitors are more likely to be older than 35 as
younger generations do not travel as far for their recreation. That said, traveling to
remote locations for recreation has significantly increased among urban dwellers.
Escaping crowds and spending long weekends outside of metro areas has become
more popular in recent years. Thus, figures may change over time as people continue to
adapt.
Figure 3: Demographics by Distance Traveled for Recreation

Source: Outdoor Industry Association

By activity, the most popular outdoor activities are those that can be done without 1) a
large investment into equipment, 2) by people of many skill levels, and 3) at many
locations. Running, jogging, and trail running are participated in by 19.2% of Americans
or 57.8 million people. Fishing (many types) is second in participation at 16.4% (49.4
million). Biking (of various kinds) appears third at just under 16% participating, tied with
hiking at 15.9%. Finally, camping (car, backcountry, RV) rounds out the top five sets of
activities at 13.9%. Again, this data is positive for Spirit Mountain as all these activities
are either available on-site or nearby: with the inclusion of Lake Superior, the most
popular activities can easily be done in a variety of ways across the local area.
Packaging both Spirit Mountain and Duluth together more cohesively would be effective
as it allows for a broader reach in what the region can offer together instead of
separately thinking of what is available.
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Figure 4: Top 5 Outdoor Activities in 2019

Source: Outdoor Industry Association

These top activities make it clear that simple, geographically diverse activities are
most popular in the country. All five activities can be participated in at most locations
and do not require a massive investment in specialized gear. Of course, people can
specialize in these activities but the barrier to entry remains low. For a destination such
as Spirit Mountain, most activities are currently offered or could be modified to fit
changing needs over time. Visitors who come to Duluth and/or Spirit Mountain during
the summer could be made aware of winter offerings and may book a ski trip too. For
that to happen, the Duluth area as a whole should be promoted to entice longer
weekend stays.
As mentioned earlier, a glaring challenge reflected in these ratings is the fact that winter
sports are not included in the top activities and are generally not participated in by a
large percentage of the general population. In ski-focused communities, the percentage
who participate may be higher, but the overall U.S. participation rate has fluctuated
around the 3% range, compared to the 14%-19% of the above activities. Therefore, not
all individuals who participate in outdoor recreation can be considered potential
participants in skiing.
Key Findings: Looking at national trends in outdoor recreation, the most popular
activities are those that have low barriers to entry in terms of both cost and
convenience (e.g., running, hiking, fishing, camping, and biking); generally summer
season activities. Winter season activities rely on significantly more investment and
time commitments from participants. Luckily for Spirit Mountain, almost all of the most
popular activities are offered on-site. Spirit Mountain’s summer offerings are more
well-rounded than most nearby ski areas and they tap into growing activities such as
biking. Results indicate that Spirit should try to continue improving popular, low
barrier to entry activities while also keeping an eye on their competition to see where
new activity gaps exist.
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Outdoor Recreation Economy

The Outdoor Industry Association also measures outdoor recreation’s contributions to
the economy. In recent years, the outdoor recreation industry has been given a lot of
attention for its contribution to the U.S. and regional economies. This topic has given
rise to states placing greater importance on outdoor recreation as an economic driver.
In 2018, the Outdoor Industry Association estimated that the outdoor recreation
economy generated $887 billion in consumer spending across the U.S. This activity also
resulted in 7.6 million jobs, $65.3 billion in federal tax revenue, and $59.2 billion in state
and local taxes. Spending is expected to continue increasing as outdoor recreation
plays more of a role as an industry for many states, Minnesota included.
Figure 5: Annual Outdoor Recreation Spending (2018)

Source: Outdoor Industry Association

By activity, trail sports contribute the most to the economy in terms of consumer
spending at $139 billion in 2017, with 1.8 million jobs created from that spending.
Camping follows behind at $166 billion and 1.4 million jobs, and water sports third at
$139 billion and 1.2 million jobs. As shown, not all forms of recreation are equal when
looking into economic benefits. Activities that have a higher participation base such as
camping, trail sports, and water sports generate much more retail spending, jobs,
salaries/wages, and more. This may not be due to each individual spending more, but
rather just a factor of a larger number of participants.
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Overall, outdoor recreation has become a major player in the U.S. economy and
throughout many states and local destinations. Residents are participating in greater
numbers, and communities are experiencing gains for their investments into recreation.
Many states in the Western U.S. have created state offices of outdoor recreation, and
Minnesota is exploring the option as well. Spirit Mountain should use this information
and support from the industry as a whole to promote and communicate the benefits
outdoor recreation has in the region for the economy, quality of life, and health of
residents.
Key Findings: Outdoor recreation has become a major player in many states’
economies. Annual spending on recreation gear and activities makes significant
impacts on local communities. Trail sports are very popular and bring in the largest
amount of annual spending, followed by water sports. Spirit Mountain should
continue exploring how not only the mountain but also the greater Duluth region
can benefit from further supporting the outdoor recreation industry at a larger level.

St. Louis County Resident Demographics
Spirit Mountain’s primary local market for visitation and employees is the greater St.
Louis County region and the Twin City Metro Area. To attract more visitors year-round,
it is important to understand how demographics have tracked in the region over time.
Therefore, this section highlights and displays a variety of longer-term demographic
measures to better represent the local market of St. Louis County. A further section
highlights the potential with the Twin Cities Metro Area Data is provided by the U.S.
Census and American Community Survey, the two leaders in local demographic data.

Population

St. Louis County’s population has remained virtually unchanged over time. Since 2011,
the population of St. Louis County has remained surprisingly stagnant from 200,155 in
2011 to 199,070 in 2019. In statistical terms, this represents essentially a flat line. This
trend is not too surprising as Duluth is not a major metro area, but there is not a major
population decline either. Essentially, the county is not growing, but it’s also not losing
residents to urban areas such as Minneapolis/St. Paul. Parts of St. Louis County are
much more remote which may have different local trends. But Duluth continues to retain
residents while likely bringing in new residents that are attempting to escape to the
scenic areas near Lake Superior.
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Figure 6: St. Louis County Population, 2010-2019
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St. Louis County is rich with outdoor recreation opportunities. Over the past 10-15
years, many locations that provide residents with the ability to earn a living and enjoy
outdoor recreation have thrived. The Duluth area can provide both options to potential
residents and should continue to be leveraged as amenity migration continues to play
an important role in community growth.
Key Findings: St. Louis County’s population has remained nearly unchanged in the
past 10 years. While this does not signal major growth in the area, there is also no
cause for concern of flight to more urban areas. The Duluth area continues to be a
popular location to live for scenic beauty, outdoor recreation opportunities, and more.
Continuing to monitor whether Duluth starts to see changes in demographics due
effects of amenity migration or new industries will be important.

Median Age

Median age within the county is an important demographic metric to track over time.
Increases and decreases in median age may signal larger-scale trends such as urban
migration or an influx of young professionals. Over the past 10 years, St. Louis County’s
median age has bounced between 40.3 years old and 41.6 years old. Since 2010, the
median age has not shown any clear trend, remaining mostly flat. As of 2019, the
median age of St. Louis County was 41.2 years old, higher than both 2017 and 2018,
but lower than 2016. This continues to show relative stability in the local population of
the county. The University of Minnesota-Duluth’s nearly 11,000 students play a role in
keeping the average age from rising, however. The statewide median age is 37.6 years,
slightly lower than that of St. Louis County. In contrast, the median age of Minneapolis
is 31.7 years old, consistent with other major metro areas.
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Figure 7: Median Age of St. Louis County, 2010-2019
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Homeownership
St. Louis County homeownership has remained between 70% and 72% over the past
decade. In most university communities, this figure remains consistent due to a large
population of students. The City of Duluth by itself has an even larger percentage of
renters at 40%. Therefore, the communities outside of Duluth in St. Louis County are
pulling that figure higher as homeownership is greater outside of the city.
Figure 8: Homeownership Status in St. Louis County, 2010-2019
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Race/Ethnicity

St. Louis County is predominantly White/Caucasian. In total, 94% of the population
identifies as White with only 9% as any other race (respondents could select multiple
races). Over time, the percentage of those who identify as something other than White
has climbed slightly, but those who identify as White has remained nearly equal. This is
due to more respondents identifying as two races. While St. Louis County may not be
very racially diverse, visitors who frequent the region may be. Thus, it is important to
consider a variety of demographics in the operations of Spirit Mountain as inclusivity
continues to be important across the U.S. and in the outdoor industry. In recent years,
the outdoor industry, and the ski industry more specifically, have placed a high degree
of focus on ensuring activities are inclusive and more representative of the U.S.
population, a direction that will continue.
Figure 9: Racial Diversity in St. Louis County, MN, 2010-2018
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Median Income
The median income in St. Louis County is growing and reached a 10-year high in 2019.
Since 2010, the median income has increased from $41,801 in 2010 to $60,434 in
2019. Median income increased over the periods selected, but the largest jump was
experienced from 2016 to 2019, a net increase of nearly $11,000 annually. For
recreation providers, higher household incomes lead to more disposable income.
Residents may be more willing to pay for items such as ski passes if they are
comfortable with other basic needs. However, it should be noted that the ski industry
has continually seen an increase in the median income of participants too.
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Figure 10: Median Income of St. Louis County, 2010-2019
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Educational Attainment
Educational attainment in St. Louis County has increased over the past ten years. In
2010, approximately 62% of residents had above a high school education. Last year
that same figure was 70%, a notable increase. This figure may higher than other smaller
communities because of the presence of the University of Minnesota-Duluth; however,
it’s a positive trend that shows an interest in pursuing post-secondary education. The
outdoor recreation industry tends to attract a well-educated demographic, which does
bode well for Spirit Mountain.
Figure 11: Educational Attainment of St. Louis County, 2010-2019
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Key Findings: St. Louis County and Duluth’s demographics show a generally stable
population with some positive findings. Despite overall population and median age
remaining stagnant over the past decade, median income and educational attainment
have increased in that same period. Racial diversity has not changed significantly in
the county, but that may not apply to visitors frequenting the area. Demographic
trends highlight the potential for households to have additional disposable income and
regional resident characteristics that are likely to visit outdoor recreation destinations,
a positive finding for Spirit Mountain’s future potential.

Minneapolis/St. Paul Metro Area – Select
Demographics
Aside from St. Louis County locals, the Minneapolis/St. Paul Metro is a strong source of
regional visits to the Northern Minnesota area. Their demographics are much more
varied as the Metro region continues to grow at a rapid pace. Thus, select
demographics of this important market are presented below.

Population
The Minneapolis/St. Paul Metro has grown at a rapid pace since 2010. Compared to St.
Louis County’s relative stagnation, the Metro Area grew from a population of 3,286,195
in 2010 to 3,640,043 in 2019, a nearly 11% growth over ten years. While the Twin Cities
has always been a large urban area, the growth over the past ten years has placed it
further on the map as a major hub for industry, recreation, and new growth. The
Minneapolis/St. Paul area has one of the highest percentages of green space and trails
for a metro area in the United States. Plus, urban areas across the United States have
placed more emphasis on outdoor recreation, encouraging residents to visit destinations
such as Spirit Mountain and Duluth.
Figure 12: Twin Cities Metro Population, 2010-2019
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Median Income
The median income in Minneapolis/St. Paul also has experienced strong growth. Rising
by over $20,000 per year since 2010, current median income estimates top $83,500 as
of 2019. Similar to St. Louis County’s large increase, rising median income likely signals
an increase in disposable income among residents. Plus, more and more residents of
dense urban areas have made it a point to travel to more remote areas for their
vacations. Thus, attracting new and long-time residents of the Minneapolis/St. Paul
Metro should continue to be advantageous for Spirt Mountain.
Figure 13: Twin Cities Metro Median Income, 2010-2019
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Median Age
The median age of Minneapolis/St. Paul Metro residents has slightly increased over the
past decade. Today the median age of residents is approximately 37.4 years which is
up 1.4 years since 2010. Although the climb isn’t major, a constant progression has
been observed over time. Compared to St. Louis County, a more consistent trend is
observed in the Metro area. Currently, the Minneapolis/St. Paul Metro median age is
about four years younger than St. Louis County. Urban areas trend younger than
communities with higher likelihoods of amenity migration.
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Figure 14: Twin Cities Median Age, 2010-2019
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Racial Diversity
In Minneapolis/St. Paul, the proportion of residents who identify as white has declined
slightly since 2010. With the percentage of residents identifying as white decreasing
from 85% to 81%, the resident population has become more diverse, with a larger share
of residents identifying as Black or African American, Asian, or some other race. Racial
diversity has become an even more important issue in the Metro area given the
challenging events from the summer of 2020.
Figure 15: Twin Cities Metro Racial Diversity, 2010-2019
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Key Findings: The Minneapolis/St. Paul area plays a significant role in the market
potential for Spirit Mountain. The Metro area is more diverse, younger, and has a
higher median income (which is growing). The challenge is to ensure that
Minneapolis/St. Paul residents understand what is offered in the area before making
their decision to visit another competing ski area. This can be done through more
targeted marketing and by packaging Duluth more completely as a whole. Trying to
keep Twin Cities visitors from going past Duluth and towards other competing ski
areas is important to increase visits at Spirit Mountain.

Minnesota Tourism
Spirit Mountain first and foremost serves the residents of Duluth, St. Louis County, and
the surrounding regions in Minnesota. As highlighted by the demographics of St. Louis
County, the local area has a strong segment of residents that may be interested in
participating or visiting Spirit Mountain. However, tourism also plays a role in all ski
areas in driving new revenue and additional visits. This section highlights the tourism
industry as a whole for Minnesota.
COVID-19 will have a definitive impact on the tourism figures from 2020. While it’s
understood that some of these figures may not apply directly to the 2020/21 season,
these trends are anticipated to return to form after the pandemic. Therefore, we
acknowledge the current challenges regarding tourism and travel but for long-term
planning, we are utilizing the most recent data that does not include COVID-19
statistics.
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The Economic Impact of Tourism in Minnesota

Tourism plays an important role in Minnesota’s economy. Not
only does the state attract an array of domestic visitors, but
Canadian and other international visitors are prevalent in
statewide data too. Each year Minnesota’s state office for
tourism, Explore Minnesota, conducts and publishes the
economic impact from tourism. The 2020 report contains data
from 2019, 2018, and 2017 in a variety of categories.
The economic impact of tourism at a statewide level is large. As
of 2018, tourism draws $16,000,000,000 in gross sales which
equates to nearly $44 million per day. Tourism spending
contributes to 273,000 jobs or 11% of the total private sector’s
employment. These jobs are also supported by over $6.1 million
in wages. While these figures are large and can be difficult to put
into context, it’s clear that tourism brings in a large volume of
revenue for the state. Statewide revenues on sales tax
collections from tourism exceed $1.04 billion.
Current economic impact figures are strong for the state. Tourism
has evolved to play more of a prominent role in the state. In 2006
the economic impact of tourism was $10.5 billion. Year-over-year
impacts have climbed to current figures at $16.0 billion. Since
2005, room revenue also has increased year-over-year, partially
driven by Minneapolis hosting Super Bowl LII in 2018.
Sales tax revenue from tourism now
represents 18% of all total sales tax
revenue, which is a major benefit for a state
the size of Minnesota. As expected, the
Minneapolis/St. Paul area sees the most
sales tax due to tourism at $726 million. St.
Louis County lies within the Northeast
Region. As a whole, the Northeast Region
sees $63 million in state sales tax with St.
Louis County capturing $39 million. As a
county, St. Louis captures the 3rd most
outside of the Minneapolis/St. Paul area.
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Finally, tourism’s economic impact differs
somewhat by season. For the state,
approximately 37% of spending occurs during
the summer season, 25% in the fall, 24% in
the winter, and 14% in the spring. For Spirit
Mountain, it is a positive finding that winter
and summer are the top two spending
seasons as both are necessary for sustaining
Spirit Mountain’s operations. The challenge is
drawing enough visitors to the Northeast
Region during peak seasons and providing enticing opportunities at Spirit Mountain for
when arrive.

Minnesota Visitor Profiles
Explore Minnesota profiled the various types of current visitors and potential visitors for
the spring/summer and winter seasons in 2019. Using multiple waves of surveys, instate and out-of-state travelers were asked a variety of demographic, characteristic, and
perception questions related to Minnesota. Each segment provides insight for Spirit
Mountain as to who the state is promoting towards and how best to align to take
advance of their cross-promotional efforts.
Minnesota’s winter season travelers are slightly more likely to be from in-state (51%)
compared to other U.S. destinations (46%) or Canada (3%). Residents do make up a
significant portion of regional travel, but the economic impact is greater from out-of-state
travelers due to the contribution of new money to the economy. The map below
highlights data from Explore Minnesota and UberMedia based on travelers’ cell phone
devices.
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Winter Traveler Map

Spirit Mountain/Duluth

Source: Explore Minnesota and Strategic Marketing & Research Insights

As shown, other nearby Midwestern states such as Wisconsin, Illinois, Iowa, and the
Dakotas are well represented. Smaller pockets of travelers are seen in areas in the
Western U.S. Winter can be a difficult month in Minnesota with cold temperatures
possibly limiting the likelihood of some travelers. That said, the data indicate a wide
range of possible locations to attract visitors from.
Winter travelers in Minnesota represent all age groups, but those 50+ make up 45% of
all visitation. Almost 70% of travelers are married or in a domestic partnership and over
60% have at least a 4-year college degree with an additional 26% having some college
or a technical school. Household income among winter travelers is comprised of the
majority earning under $100k per year (70%). For Spirit Mountain, higher household
incomes are strong predictors to visit ski resorts. The industry does attract those who
earn at least $100k as a household, and this trend has increased over time. However,
many new participants in the sport get their start at ski areas just like Spirit Mountain.
Thus, encouraging families from the region to participate can be a strong point for Spirit
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Mountain as it’s more affordable than large-scale resorts. Spirit Mountain’s prices are
competitive to local competition, but it is important to keep this in mind in the future.
Key Findings: Winter season travelers in Minnesota include a large volume of families
with higher education levels and household incomes. Furthermore, the Duluth region
does capitalize on a variety of regional travelers throughout the winter. A portion of these
travelers are likely visiting friends and family while others are deliberately visiting for
leisure. In both cases, Spirit Mountain needs to tap into these existing travelers more
aggressively. Converting an existing winter leisure visitor into skiing at the ski area or
encouraging families to bring relatives up the ski area while visiting are important actions
to take forward.
Summer season travelers share some similarities with winter season travelers.
However, 54% of travelers are not from Minnesota, indicating a larger presence of outof-state visitation. Most potential travelers are under 50 years old with the highest
percentage in the 35-49-year-old age range. This again suggests a more family-oriented
group of travelers. Those who are under 35 make up approximately 28% of summer
travelers. Approximately 48% of out-of-state travelers and 34% of Minnesota travelers
have children in their homes. This suggests that both families and couples without
children are markets to explore at Spirit Mountain during the summer.
The map below shows the distribution of travelers’ geographic origins to Minnesota,
including local travelers. Compared to the winter season, a more intense volume of
visitors is seen in and around the local/regional market which includes Western
Minnesota and Eastern North Dakota. Overall the patterns are similar to winter
travelers.
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Summer Traveler Map

Spirit Mountain/Duluth

Source: Explore Minnesota and Strategic Marketing & Research Insights

Summer travelers were asked about the activities they participate in while traveling in
the state. As displayed below, shopping/dining are the top activities, but that likely best
applies to travelers who visit Minneapolis/St. Paul. Outdoor recreation activities are
popular, but the most popular activities are more passive in their physical requirements.
Nature walks (36%), swimming (24%), hiking/backpacking (20%), and fishing (18%) are
popular amongst travelers. Mountain biking/fat biking (3%) is participated in by only a
small segment of visitors.
Figure 16: Activities Travelers' Participate In

Source: Explore Minnesota
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Although mountain biking has become a cornerstone of Spirit Mountain, it needs to be
recognized that the market for these travelers is much smaller. That’s not to say
mountain biking doesn’t have benefits and appeal, but the adventure park activities at
Spirit Mountain are more likely to appeal to a wide audience as they are more familyfriendly and have a smaller barrier to entry. Mountain biking is further covered in a
separate topic later.
Key Findings: Overall, the Duluth
and Northeastern Minnesota region
has a strong draw for summer
travelers, both from in-state and outof-state markets. Spirit Mountain
needs to leverage this positive
finding by continuing to look for ways
to ensure visitors to the region are
aware of what is offered and drive
traffic, especially during the summer
season. The Northeast Minnesota
region captures 20% of total trips in
the state, representing the number
one destination outside of the
Minneapolis/St. Paul market. Looking
to promote Spirit Mountain to these
already existing travelers should be
done in ways that appeal to the
broader Minnesota-state traveler,
which includes in-state and out-ofstate visitors.

Note: Both winter and summer season have the same percentages per
region.

Visit Duluth Tourism Data and Resources
Visit Duluth has collected a variety of information related to travelers. Most recently,
Visit Duluth has published data from 2019 that includes the geographic origin and
primary markets. As of 2019, 97% of Duluth’s visitors were from the United States with
2.5% from Canada and 0.5% from other countries. Non-urban areas lacking a major
airport are unlikely to attract a large volume of international visitors.
Visit Duluth approximates that about 2/3 of all visitation comes from the Twin Cities
region. Minneapolis/St. Paul accounts for the largest share of arrivals from paid media
(62%) and owned media (44.7%). Rochester/Mason City/Austin, MN (4.7%),
Fargo/Valley City (4.2%), and La Crosse/Eau Claire (3.1%) round out the top four
markets with most others trailing in the 0-1% range.
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Seasonally, most visitors come to Duluth in the summer (42.1%), and winter (30.5%), a
strong finding for Spirit Mountain. Northern U.S. communities can have difficulties
drawing in visitors during the winter season due to cold temperatures, but Duluth does
not have that issue. Spirit Mountain should be able to capitalize on both seasons as
there are a variety of activities to participate in for all visitors.
Figure 17: Duluth Visitor Seasonal Visits and Time to Arrive

Source: Arrivalist and Visit Duluth

In 2015, Visit Duluth worked with Longwoods International to conduct a visitor survey of
annual travelers. Data from respondents is used to help estimate total trips and
breakdowns of the market. While numbers are a few years old, Visit Duluth has
confirmed the trend has likely remained the same with possible increases in overall
visitation.
As of 2015, approximately 6.7 million person-trips were estimated for Duluth with 34%
overnight trips and 66% day trips. Of those 6.7 million person-trips, the majority of
overnight trips are marketable (56%) or visits to friends/relatives (39%). For daytrippers, 69% are marketable with an additional 24% as visits to friends/relatives. The
distinction between a marketable trip vs. visits to friends and relatives does impact
marketing campaigns. For Spirit Mountain, both groups are important because those
visiting friends/family are typically looking for something fun to do, which Spirit Mountain
can easily serve. Thus, these two groups are treated as a combined market rather than
individuals.
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Figure 18: Visit Duluth Total Person-Trips, 2015

Source: Visit Duluth and Longwoods International

Of all adult-overnight trips, approximately 30% are interested in touring/outdoor
activities with an additional 2% interested in skiing/snowboarding and 1% looking for a
resort experience. Spirit Mountain can appeal to all of these possible trip purposes. In
total, the number of overnight person-trips in the Duluth area for these purposes in a
given year is about 297,000, a relatively large amount of total trips.
Figure 19: Overnight Trip Purposes, 2015

Source: Visit Duluth and Longwoods International
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Day trips have a larger share of visitation to the Duluth area with approximately 2.3
million marketable adult day person-trips and 800,000 trips to visit friends/relatives. Of
these marketable trips, approximately 30% are there for general touring or outdoors.
Among day trips, 4% are visiting for skiing/snowboarding. Therefore, approximately
782,000 day person-trips are visiting Duluth throughout the year for these primary
purposes in addition to those visiting friends/relatives.
Figure 20: Adult Day Person-Trips, 2015

Source: Visit Duluth and Longwoods International

Duluth visitors are disproportionately more interested in landmarks/historic sites, parks,
hiking/backpacking than the U.S. norm. This may not be unexpected because it’s what
Duluth and Spirit Mountain’s brand is driven on, but it’s important to note that the visitors
already coming to the area are likely to participate in the activities Spirit Mountain offers.
This further solidifies the need to partner closely with Visit Duluth and other community
groups to ensure Spirit is the top-of-mind destination when thinking about outdoor
recreation in the area. Spirit Mountain is already a vital part of the overall community of
Duluth residents, but visitors may not be as aware of how much is offered at Spirit
Mountain.
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Figure 21: Visitor Activities Compared to US Norms

Source: Visit Duluth and Longwoods International

Key Findings: Visit Duluth’s visitor data support a strong outdoor recreation tourism
industry which has been said anecdotally to be on an upwards trajectory since this
2015 study. Both summer (42% of annual visits) and winter (31% of annual visits)
are well-represented among travelers. Spirit Mountain has a prime opportunity to
capitalize on the existing travel market, especially if they continue to tie their
offerings into the complete Duluth experience. Duluth visitors are disproportionately
likely to be interested in outdoor activities and visiting parks: experiences that Spirit
Mountain can offer. While the marketable trips lean more towards touring/outdoors
rather than skiing/snowboarding, some visitors are likely interested in a variety of
similar activities. Spirit Mountain already partners relatively closely with Visit Duluth
to try to increase awareness and attract some of these visitors, but there are
opportunities to also partner with other local organizations to ensure that residents
are also keeping Spirit Mountain on the top-of-their-mind.
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Regional Competition and Complementary Analysis
The following section highlights some of the existing winter season competition and
complementary activities in the region that may impact Spirit Mountain. In 2017, Spirit
Mountain went through a major Master Plan Update which also included comparisons to
other competitors during winter. This information is referenced as much as it still is
relevant to today’s landscape. However, some numbers have and will change such as
lift ticket prices, number of lifts, etc. The following section also looks at how Spirit
Mountain can complement other activities/recreation opportunities in the area.

Primary Competition
The previous Master Plan’s analysis provided a comprehensive look at all of the resorts
that likely compete with Spirit Mountain in some capacity. As displayed in this section,
there are a variety of ski areas that compete to some degree with Spirit Mountain. The
local market has a variety of ski areas that are relatively close to Duluth while the
regional market is more comprehensive of all of Minnesota and into Wisconsin. These
competitors are listed below:
Local market:
1) Chester Bowl, MN
2) Mont du Lac recreation, WI
3) Giants Ridge, MN
4) Mount Ashwabay, WI
5) Lutsen Mountains, MN
6) Wild Mountain, MN
Spirit Mountain’s competition nearby is most importantly Giants Ridge, Mont du Lac,
and Lutsen Mountains. These locations cater to mostly the same demographic of users,
albeit some differences with a stronger focus on overnight visitors from the Twin Cities
for locations such as Giants Ridge and Lutsen Mountains vs. families/learners at
Chester Bowl. Mount Ashwabay also caters to mostly day users, but the likelihood of a
resident in the Duluth area choosing to travel to Mount Ashwabay instead of Spirit
Mountain or other options is unlikely. Wild Mountain does serve as a source of
competition; however, they likely only compete on drawing residents from the Twin
Cities. Competition for Twin Cities’ residents is much larger and includes a wider net, as
described in the regional market selection below.
The most applicable competition to Spirit Mountain for locals is Mont du Lac Resort.
Although smaller in scale, Mont du Lac and Spirit Mountain are essentially trying to
capture a similar visitor on most days; the day-user resident and Duluth regional visitor
and the family/learn-to beginner skier. Mont du Lac doesn’t have as much terrain and
has fewer lifts than Spirit Mountain, but it does feature a terrain park and tubing as well.
Mont du Lac has aggressively invested in new equipment, better facilities, and
amenities which does pose some challenges for Spirit Mountain. Plus, Mont du Lac
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offers special season pass pricing at times for as low as $99 if purchased before
October 15th; a much more forgiving window to purchase prior to prices increasing. With
Spirit Mountain coming in at $399, there may be a value proposition for some users,
especially if they are not picky about the terrain.
Regional Market
1) White Cap Mountains, WI
2) Indianhead Mountain, MN
3) Big Powderhorn, MI
4) Blackjack Mountain, MI
5) Mount Ski Gull, MN
6) Trollhaugen Ski Area, WI
7) Powder Ridge, MN
8) Hyland, MN
9) Buena Vista, MN

10) Afton Alps, MN
11) Buck Hill, MN
12) Loch Lomond, Ontario
13) Welch Village, MN
14) Coffee Mill, MN
15) Detroit Mountain, MN
16) Andes Tower Hills, MN
17) Mount Kato, MN

The regional market plays a larger role in competing for the Twin Cities market against
Spirit Mountain. While locals may be apt to try some of these locations, it is not as likely
they would choose one of these ski areas as their primary location for the winter.
Furthermore, while the listed ski areas are technically competition, the degree to which
Spirit Mountain is in direct competition with each ski area differs. For instance, a
location such as Buena Vista, MN attracts a very different visitor than Spirit Mountain.
Visitors who are going to Buena Vista are not likely to be choosing between it or Spirit
Mountain for a weekend trip. However, a location such as Lutsen Mountains or Giants
Ridge is strong local and regional competition, marketing themselves as overnight
destinations for regional visitors from across the Upper Midwest while capturing some
local traffic from the Duluth area. In this case, Spirit Mountain needs to present itself to
potential users in areas such as Bemidji, MN, Rochester, MN, and the Twin Cities as
able to serve overnight guest needs in the same way their competition does.
Also, a comparison of the vertical drop was presented in the 2017 MDP and indicated
that Spirit Mountain has one of the largest drops across the competition, aside from
Lutsen Mountains. Vertical drop is important for some skiers/snowboarders in their
destination choice, but for others, it may get overlooked if other issues rise to the top.
More beginner/intermediate participants may place a higher priority on value or other
amenities outside of skiing/snowboarding. This group of visitors are a prime market for
Spirit to try to capture. Thus, Spirit Mountain needs to consider that many of their
potential visitors may have additional considerations such as more non-ski amenities
that factor into their choice to visit.
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Separating from Local Competition
The direct competition in this section is defined as Giants Ridge, Mont du Lac, and
Lutsen Mountains. These three locations serve as the most direct competition to both
overnight and day-use guests plus residents in the St. Louis County area to some
extent. Chester Bowl is also right within Duluth, but it provides a different type of
experience than Spirit Mountain.. Even then, Spirit Mountain has a lot to offer that
Chester Bowl cannot. That said, Chester Bowl and Spirit Mountain are more
complementary than they are competitive. Spirit Mountain passholders can utilize
Chester Bowl as it’s another great spot for beginners to learn and participate in a variety
of camps.
On a day-to-day basis, Spirit Mountain competes most frequently with Mont du Lac
resort. Spirit Mountain’s proximity to Duluth is a major advantage over its direct
competition where only Mont du Lac can truly compete. At only 15 miles from the heart
of Duluth, it represents another nearby option that locals could use for night skiing and
short day-trips. Locals may choose to purchase a season pass at Mont du Lac instead
of Spirit Mountain with it being so close to town. Spirit Mountain has more terrain to offer
and a larger ski area experience, but there needs to be a value proposition to
consumers if Spirit starts to see Mont du Lac picking up steam. Showcasing Spirit
Mountain’s beginner terrain options, food and restaurant options, and additional skiable
acreage.
One challenge Spirit Mountain does face is that the terrain does not lend itself to more
experienced skiers as well as some other locations. This has some benefits and
drawbacks. Experienced skiers and riders may choose to go to a ski area that is more
challenging and/or has terrain that better fits their ability level. Seasoned participants do
choose ski areas by which type of terrain best fits their desired experience. Spirit does
have some more challenging trails, but they are fewer in number compared to some
other competitors.
A larger volume of beginner terrain makes a strong selling point for families and new
participants to try Spirit Mountain. Many resorts, especially in the Midwest, pride
themselves on teaching new participants and introducing people to snowsports. Some
ski areas have difficulties finding enough terrain that is not advanced/expert for those
who may not be as experienced. Spirit Mountain has a good volume of beginner and
intermediate terrain, perfect for locals who may not ski or snowboard frequently. When
attracting the regional market, promoting to beginners is critical. Minneapolis/St. Paul
has an influx of new residents, young families, and a continually diverse resident base
that may be interested in trying an affordable, family-friendly location. Spirit Mountain
can capture these visitors before they continue driving north to nearby locations.
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Key Findings: Spirit Mountain’s offerings alone are not as enticing for an overnight
visitor compared to places such as Giants Ridge and Lutsen Mountains. A lack of onmountain lodging plus less emphasis on the amenities/luxury items that most
overnight destinations pitch makes it difficult to directly compete as just the ski area
alone. However, Spirit Mountain doesn’t need to provide all those options. The City
of Duluth has several high-quality lodging options, lots of additional amenities, and
more to offer than a single ski area. Furthermore, Spirit can attract new participants
and residents from the Twin Cities market that are looking for a more affordable,
family-friendly option. Spirit serves as a great place to learn and experience the sport
for these guests.
Competition with Mont du Lac is more challenging as both ski areas are proximate
with each other and are going after similar visitor types – families and beginner
skiers/snowboarders. Spirit needs to prove the value of additional terrain and higherpriced passes to ensure locals their product is superior for the price. Also, Spirit
needs to embrace and tout its great terrain for new participants and families, as
some advanced/experts may need more difficult terrain regularly. Mont du Lac’s
investments have paid dividends and Spirit should look towards becoming more
visible in the local community to continue to try and encourage residents to visit.

Creating the Complete Package for a Potential Visitor
Ski areas closer to the Twin Cities such as Afton Alps, Buck Hill, and Wild Mountain are

much more likely to serve
as the
typical day-use area for many Twin Cities residents. However, the Metro area has a
large and diverse population which Spirit Mountain only needs to capture a percentage
of to be successful. Therefore, this section highlights the opportunities that Spirit
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Mountain has to further drive this important regional market to visit the ski area more
than currently. Duluth and the Northeastern Minnesota region capture a large volume of
travelers from this area; the next step is encouraging them to visit Spirit Mountain while
there.
The relationship between The City of Duluth and Spirit Mountain is not only important in
how it operates but also in what it offers to potential visitors. From the heart of
Minneapolis, Duluth is approximately 2.5 hours in normal conditions. In the winter, this
may be extended due to weather. Of course, the suburbs of Minneapolis stretch far and
wide which varies drive time. The City of Duluth may be more of the draw for Twin Cities
visitors than Spirit Mountain itself. Therefore, if Spirit Mountain can more closely partner
with the City of Duluth and community organizations, there’s a higher likelihood that
visitors seeking out information about the area will come across what’s offered at the ski
area. This market will continue to grow and remain critical to Duluth’s overall tourism
base.
When looking at attracting overnight guests, Spirit Mountain relies mostly on lodging in
the City of Duluth with some limited areas near the mountain. Lutsen and Giants Ridge
don’t have the luxury of having the city of Duluth with easy access, but they do offer a
variety of high-quality facilities on-site. However, these competing areas stress more of
the “resort” experience that includes night stays, night-time activities, spas, and more.
As highlighted, Spirit Mountain may not want to try and serve these types of activities.
To a potential guest, the offerings that Duluth has in combination with Spirit is what can
create a more complete package for potential overnight guests.

Source: Giants Ridge

The images above and below display some typical promotion from both competing
overnight resorts. The overall vibe and atmosphere of both resorts promotional material
are to try and encourage a ski and stay vacation. For some, the activities after
skiing/snowboarding may be just as important for their vacation as what’s on the slopes.
Skiing and snowboarding are still the focal points of these resorts, but they are in
concert with the additional offerings that would attract a family looking for a “getaway”
weekend. Overall, the promotional material is not likely to be as enticing for locals in the
Duluth area and aimed almost directly at the Twin Cities and beyond. Bridging this gap
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between overnight promotion and local visitation could place Spirit in a strong spot in
between the two approaches.

Source: Lutsen Mountains

Spirit Mountain’s communicated offerings are more aligned with other day use-focused
areas. For instance, the additional recreation activities, not lodging or luxury amenities,
are more prominent. The focus is more on the outdoor recreation activity than on what
is offered if an overnight guest wants to visit. This type of marketing is perfect for the
local or day-use visitor as they will not need to spend a night in a lodging. However,
potential overnight guests may not be 100% clear that Spirit Mountain and the Duluth
area offers much of what the other resorts do as well. This is where continued efforts
between Spirit and local organizations is important to create the package an overnight
guest seeks out.

Source: Spirit Mountain
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It’s likely not necessary for Spirit Mountain by itself to try and promote the full resort
experience that places like Giants Ridge and Lutsen Mountains try to provide and
communicate to potential guests. Although Spirit Mountain does not have direct on-site
lodging, minus nearby Mountain Villas, it has the benefit of the City of Duluth’s full
resources of lodging and accommodations. Thus, Spirit needs to think of itself plus
Duluth as the competing resort, not just Spirit by itself.
In the winter, there are a variety of activities that pair well for families. Because Spirit
Mountain does not have that as a priority or the same types of resources, packaging
Duluth as the “resort” is a perfect opportunity to attract these visitors. Residents of the
Twin Cities area reach Duluth before they arrive at other ski areas further north. Some
may be looking for a more remote experience, but others are simply wanting to escape
the urban area of Minneapolis/St. Paul. Spirit Mountain may not be perceived as having
the variety of terrain that the other two ski areas do, but a variety of resorts aim to be
the first trip people take to learn and experience skiing and snowboarding. Many new
residents in the Minneapolis/Twin Cities area may want to experience snowsports but
only if it’s affordable and not intimidating to try. Spirit Mountain’s terrain is set up well for
that opportunity. Winter in Duluth does restrict some activities that are popular in
summer, but there are a plethora of options including:
1) Bentleyville Tour of Lights
2) Duluth Children’s Museum
3) Great Lakes Aquarium
4) Lake Superior Railroad Museum
5) Glensheen Mansion

Source: Glensheen Mansion
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This is only a partial list of indoor, non-weather dependent activities that can be
participated in by those who choose Duluth and Spirit Mountain for their activities. While
this may mean that regional visitors choose to ski a day less at Spirit Mountain, it’s more
effective than having visitors pass over the area only to visit competing resorts.
During the summer season, Spirit Mountain has a variety of activities including
mountain biking, adventure park, events, and camping around the local area. Besides,
the entire St. Louis County/Duluth/Northeastern Minnesota area is known, and
becoming more known each year, for the variety of mountain biking, hiking,
canoeing/kayaking, and general nature-based activities. Duluth’s reputation has evolved
into one of the country’s top outdoor recreation destinations, and one of the most wellknown in the Midwest. As this reputation continues to build, more potential visitors are
going to be willing to visit and try out the nearby activities.
Minneapolis/St. Paul residents may visit Duluth for either a long weekend or just for the
day during the winter season. However, winter weather conditions may lead some
visitors to at least stay one night. During the summer season, there’s a higher
probability that regional travelers may be just staying the day, as suggested by Visit
Duluth’s data. Therefore, the promotion and marketing between the two seasons can
change as there may be different packages or offers that resonate with each visitor
segment.

Source: Spirit Mountain

With Duluth continuing to grow in popularity, Spirit Mountain has the resources to tap
into several markets that likely already exist in the area. The challenge is always to
ensure and convince visitors to come to a “ski area” during the summer season,
especially with the vast opportunities for outdoor recreation on U.S. Forest Service land
and other public land options nearby. Recreation participants that have fee-free options
may need some convincing to pay to access lift-service, but there are other operations
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such as enhanced food and beverage infrastructure that could appeal to this group.
Essentially, the value for recreating needs to be clear to the user. Mountain biking at
Spirit Mountain has become a keystone of summer activities along with the Adventure
Park. These activities need to be leveraged but also keeping in mind that certain
activities only apply to a certain market, as highlighted earlier.
Key Findings: Spirit Mountain has year-round activities that can draw a variety of
guests from the local and non-local markets. However, it needs to separate itself away
from the regional competition of Giants Ridge and Lutsen Mountain, primarily, to
convince those regional guests to stop once they reach Duluth. The best path forward
to do that is by promoting and packaging Spirit Mountain and the City of Duluth as one
destination with similar types of amenities and more. The competing ski areas nearby
are aiming more for a resort-destination feeling. While Spirit Mountain itself may not
have the same type of facilities, packaging the resort with Duluth’s overall offerings
should create a more comprehensive destination visit. Furthermore, creating a
cohesive package should entice more regional visitors who are not as familiar with
outdoor recreation to participate if it is part of a larger experience in Duluth.

Mountain Biking: Considerations to Explore and Opportunities for Growth
Ski resorts across the country have adopted mountain biking as one of their primary
summer activities. Downhill trails can be developed on existing ski runs with lifts serving
as a great opportunity for thrill-seekers to visit during the summer season. Mountain
bike season passes allow for local and regional riders to participate in an experience
that is difficult to replicate in Minnesota. Downhill mountain biking can be quite intense,
however. It requires a higher degree of skill and acceptance of risk. Spirit Mountain is
aiming to be the introduction to downhill biking, which could be very appealing to those
who are unsure about participating in that type of biking. Within the biking community,
there are a variety of different styles; many of which appeal to a different type of user
entirely. The entire sport of mountain biking is growing; thus, it’s important to
understand these different user groups. Luckily, Spirit Mountain and the existing trail
system can serve almost all forms of mountain biking.
Spirit Mountain’s mountain biking options are broad. There are a variety of trail options
rated from easiest to most difficult, cross-country to straight downhill, and more. A single
day pass is quite affordable at $35 for an adult ($20 for youth). Purchasing options for
season passes start at $219 if bought early up to $349 from April 1st and on. For
beginners, lessons allow for new participants to learn the ropes of biking and downhill
biking depending on their preferences. In addition to downhill options, Spirit Mountain
has become a main trailhead for the larger system of mountain biking trails in the
region. Overall, the offerings for mountain biking at Spirit Mountain are enticing and a
variety of options are provided.
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Duluth has gained recognition for being an International Mountain Biking Association
(IMBA) Gold Medal Ride Center. This classification places Duluth in the top echelon for
all mountain biking destinations in the world. The only other destinations in the United
States with a Gold Medal rating is Roaring Fork/Aspen Snowmass, CO, Boise, ID,
Oakridge, OR, and Park City, UT. Duluth is the only destination east of the Rockies with
Gold-level certification. Just recently, the City of Duluth along with the greater mountain
biking community in the area has invested a lot of resources in trying to build the scene
in the region through both local and regional trail construction.

Source: Singletracks.com

Not only does Spirit Mountain serve as its own unique experience by offering downhill
mountain biking, but also many of the regional trails that exist around Duluth either pass
through or sometimes start at Spirit Mountain. Outside of Spirit Mountain, the Duluth
Traverse and other long-distance cross-country mountain bike trails have grown in
popularity and are likely to continue to attract more visitors. This is important to consider
as from a cost-benefit perspective there needs to be a balance between whether
downhill, lift-served mountain biking is most wanted among locals and travelers vs.
cross-country or other forms of mountain biking. Getting an individual to pay for any
type of recreation is much more challenging when other options are available at no
charge nearby. This isn’t to say that downhill mountain biking isn’t desired, but a
balance needs to be achieved as not all mountain bikers participate in all forms of
biking.
Spirit Mountain, to some degree already, serves as the main trailhead for many users at
a variety of ability levels. Anecdotally, insights from city staff and others indicate several
groups that use Spirit Mountain as their starting point for their ride; whether that ride is
lift-served downhill, cross-country, or just on multi-use trails around town. The challenge
Spirit has is to incorporate amenities and/or services that could drive additional revenue
in providing a more complete experience for these users. For instance, a more robust
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food and beverage service could be attractive for trail users even if they aren’t
participating in downhill mountain biking. This also reinforces the importance of fully
packaging Duluth and Spirit Mountain together to regional travelers. Without prior
knowledge, many could see Spirit Mountain just as a lift-served option with no other
outlets.
Nearby competition at Giants Ridge and Lutsen Mountains have also embraced
mountain biking as one of the pillars of the summer season. Giants Ridge Bike Park has
a limited number of trails but is in the middle of constructing what they define as the
“largest lift-served mountain bike park in the Midwest.” Lutsen does not offer lift-served
mountain biking but instead promotes many of the surrounding USFS public lands and
some trails offered at the resort itself. This approach is common in areas that do not
wish to invest in new infrastructure and downhill options specifically. Furthermore,
Lutsen does host a large bike race, the Lutsen 99er, which offers a variety of race
options for riders, both adults and children.

Source: Giants Ridge

The options provided across the Duluth area and beyond are vast. From cross-country
riding to downhill offerings at Spirit Mountain and Giants Ridge’s bike parks, interested
users have a plethora of options to choose from to participate. However, it is still
important to remember that while participation in the sport is growing, the mountain
biking community is still a relatively small portion of the general traveler. Furthermore,
there are multiple segments of riders within the mountain biking community. Crosscountry mountain bikers are not necessarily drawn to downhill mountain biking and vice
versa. However, Duluth and Spirit Mountain have developed many options that allow for
all types of riders. The difficulty is attracting mountain bikers to your destination in large
enough volumes to make it a substantial part of the economy.
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Source: SportRX

As highlighted, mountain biking at Spirit Mountain and in Duluth now has major
recognition with the IMBA Gold Medal Rider Center classification for the city. As the
sport grows, more riders will be interested in trying out these high-profile destinations,
like how a place such as Moab, UT attracts people each year for mountain biking and
general sightseeing. Duluth is the only Midwest destination with a Gold Medal Ride
Center and is likely to draw a variety of riders from across the country to at least
experience their trails. It may not have as much major market pull as an area such as
Park City, Utah, but it has nearby other metro areas and serves as the closest
destination for many Midwesterners. Thus, there is a definite opportunity to continue
building mountain biking as a key pillar of Duluth’s summer offerings.
As already noted, it is a difficult sport to fully monetize if there are many fee-free options
on nearby public lands for cross-country and uphill. The experience from lift-served
mountain biking is different, but it will be important for Spirit Mountain to understand
how they could best draw additional revenue from users who may not want lift-served
access. It is important to not classify all riders into one group as they likely have slightly
different preferences and characteristics. It is about creating a compelling experience
outside of simply offering trail usage while recognizing that mountain biking is just one
piece of the overall summer operation puzzle. An additional challenge is the continued
upkeep and maintenance of trails. While it does draw a decent portion of revenue,
upkeep and maintenance do add up over time.
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Key Findings: Spirit Mountain along with nearby competitors has taken hold of mountain
biking (downhill and cross country) as a primary summer activity. This move has been
popular recently in the ski industry to offer new activities during the summer. Mountain
biking is growing, and Duluth is well-positioned to continue to grow its already
internationally recognized mountain bike trail systems. Spirit Mountain has become a
natural launching off point for many riders while at the same time providing downhill
access to those seeking that type of experience. That said, the mountain biking
community only makes up one portion of summer travelers in Minnesota. Most visitors in
Minnesota would be attracted to visit for more passive activities such as what is offered at
the Adventure Park or a scenic lift ride to a restaurant experience. Balancing the
promotion and need of activities such as mountain biking vs. wider appeal activities is
important in creating a robust summer visitor base at Spirit Mountain. However, mountain
biking in Duluth is a major cornerstone of attracting a new visitor base from across the
country.

Spirit Mountain Visitation and Wedding/Banquets
Spirit Mountain collects a variety of internal data related to visitation in both summer and
winter. This information helps tell the story of where opportunities, and potential
challenges, exist for the ski area. As of now, a limited amount of internal data is used to
assess potential trends over the past few seasons.
Figure 22: Historic Skier Visits

Season 2019/20
Skier Visits 167,898

Season 2018/19
159,646

Season 2017/18
125,280

According to Spirit Mountain's internal data, visits have increased over the past three
seasons. In 2017/18, visits were approximately 125,000, rising to 159,650 the following
season, and increasing once again to 167,900 last year. With visits increasing, it
appears that Spirit Mountain should be seeing success during the winter season.
Aside from the standard winter and summer activities offered at Spirit Mountain, Spirit
Mountain has an event business appears to be strong. From mountain biking events to
a large volume of weddings and banquets, events bring in a different type of clientele
who may return at a later date to participate in other activities. According to Spirit
Mountain, the number of weddings and banquets are provided below:
2019: 42 weddings, 31 banquets
2018: 56 weddings, 19 banquets
2017: 66 weddings, 37 banquets
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These totals are quite strong for a ski area. Before 2019, Spirit Mountain was hosting at
least one wedding per week during the summer months, which is great for a nondedicated facility. The total number of weddings has decreased from 2017’s high of 66
down to 42, but the infrastructure and marketing are available to grow to previous
levels. Food and beverage services have become more important, especially for
destinations that focus on events. Spirit Mountain is reviewed well on popular websites
such as “The Knot,” a highly trafficked website by wedding planners. The number of
banquets has fluctuated somewhat, but total volumes appear to be strong as well.
Future planning should evaluate how well
Mont du Lac, Giants Ridge, and Lutsen Mountains offer wedding and banquet options
as well, along with a variety of venues not at-ski areas within the Duluth/Greater
Northeast Minnesota region. It has become common for ski areas to offer weddings and
events to generate new revenue. Despite the competition, Spirit Mountain has remained
successful in attracting events and weddings. However, monitoring whether the volume
of weddings and/or banquets decline is important for the next few years.
Key Findings: Internal data from Spirit Mountain suggests a positive upward trend in
visitation over the past three seasons. Summer activity data also suggest an increase in
most activities. These data points should suggest that Spirit is doing well at continuing to
draw visitation. Spirit Mountain’s wedding and banquet business appear to be strong.
Despite a decline in weddings over the past few years, the overall volumes of weddings
per year are higher than in many ski areas. Continuing to provide high-quality service is
important for wedding venues and monitoring whether that number continues to decline
should be considered for the upcoming seasons.

Conclusions
Spirit Mountain has a variety of summer and winter recreational activities to offer a
variety of audiences from locals to Twin Cities Metro residents to out-of-state travelers.
The region is gaining a strong reputation for being a premier outdoor recreation
destination, and Spirit Mountain needs to capitalize on that moving forward. Spirit
Mountain offers activities applicable to families, new participants, and some for those
more experienced skiers and snowboarders, while nearby competition is more likely to
capture advanced/expert skiers and riders on a long-term basis. In winter, the
advanced/expert market is not what Spirit Mountain should be aiming for and rather
focus efforts on families, new participants, and those with intermediate ability levels.
During the summer season, a balance between promoting current mountain biking
infrastructure along with drawing in day-visitors interested in riding the chairlift or
participating in other activities at the adventure park is needed. Additionally, an
expanded food and beverage service may be valuable to
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Demographically, the region has remained stable in almost all popular statistics, but the
Minneapolis/St. Paul region has continued to change. A more diverse, growing metro
area needs to be taken into consideration when planning to attract this market. The
Duluth area already attracts a large volume of regional travelers, some of which are
passholders at Spirit Mountain. Understanding how these markets change and the
options to get those without season passes to stop in Duluth before traveling past it to
other competing resorts is important.
Regional and local competition is relatively strong in the area. Places such as Giants
Ridge and Lutsen are strong at attracting overnight guests plus day skiers from Duluth.
Mont du Lac now competes for locals, especially those learning and families. Other
smaller areas closer to the Twin Cities may draw day visitors away from Spirit as well.
However, Spirit Mountain has the unique position of being situated near the attractive
tourism destination of the City of Duluth and having several popular activities already
supported year-round. While it may not have all of the on-site amenities that destination
resorts have, Spirit Mountain doesn’t need to rely on only what’s at the resort to attract
visitors. Packaging the City of Duluth and all its offerings with what Spirit has to offer
presents an enticing experience for potential visitors in many markets. Continuing to
blend Spirit Mountain to the heart of what Duluth offers is likely to open some doors for
new visitors. This packaging will be beneficial for not just one season as Duluth tourism
is strong across primarily winter and summer. Furthermore, Duluth sees relatively
strong visitation even during the fall season. A more concentrated effort to partner with
local organizations to be visible in the community will also place Spirit at the top of
residents’ minds too.
The Indy Pass continues to grow and has added Lutsen Mountains (with Giants Ridge
and Spirit Mountain already existing) this season. Initial thoughts may see more added
competition as a negative. In reality, the Northeastern Minnesota area has become an
even stronger winter travel destination for Indy Pass owners who want to try out new
resorts. Encouraging visitors from nearby states to spend a week or more in the region
using their Indy Pass is a strong option. With three ski areas on the pass nearby, it’s a
much easier sell for a family who wants a week of skiing in the Upper Midwest. Also,
users who may not have previously visited Spirit now have a reason to try it and may
convert to long-time users.
Finally, mountain biking has become a major player in Northeastern Minnesota
recreation. Duluth’s classification as an IMBA Gold Medal Ride Center puts it on a
pedestal that very few other destinations can join. As the only Gold Medal Center east
of the Rockies, Duluth, with Spirit Mountain as part of the offering, has already taken
some of the steps to build a cohesive mountain biking offering. It should be recognized
that while participation in the sport is growing, mountain bike participants are still only a
small portion of summer travelers. Therefore while promoting the sport is important, it
needs to be balanced with activities that the general traveler can enjoy too. Essentially,
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diversifying the offerings under a larger theme is great to appeal to a wide audience,
including hardcore mountain bikers.
Overall, Spirit Mountain has what it takes to be successful in both summer and winter.
Of course, there are areas of opportunity, but compared to many smaller ski areas,
Spirit has already built up significant infrastructure to support activities. Now the goal is
to focus on how these activities can drive more visits and revenue through a betterpackaged experience. Ensuring the value proposition exists to deter locals from skiing
at Mont du Lac and to be regular summer users of Spirit, and to entice regional travelers
to stop in Duluth instead of other overnight ski destinations and visit during the summer
season, is vital for the future of Spirit Mountain.
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APPENDIX B.
CASE STUDIES

MEMORANDUM
131 Church Street Suite 300 Burlington, VT 05401
Office: 802.862.0098 | www.segroup.com

TO: Spirit Mountain Task Force
FROM: SE Group
CC: Ann Gumac, Jim Filby-Williams
DATE: November 9, 2020
RE: Organizational Case Studies

One example of each organizational model is provided below. While no two ski areas are alike, care has been
taken to select examples that are relevant and informative for Spirit Mountain. General statistics of each area
are provided for comparison, as well as available information related to ownership, governance, and finances,
and external financial support.
Mt. Ashland
(non-profit)
Location
Local County
(Population)
Lifts
Vertical feet
Skiable Acres
Annual Skier Visits
Summer Offering

Ashland, OR
Jackson
County
(203,206)
5
1,150
240
70,943
Limited

Comparison of General Statistics
Gunstock
(public)

Gilford, NH
Belknap County
(61,303)

Mount Sunapee
(private operator
with lease)
Newbury, NH
Merrimack County
(151,391)

6
1,340
227
166,247
Adventure Park,
Trails

9
1,510
233
~200,000
Adventure Park,
Trails

Mad River Glen
(cooperative)

Spirit Mountain
(public)

Waitsfield, VT
Washington
County (58,409)

Duluth, MN
St. Louis County
(199,070)

5
2,037
115
85,000
Limited

7
700’
175
150,941
Adventure Park,
Trails

1. Mt. Ashland – Non-Profit
General Statistics
Location: Ashland, Oregon (pop. 21,263)
Market: Medford MSA (pop. 285,919). The area also experiences summer tourism traffic from northern
California
Skiable acreage: 240 acres
Vertical drop: 1,150’
Lifts: 5
Annual Skier Visitation: 70,943
Summer Activities: limited (cross country mountain biking, hiking, weddings, and banquets). The
operating group is currently exploring the potential for expanding summer operations.
Annual Summer Visitation: N/A
On-site Accommodations: None
Operating Schedule: 5 days a week, night skiing
1

Ownership Details
Mt. Ashland is operated by a non-profit, the Mt. Ashland Association. The Association assumed management in
1993. Previously, the ski area had been privately operated, with an intermediary year under City of Ashland
ownership. Becoming a non-profit allowed the ski area to build a financial safety net to withstand low visitation
winters/drought, keep prices low, withstand rising costs, and build a strong relationship to the community. The
ski area is located entirely on National Forest land and operated under a Special Use Permit (SUP) held by the
Association.

Governance
The Mt. Ashland Association has a 13-member board with three-year terms and a three-term limit. The
Association is very intentional about selecting members of its board and has a matrix to ensure
skills/experience/expertise in key areas (finance, law, management, PR, marketing, skiing, fundraising, and HR)
and access/connections (to grassroots networks, the business community, non-profits and foundations, politics,
and the health industry). The board stays relatively high level and is not involved in day-to-day operations of the
ski area. The board has several subcommittees: Governance, Facilities/Planning, Outreach & Education, Finance,
Development, Summer ad hoc, and an Executive Committee. The meetings are public, but minutes are not
posted online. There is an annual meeting with members of the public where the general manager and the
board share updates.
Local government has a very limited role with the ski area at present. The City of Ashland did operate the ski
area for a single year (1992) but quickly passed off operations to the Association. After several years of legal
disputes to release the lease, the City and Association reached an agreement in 2011. In this agreement, the City
released its hold of the SUP and conveyed its interests in the property to the Association. In return, the City
reserved the right to appoint one person to serve as a member of the board; required that the Association
provide the City architectural, engineering, construction, and logging plans in advance to conduct a technical
review, if desired, especially as related to water quality; required that the Association maintain a “Restoration
Amount” to cover area restoration if the ski area closed; required that the Association not pursue certain
projects unless sufficient financial commitments were achieved; required that if the ski area dissolves all assets
will return to the City; and required City approval if the ski area is transferred to another party.
Mt. Ashland’s workforce is almost entirely a professional operation. The ski patrol is largely volunteer, and some
additional volunteers assist with school programs. There is no union presence at Mt. Ashland.

Finances
The ski area has a sustainable annual operating budget but does rely on external financial support (donations) to
support the operation in low visitation years and to provide capital funding.
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Mt. Ashland - Breakdown of Annual Revenue and Expense

Percent of Annual Revenue

Percent of Annual Expenses

Lift tickets and passes

47%

Cost of goods

9%

Snowplay & other winter operations

2%

Direct labor

44%

Lessons

10%

Maintenance/Repairs

7%

Food and beverage

18%

Other direct

8%

Retail stores

5%

Payroll Taxes/Workers' Comp

6%

Rental shops

7%

Electric Power/Fuel

4%

Gen. and admin.

1%

Accommodations/lodging
Miscellaneous

1%

Marketing/adv.

0.44%

Other (inc. donations)

10%

Insurance

5%

Property Operation

1%

Land use fees

1%

Property/other taxes
Miscellaneous

1%

Depreciation (CAP X)

12%

Amortization

100%

Operating Leases

1%

Interest

1%
100%

External Financial Support
The Association currently receives about $200,000 a year in donations to its Local Mountain Fund (equivalent of
an annual fund). These funds are raised from individuals, local businesses, and foundations. The Association has
a director of marketing and development, for whom a primary focus is fundraising. The donations go into
supporting on-going maintenance capital projects, school programs, and maintaining the “rainy day fund”
(currently standing at $2 million, largely built since 2014). The association fundraises separately for major capital
projects. The capital campaign for a new lodge raised $2 million in 3 years. The ski area is currently carrying a
small debt from a $750,000 Small Business Administration loan that was secured in anticipation of fund raising
that was subsequently delayed. This is a low interest loan, and the Association is paying it back slowly. The
Association does pursue grants, although they tend to be relatively small and where the Association has a high
likelihood of receiving them. These grants have helped fund planning efforts, school programs, and a shuttle
from Ashland.
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2. Gunstock Mountain Resort – Publicly Owned and Operated
General Statistics
Location: Gilford, NH (pop. 7,194)
Market: Belknap County (pop. 61,303) and Boston and Manchester, NH, metropolitan areas. Belknap
County sees a high degree of tourism, particularly in the summer due to Lake Winnipesaukee.
Skiable acreage: 227 acres
Vertical drop: 1,340’
Lifts: 6
Annual Skier Visitation: 166,247. Tubing and Nordic Skiing bring an additional 30,000 to 40,000 visitors.
Summer Activities: scenic lift rides, hiking, biking, camping, and an adventure park (zip lines, mountain
coaster, aerial treetops adventure, climbing wall, bungee jumper, etc.)
Annual Summer Visitation: 100,000
On-site Accommodations: No winter, summer camping
Operating Schedule: 7 days a week, night skiing

Ownership Details
Gunstock Mountain Resort is owned by Belknap County with a county-appointed, five-person Gunstock Area
Commission overseeing operations and hiring staff. The Commission is responsible for “managing the ski area as
a financially independent, self-sustaining organization.” The Commission reviews operations, approves major
expenditures, develops plans, and hires and oversees the general manager.
The Gunstock Area Commission has recently created a committee to study future options for the ownership and
business model of Gunstock. The study was set to explore whether privatization of some degree is financially
viable and legally possibly, and if so, to develop potential business models for privatization. The results of this
study have not been publicized.

Governance
Commissioners are limited to 5-year terms and at least one must be an experienced skier and one must be
experience in finance, banking, or accounting. Meetings are monthly and open to the public, with minutes
posted online.
Currently, Belknap County has oversight over the ski area, but its taxpayers do not financially contribute to the
ski area. Belknap County Commissioners appoint the members of the Gunstock Area Commission and approve
the RAN (see below) and other bonding measures pursued by the ski area.
Volunteers are not utilized at the ski area other than ski patrol. The workforce is not unionized. The ski area has
a strong workforce retention program.

Finances
Until 1990, the ski area operated as a self-sustaining entity. However, following $10 million in capital
expenditures in the 1980s and consecutive poor snow years, the ski area began to require taxpayer funding for
its debt service. In 2001, the County agreed to take on the ski area’s remaining debts. An MOA was established,
requiring that Gunstock pay the County $150,000 annually. This statute has recently been changed to a payment
of 1.75% of revenues (works out to between $200,000 - $250,000) requested annually by the county. The
original debt is now paid off, but the ski area continues to pay the County annually in continued (political)
acknowledgment of the “ROI” related to forgiving the debt and to reduce the taxes the county must collect from
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residents. County elected officials have debated increasing the percentage, as Gunstock profits have increased.
In the 2017 budget, Gunstock projected revenues of $13 million, for a profit margin of $1.3 million.
The ski area is achieving sufficient revenues to build a strong “rainy day fund” and cover operational
maintenance costs. For capital projects, the ski area relies on reserves and bonding measures depending on the
extent of the project (the area budgets +/-$500,000 in self-funded capital projects per year beyond capital
maintenance projects) and is responsible for all debt payments. All such projects requiring bonding must be
approved by the County.
The ski area has been very intentional about revenue generation, particularly through expanding its summer
operations.

External Financial Support
Annually, the ski area receives a Revenue Anticipation Note (RAN), a short-term business loan or line of credit
from the county. This is used to cover operating expenses and winter operation start-up costs during the cyclic
slow business period from September to December. This note is drafted by Gunstock, showing the need for
borrowing and the amount of credit to be obtained, and must be approved by the Commission. Gunstock will
withdraw from this fund from September and until revenue from winter operations come in (usually in January).
This request averages $850,000 a year and is paid back in full, with interest, by April 1. Gunstock has requested
an annual RAN beginning in 1991 and every year thereafter – and has paid it back in full and on time each year.
Many ancillary elements of the ski area (race teams, adaptive programs) are operated as separate non-profits.
These non-profits can fundraise for expenses, rather than placing those expenses on the ski area. These nonprofits also help to create affordable access for locals. These organizations include Gunstock Ski Club, Gunstock
Freestyle Association, Gunstock Nordic Association, Lakes Region Disabled Sports, and Gunstock Mountain
Historic Preservation Society.
For the local population, monthly Belknap County days are held where reduced prices are available for the local
community.
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3. Mount Sunapee – Publicly Owned, Private Operator with Long-term Lease
General Statistics
Location: Newbury, NH (pop. 2,225)
Market: Merrimack County (pop. 151,391) and Boston and Manchester, NH, metropolitan areas. The
Lake Sunapee region see considerable summer tourism traffic.
Skiable acreage: 233 acres
Vertical drop: 1,510’
Lifts: 9
Annual Skier Visitation: approx. 200,000
Summer Activities: adventure park offering (zipline, aerial challenge course, mini golf, disc golf, and
climbing wall) and hiking and mountain biking opportunities.
Annual Summer Visitation: N/A
On-site Accommodations: None
Operating Schedule: 7 days a week

Ownership Details
The ski area is on lands owned by the state of New Hampshire and leased to a private entity, Vail Resorts, on a
20-year lease. In 1998, the state issued an RFP for a private operator to lease Mount Sunapee to efficiently
operate the ski area and invest in capital improvements. The original lease was issued to Okemo Mountain Inc.
The initial cost of the lease was a $1 million surety bond, with the stipulation that the leaseholder invest $5
million in capital improvements in the first five years. Under the terms of the lease, the land, existing
infrastructure (real property), and improvements remain the property of the state following the conclusion of
the lease. This ownership structure makes securing financing difficult for the operator, who would typically use
the ski area as collateral; in this case an arrangement was made with the state. The operator is required to pay
the state a base fee of $150,000 (adjusted for inflation since 1998) and 3% of gross annual revenues, equating
today to roughly 5% of revenue overall. This percent of revenue is higher than that required by the U.S. Forest
Service for ski areas operating under an SUP (typically 3%), making this one of the most expensive leases in the
country. The lease requires the operator submit an Annual Operating Plan (AOP) each year and a Master
Development Plan (MDP) and Environmental Management Plan (EMP) every five years.
The lease of Mount Sunapee has provided many benefits to the state: it created a mechanism for much-needed
investment in the area as well as a funding mechanism for other state recreational assets (including Cannon
Mountain, which is also on state land), removed the drain on the state park’s budget from on-going support to
the ski area, which consistently operated at a loss, and removed the risks associated with operating the
mountain. In the first five years of the lease, the operators invested $14 million in Mount Sunapee, addressing
deferred maintenance and bringing the area up to current market standards. The lease payments to the state
also funded $5 million of improvements at Cannon Mountain. Combined, these improvements ultimately
enhanced the experience and operational efficiencies at both Cannon and Sunapee, making them more
competitive and drawing visitors to the state.
To this day there is vocal opposition to the private operations of Mount Sunapee on state (public) lands.

Governance
There is no board responsible for oversight and management of the ski area.
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The state reviews an annual operating plan and a Master Development Plan and Environmental Management
plan every five years. The state also tours the ski area each year with the operator to identify maintenance
needs. Mount Sunapee is required to present the MDP to both the State of New Hampshire and to the local
communities – specifically the Town of Newbury and Town of Goshen where the ski area is located. The New
Hampshire Department of Natural and Cultural Resources also holds a public hearing prior to approving the
Master Development Plan and Environmental Management Plan.
Volunteers are not utilized at the ski area aside from ski patrol. The workforce is not unionized.

Finances
The operator is responsible for all operating costs and capital projects. The operator also has an annual lease
payment to the state which averaged $585,000 from 2009 to 2014. The operator does not receive a subsidy
from the state. The operator does not pursue grants or outside fundraising.
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4. Mad River Glen – Cooperative
General Statistics
Location: Waitsfield, VT (pop. 2,225)
Market: Chittenden County (163,774), Washington County (pop. 58,409) and Boston and New York
metropolitan areas
Skiable acreage: 115 acres
Vertical drop: 2,037’
Lifts: 5
Annual Skier Visitation: 85,000
Summer Activities: None
Annual Summer Visitation: N/A
On-site Accommodations: None
Operating Schedule: 7 days a week

Ownership
Mad River Glen in Vermont is the only ski area in the country owned and operated by a cooperative. The ski area
offers a unique skiing experience with only a single and double chairlifts, steep slopes, and little grooming. The
Mad River Glen Cooperative took over the ski area in 1995, when owner Betsy Pratt decided to sell to the only
group she trusted with its future, its skiers. She generously agreed to sell the ski area for $2.5 million to the
newly formed cooperative. For the cooperative, the purchase required 1,667 shares sold at $1,500 a share. The
cooperative reached out to everyone living in the local area and the ski area’s mailing list and managed to sell
1,000 shares in six months. While some sales did come from season passholders and second homeowners, the
leaders of the cooperative described “people just coming out of the woodwork” to purchase shares and
preserve the Mad River Glen ski experience. By 2000, the cooperative had sold 2,000 shares and managed to pay
off the mortgage early while contributing to capital upgrades as the need arose.

Governance
A paid staff handles most of the operations of the ski area, with oversight from the shareholders. The
shareholders have an annual meeting with about 150 shareholders attending. They discuss the future of the ski
area, the past season, and elect a nine-member Board of Trustees. The Board of Trustees meets more regularly,
7-10 times per year. Committees, chaired by trustees, meet regularly as well, on Finance, Fundraising, Facilities,
and Elections and Board Development. The board also hires and oversees a general manager of the ski area. The
general manager reports to the board at each meeting and manages seven year-round staff, 200 seasonal
employees, and 100 volunteers.

Finances/External Financial Support
The number of shareholders has remained relatively constant since 2000: at present, 1,800+ individuals own
2,200+ shares. A shareholder pays $2,000 initially (either in a single payment or a series of installments) and
$200 annually in an advanced purchase requirement (APR). The APR provides the ski area with early season cash
flow and shareholders typically spend that sum and more on passes, tickets, rentals, lessons, and food as the
season goes on. The shareholders also receive a 15% discount on season passes and lift tickets.
The financial purpose of the shareholders was to purchase the ski area in the first place. Since then, the
purchase of additional shares has made a small contribution to capital upgrades and annual operating costs.
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Currently, the primary importance of the shareholders is their enthusiasm and commitment to skiing at Mad
River Glen and engaging with fundraising efforts.
The funding for capital upgrades largely comes from the cooperative’s non-profit. Since 1995, the cooperative
has spent $4.5 million for upgrades to the ski area, primarily from tax-deductible donations to the Stark
Mountain Foundation, the cooperative’s partner 501(c)(3). The foundation and cooperative are partnering now
on a fundraising campaign aiming to raise $6.5 million by 2021. Through the generosity of shareholders and
other friends of the ski area, $3.6 million has already been raised. One goal of the campaign is to build an
endowment that would provide the ski area with an annual income independent of the weather conditions.
The year-to-year financials of the ski area are dependent on annual snowfall. The ski area typically turns a profit
in moderate to good snow years but struggles in poor snow years, especially as it does not have a large
snowmaking system. The ski area does have very little overhead and negligible debt, keeping operating
expenses low. It draws approximately 85,000 skiers per year and attracts extreme loyalty with its unique identity
and experience and lower prices than surrounding resorts. In the first 19 years of cooperative ownership, the ski
area finished in the black 15 times.
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APPENDIX C.
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OUTSIDE INSIGHT
DULUTH’S SPIRIT MOUNTAIN – THE FUTURE

A research project to determine customer interests
in the future of the Duluth, Minnesota recreation area
November 2020
Zenith Research Group, Inc.

ABOUT THIS REPORT
The attached report summarizes our research based on the responses to a survey from 4,895
respondents who had previously supplied their email addresses to the Spirit Mountain
Recreation Area in Duluth, Minnesota. Results from an additional 113 responses gathered
through the efforts of Visit Duluth are presented in a separate document.
All responses were received between November 7, 2020 and November 15, 2020.
(See Methodology)
Zenith Research Group, Inc., shall have no liability for any representation (expressed or implied)
contained in, nor for any omissions from the report. The findings within the report do not
reflect the views of the report editor or the research company.
The information provided in this report is intended solely to assist representatives of the City of
Duluth, the Spirit Mountain Authority, the Spirit Mountain Task Force, and SE Group in
evaluating the sentiments of the respondents to a series of questions developed by those
entities.
As such, the information contained within should not be relied upon for any purpose, nor
distributed to nor relied upon, by any third parties who are not negotiating directly with the City
of Duluth, the Spirit Mountain Authority, the Spirit Mountain Task Force, and SE Group.
This survey research project initially began in October 2020 with discussions between
representatives from the City of Duluth, Spirit Mountain and SE Group concerning professional
research services.
Zenith Research Group, Inc., submitted a proposed research budget which was approved prior
to the submission of a signed contract for professional services.

The development of the survey instrument used in this research benefitted from input from
members of the Spirit Mountain Task Force, a group of elected officials and citizens chosen to
draft a set of recommendations intended to help Spirit Mountain Recreation Area achieve
financial stability, and a sustainable plan to pay for the repair and replacement of deteriorated
infrastructure.
In announcing the creation of this Task Force, Mayor Emily Larson indicated the City was
especially interested in business experts and residents who have a strong connection to Spirit
who could draw upon their experience and expertise and contribute constructively to group
decision-making process. Zenith Research Group thanks the thirteen members of the task force
and City Council members Janet Kennedy and Arik Forsman for their efforts and assistance in
this research endeavor.
The analysis within this report was completed using the statistical tools and applications of SPSS
Analytical Software, Version 22. The Margin of Error (MoE) for the vast majority of responses
within this report will vary from approximately +/-1.23 percent to +/-1.48 percent, each at the
95 percent confidence level. Some responses with fewer overall respondent numbers will have
higher error margins. Within the report, the number of respondents will be represented by N =.
All statistics within the report will be rounded for presentation. Mean Scores (MS) or Average
Scores (AS) within the report refer to the central tendency or the sum of all rankings divided by
the number of cases.
The several hundred comments offered by participants are presented in a separate document.
This research project and final report analysis was coordinated by and prepared by Dushan
Skorich, President of Zenith Research Group, Inc., which bears full responsibility for the content
of the report.
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METHODOLOGY
The Spirit Mountain Recreation Authority supplied Zenith Research Group, Inc., with a database
containing active email addresses as the survey instrument was undergoing final review. After
the elimination of duplicates and email errors, the corrected spreadsheet contained a total of
21,233 email addresses.

First day responses totaled 1,216. The highest daily response rate occurred on November 11,
the day of the reminder, when 1,439 responses were recorded.

This finalized email database was migrated to the SurveyMonkey® online platform chosen by
Zenith Research to facilitate the distribution of the survey instrument. SurveyMonkey® is a
cloud-based software company founded in 1999, providing a suite of back-end programs that
include data analysis, sample selection, bias elimination and data representation tools. The
survey platform provides data services to such companies as Facebook, NBC News, Samsung
and Kraft Foods. Overall, 8,300 companies worldwide use the platform which has approximately
4 million daily users and receives upwards of 100 million survey responses each month.

Total Invitations
Opened Email
Unopened Email
Bounced Email
OptOut Response
Total Survey Response
Completed Surveys
Partial Surveys

21,233
12,255
8,795
271
412
4,895
3,361
1,534

Open Percentage
Response Percentage
Completion Percentage
Average Time

59.6 percent
23.8 percent
68.7 percent
12:02

The initial email to potential respondents was sent at 9:00am on Saturday, November 7 (see
below); a reminder email to those individuals who had either not responded, or had only
partially completed the survey, was sent on November 11. All collection of responses was
concluded at 10:00pm on Sunday, November 15.

Listed below are the metrics for the survey response:

Although word clouds will be presented within the report to display commonly used words
offered by respondents in their comments to some of the questions, as noted previously
meaningful verbatim comments will be presented in a separate document. Some of the
verbatim comments may be grouped to eliminate redundancy and facilitate presentation.
Included in the verbatim report will be any comments sent directly to the research company.
Finally, it is noted that the research did not limit participation based on respondent age, an
employment relationship with Spirit Mountain or the City of Duluth, or any employee of an
organization or agency directly engaged in a professional service relationship with Spirit
Mountain or the City of Duluth.
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DEMOGRAPHICS
Q: To which gender identity do you
most identify?
N = 3667
Just over half of all respndents
identified as “Male”.
Among the options presented:
Female
Male
Transgender Female
Transgender Male
Gender Variant/Non Conforming
Not Listed
Prefer not to answer

Additional Age – Sex Data
N = 3667
Male respondents represented
larger percentages in all age groups
with the exception of those
between the ages of 35 and 54
where females were either at 50
percent or in the majority as noted
among those between 35 and 44.

RESPONDENT SEX
REFUSED

2

OTHERS

1

51

MALE

0

20

40

32

75+

50

50

48

53

45

42

25 TO 34

60

80

100

-100

RESPONDENT AGE
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

29

68

33
-50

FEMALE

65
0

50

100

MALE

26
15

12

9

7
1
< 18

57

29

18 TO 24
<18

Q: Which of the following age groups
best describes your current age?
N = 4895
55 percent of all respondents were
between the ages of 35 and 54.

60

47

55 TO 64
45 TO 54

68

38

65 TO 74

35 TO 44

46

FEMALE

RESPONDENT AGE-SEX RATIO

1
18 TO
24

25 TO
34

35 TO
44

45 TO
54

55 TO
64

65 TO
74

75+
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DEMOGRAPHICS
Q: Which of the following best
describes your marital status
N = 3644
71 percent of the respondents
identified themselves as married
individuals.
“CR” refers to those in a Committed
Relationship.
“S/D/W” refers to Separated,
Divorced and Widowed.

Q: Do you have any children
between the ages of 11 and 17 in
your immediate household?
N = 3677
60 percent of the respondents
lived in households where
children between the ages of 11
and 17 were not present.

MARITAL STATUS

8

S/D/W

10

CR

71

MARRIED

CHILDREN 11 TO 17

40%

YES

NO

60%
11

NEVER MARRIED
0

Q: Do you have any children under
the age of 10 in your immediate
household?
N = 3677
Almost thee of every four
respondents lived in a household
where children under 10 were not
present.

25

50

75

100

CHILDREN UNDER 10

27%
YES
73%

NO

Q: Which of the following best
describes you?
N = 3670
95 percent of the respondents
identified as White or Caucasian.
Among the available options:
Asian/Pacific Islander
Black/African American
Hispanic/Latino
Native American/Alaskan Native
White/Caucasian
Multiracial/Biracial
Race/Ethnicity not listed

RACE - ETHNICITY
5%

WHITE

OTHER
95%
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DEMOGRAPHICS
Q: Which of the following best
describes your current employment?
N = 3651
Two thirds of all respondents
indicated they were working Full
Time with at least 40 hours each
week.
Among those Unemployed, 2
percent indicated they were out of
work because of the Covid-19
pandemic.

Q: Which of the following best
describes your combined annual
household income before taxes?
N = 3646
The largest single number of
respondents reported annual
household income of more than
$150,000.
Overall, 53 percent of the
respondents reported annual
household income of more than
$100,000.

EMPLOYMENT STATUS
5

OTHER

12

RETIRED
UN-COVID

2

UN-NOT LOOKING

2

1

UN-LOOKING

66

FULL 40+
0

26

>$150K

11

$125K-$149999
$100K-$124999

16

$75K-$99999

16

$50K-$74999

15
7

$35K-$49999

12

PART <40

ANNUAL HH INCOME

25

50

75

100

$20K-$34999

4

<$20K

5
0

25

50

75

100
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DEMOGRAPHICS
Q: When you visit Spirit Mountain.
Which of the following best
represents where you stay following
that visit?
N = 3646
Almost two-thirds of respondents
indicated they return to their home
located within 90 miles after their
typical Spirit Mountain visit.

POST SPIRIT MOUNTAIN VISIT
OTHER
HOTEL/MOTEL

2

DULUTH
HOTEL/MOTEL

14

SPIRIT MOUNTAIN
VILLAS

3

SPIRIT MOUNTAIN
CAMPGROUND

4

DULUTH
FRIENDS/FAMILY

5
8

HOME->90 MILES
HOME-WITHIN 90
MILES

64
0

25

50

75

100

Q: Please provide your 5-digit Zip Code.
N – 4895
A total of 674 Zip Codes were listed,
with all but a few U.S. codes.
Zip Codes 55810 and 55811 include
residences in Duluth, Proctor and
Hermantown.
Most Zip Codes represented by 550xx
to 554xx apply to residences within
the Twin Cities metropolitan region.
Duluth area Zip Codes represented in
this table account for approximately
49 percent of all respondents. Zip
Codes with 90 miles of Duluth
represented 58 percent of the total
and included:
East to Bayfield and Ashland.
South to Spooner and Hinckley.
West to Aitkin and Grand Rapids.
North to Virginia and Lutsen.
Twin Cities area Zip Codes accounted
for 26 percent of all respondents and
included communities within 40 miles
of Minneapolis, including:
East to Stillwater and Hastings.
South to Lakeville.
West to Delano.
North to Forest Lake and Elk River.

LOCAL-REGION ZIP CODES

9

557xx

7

554xx

9

553xx

6

551xx

5
5

550xx
Duluth-55812

9

55811

3

55810

1

Duluth-55808

2
2

Duluth-55807
Duluth-55806

3

Duluth-55805

9

Duluth-55804

8

Duluth-55803

2
2

55733-Esko
55720-Cloquet

3

54880-Superior

0

5

10
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KEY FINDINGS
Q3: Are you or a member of your
family affiliated with any of the
following Duluth organizations or
interest groups?
More respondents indicated a
relationship with COGGS than any of
the other organizations.
The organization order is presented
based on percentage of affiliation.

See the Verbatim Response section
of this report for a listing of Other
organizations.

ORGANIZATION

N=

YES %

COGGS
Cyclists of Gitchee Gummee Shores

4560

11

Superior Hiking Trail Association

4489

8

Chester Bowl

4478

6

Duluth Cross Country Ski Club

4547

5

HS/College Nordic Ski Team

4474

4

Team Duluth

4479

3

HS/College Alpine Ski Team

4466

3

Duluth DEVO/Duluth Composite Team

4469

3

Courage Kenny

4452

2

Duluth Drift-Toppers

4424

0

Q4: Have you or has a member of
your household purchased any of
the following season passes at Spirit
Mountain in the past five years?
55 percent of the respondents
indicated the purchase of a
downhill ski pass within the past
five years.

Q5: Do you or does a member of
your household intend to buy any
of the following Spirit Mountain
season passes in the near future?
In addition to the “Yes” response,
the following percentages of
respondents indicated they were
“Uncertain” about a season pass:
Downhill Ski Pass
27
Mountain Bike Pass
20
Nordic Ski Pass
18

SEASON PASS PURCHASE
PAST 5 YEARS

N=

YES %

Downhill Ski Pass

4765

55

Mountain Bike Pass

4133

11

Nordic Ski Pass

4126

9

N=

YES %

Downhill Ski Pass

4727

40

Mountain Bike Pass

4341

11

Nordic Ski Pass

4297

8

SEASON PASS PURCHASE
NEAR FUTURE

8

KEY FINDINGS
Because of the number of response
options, this question was divided
into three segments.
Each of the segments will be ranked
by Mean Score to further illustrate
customer participation. In this case,
utilizing a scale of 1 to 5, the higher
the Mean the greater the customer
participation.
Among this grouping, only two of
the activities had a Mean above the
2.00 level.

Q6: How many times each year do you or a member of your household participate in any of the following activities at Spirit Mountain?
(Results in Rounded Percent)
ACTIVITY

N=

MEAN

NEVER

1 TO 2

3 TO 5

6 TO 10

11 OR MORE

Downhill Skiing / Snowboarding

4688

3.21

15

25

17

12

31

Downhill Skiing / Snowboarding Terrain Park

4501

2.25

49

18

10

6

17

Nordic Skiing

4411

1.50

77

11

4

3

6

Tubing

4401

1.47

63

30

6

1

1

Fat-Tire Biking

4383

1.30

83

9

4

1

2

Downhill Skiing / Snowboard Racing

4368

1.29

88

4

2

2

4

Taking a Ski / Snowboard Lesson

4386

1.24

81

15

3

0

0

Winter Children’s Programming

4390

1.18

88

7

2

1

1

Nordic Ski Racing

4326

1.09

95

3

1

0

1
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KEY FINDINGS
Q: How many times each year do you or a member of your household participate in any of the following activities at Spirit Mountain?

None of the activities listed in this
second group achieved a Mean of
2.00 or more.

(Results in Rounded Percent)
ACTIVITY

In understanding Mean Scores, it is
generally understood that any
variance of .20 is considered
statistically significant.

N=

MEAN

NEVER

1 TO 2

3 TO 5

6 TO 10

11 OR MORE

Hiking

4473

1.85

55

23

11

4

7

Cross-Country Mountain Biking
(Without Lift Service)
“Timber Twister” Alpine Coaster

4466

1.48

77

11

5

2

5

4454

1.48

59

34

5

1

0

Lift-Served Downhill Mountain Biking

4484

1.43

78

10

5

2

4

Mini Golf

4407

1.17

86

11

2

0

0

Disc Golf

4403

1.15

90

7

2

1

1

Cross-Country Mountain Bike Racing
(Without Lift Service)
Mountain Biking Lessons / Programs

4423

1.11

93

5

1

0

1

4419

1.09

94

4

1

0

1

Downhill Mountain Bike Racing

4424

1.09

94

4

1

0

0

Summer Day Camps / Programs

4414

1.09

94

5

1

0

0
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KEY FINDINGS
Q: How many times each year do you or a member of your household participate in any of the following activities at Spirit Mountain?

According to the respondents, dining
frequency was greater at the Grand
Avenue Chalet than the Main Chalet.

(Results in Rounded Percent)
ACTIVITY

N=

MEAN

NEVER

1 TO 2

3 TO 5

6 TO 10

11 OR MORE

Dining (Grand Avenue Chalet)

4420

1.85

54

24

11

5

6

Dining (Main Chalet)

4410

1.73

58

24

10

4

4

Public Events (Frosted Fatty, Snocross etc.)

4400

1.30

75

21

3

0

0

“Timber Flyer” Zipline

4419

1.28

75

22

2

0

0

Private Events (Weddings, Reunions, etc,)

4409

1.25

78

20

2

0

0

Camping

4375

1.24

83

12

3

1

1

Scenic Chairlift Rides

4397

1.19

84

13

2

0

0

Jumping Pillow

4392

1.13

89

9

1

0

0

A review of the top five respondent
rankings indicates the popularity of
downhill skiing and snowboarding,
hiking and the two dining options.

Q: How many times each year do you or a member of your household
participate in any of the following activities at Spirit Mountain?

A listing of any Other activities
appears in the Verbatim Response
section of this report.

TOP FIVE RESPONSES
ACTIVITY

N=

MEAN

Downhill Skiing / Snowboarding

4688

3.21

Downhill Skiing / Snowboarding Terrain Park

4501

2.25

Hiking

4473

1.85

Dining (Grand Avenue Chalet)

4420

1.85

Dining (Main Chalet)

4410

1.73
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KEY FINDINGS
Q: For each of the following Spirit Mountain elements, please rate the level each meets your expectations

Because of the number of response
options, this question was divided
into three segments.
Within this series, the highest level
of concerns were expressed for the
Downhill Ski/Snowboard Racing,
Nordic Ski Racing, and Parking and
Access.
Percentages are rounded and may
not always equal 100 percent.

(Results in Rounded Percent)
ELEMENT

N=

Downhill Skiing / Snowboarding

3773

DOES NOT MEET
MY EXPECTATIONS
5

MEETS MY
EXPECTATIONS
71

EXCEEDS MY
EXPECTATIONS
24

Downhill Skiing / Snowboarding Terrain Park

2273

4

72

24

Downhill Ski / Snowboard Racing

645

12

71

17

Nordic Skiing

908

7

69

24

Nordic Ski Racing

303

12

66

22

Fat-Tire Biking

664

9

70

21

Tubing

1423

7

79

15

Taking a Ski / Snowboard Lesson

897

6

70

23

Winter Children’s Programming

536

9

67

25

Parking and Access

3709

11

78

10

12

KEY FINDINGS
Q: For each of the following Spirit Mountain elements, please rate the level each meets your expectations

In this grouping, the respondents
were the least pleased with the
Dining in the Main Chalet.

(Results in Rounded Percent)
ELEMENT

Those mountain bike enthusiasts
were most likely to indicate their
pleasure with the services offered
for them.

N=

Lift-Served Downhill Mountain Biking

939

DOES NOT MEET
MY EXPECTATIONS
6

MEETS MY
EXPECTATIONS
65

EXCEEDS MY
EXPECTATIONS
28

Cross-Country Mountain Biking
(Without Lift Service)
Cross-Country Mountain Bike Racing
(Without Lift Service)
Downhill Mountain Bike Racing

979

4

70

26

382

9

71

20

322

11

65

24

Mountain Biking Lessons / Programs

332

11

66

23

Chairlifts

3178

7

77

16

Dining (Main Chalet)

2466

17

76

6

Dining (Grand Avenue Chalet)

2439

11

77

12

Main Chalet Guest Services
(Rental, Ticketing, Lockers, etc)
Grand Avenue Guest Services
(Rental, Ticketing, Lockers, etc.)

2859

10

81

9

2602

6

80

13
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KEY FINDINGS
Q: For each of the following Spirit Mountain elements, please rate the level each meets your expectations

In this final of the three segments,
respondents were more
disappointed in the Mini Golf
experience and most pleased with
the “Timber Twister” Alpine Coaster.

(Results in Rounded Percent)
ELEMENT

N=

Summer Day Camps / Programs

294

DOES NOT MEET
MY EXPECTATIONS
10

MEETS MY
EXPECTATIONS
71

EXCEEDS MY
EXPECTATIONS
19

Hiking

1749

2

72

26

Disc Golf

444

9

77

13

Mini Golf

607

31

64

5

“Timber Twister” Alpine Coaster

1662

4

66

30

“Timber Flyer” Zipline

1004

17

69

13

Jumping Pillow

504

9

81

10

Scenic Chairlift Rides

734

3

75

21

Public Events (Frosted Fatty, Snocross Races)

945

6

79

15

Private Events (Weddings, Reunions, etc.)

955

6

80

13

Camping

732

7

69

24

14

KEY FINDINGS
This question and response options
were presented in three separate
groupings to accommodate the
online presentation.
Overall, there were 23 different
elements offered for rating, using a
7-point Likert scale where 1 = Very
Important (Very) and 7 = Not At All
Important (NAA).
The responses are presented on the
next two pages in order of Mean or
Average, with those closest to a
rating of “1” being the most
important overall.
According to the respondents,
“More Affordable Tickets/Season
Passes” is the item most likely to
improve the overall customer
experience.

Q: For each of the following, rate how important you believe each item is to Spirit Mountain in efforts
to improve the overall customer experience
(Results in Rounded Percent)
ELEMENT

N=

MS

VERY

2

3

Neutral

5

6

NAA

More Affordable Tickets/Season Passes

3735

2.22

47

16

15

17

2

1

2

Variety of Activities Offered in Winter

3884

2.50

40

17

13

23

3

2

3

Expand/Improve Downhill Skiing/Snowboarding

3747

2.66

31

20

18

24

2

1

4

More Affordable Programs

3706

2.82

31

14

13

34

2

1

4

Variety of Activities Offered in Summer

3864

2.86

30

15

14

31

3

1

5

Better Snowmaking

3726

2.87

25

17

19

33

2

1

3

Upgrades to the Chairlifts

3879

2.99

22

17

19

33

4

2

4

Enhanced Food/Beverage Options

3708

3.01

20

19

22

30

3

2

4

Expand/Improve Intermediate Terrain

3729

3.09

20

19

17

34

2

1

6

Upgrade to the Main Chalet

3863

3.13

20

16

19

34

4

2

5

Additional Parking / Improved Access

3731

3.22

18

14

21

34

3

3

6

15

KEY FINDINGS
Q: For each of the following, rate how important you believe each item is to Spirit Mountain in efforts
to improve the overall customer experience

The five lowest rated items in terms
of importance in improving the
overall Spirit Mountain customer
experience were all biking related.
As noted, the final item was the only
one among the 23 items on the
listing that exceeded the 4.0 Mean.

Respondent suggestions on Other
opportunities to enhance enjoyment
appear in the Verbatim Response
section of this report.

ELEMENT

(Results in Rounded Percent)
N=
MS
VERY

2

3

Neutral

5

6

NAA

More Family-Oriented Activities

3855

3.32

17

14

16

42

3

2

6

More Challenging Skiing Opportunities

3864

3.37

16

16

15

39

4

3

7

Expand/Improve Beginner Ski/Snowboard Terrain

3726

3.41

16

13

17

39

4

2

8

New Youth Programming

3687

3.55

11

12

17

47

3

2

8

More Community-Oriented Programming / Events

3827

3.60

13

11

16

44

3

2

11

Expand/Improve the Adventure Park

3718

3.81

10

10

14

47

4

2

13

Expand/Improve Nordic Skiing

3716

3.94

10

8

10

52

2

2

15

More/Better Beginning Biking

3838

3.94

10

9

12

47

3

2

17

Expand/Improve the Lift-Served Downhill Bike Trail Network

3724

3.95

12

7

6

52

3

2

16

Expand/Improve Cross-Country Downhill Bike Trail Network

3719

3.98

11

7

10

51

2

2

16

More/Better Intermediate Biking

3826

3.99

10

9

10

50

3

1

17

More Challenging Biking Opportunities

3840

4.25

8

5

8

53

3

3

20

16

KEY FINDINGS
This series was presented over two
pages on the online survey.
Although the variations are slight,
the responses are ranked for
presentation with the Mean
indicating the order of those who
indicated the changes have resulted
in more visits.
The additions of the Grand Avenue
Chalet and the high-speed chairlift
have had the greatest impact on
repeat visits.
Results indicating fewer visits are
likely indicative of the substantial
number of “No Impact” responses.

Q: How have changes in the last 10 years to the following impacted the frequency of your visits to Spirit Mountain?
(Results in Rounded Percent)
ELEMENT

N=

MEAN

MORE VISITS

NO IMPACT

FEWER VISITS

Construction of Grand Avenue Chalet

3637

1.53

48

51

1

New Spirit Express High-Speed Quadruple Chairlift

3676

1.56

45

54

1

Improved Hiking / Walking Trails

3620

1.70

30

69

0

“Timber Twister” Alpine Coaster

3617

1.71

29

70

1

Expanded and Improved Terrain Parks

3646

1.78

23

76

1

Expansion/Improvement of Cross-Country
Mountain Biking Trails
Expansion/Improvement of Downhill
Mountain Biking Trails
Construction of Phase 1 of Snow-Making Supported
Grand Avenue Nordic Center Cross-Country Ski Trails

3637

1.80

21

77

1

3645

1.80

21

78

1

3625

1.82

19

80

1

17

KEY FINDINGS
Each of the final four elements had
“No Impact” response totals above
90 percent.

Q: How have changes in the last 10 years to the following impacted the frequency of your visits to Spirit Mountain?
(Results in Rounded Percent)
ELEMENT

Respondents were given an
opportunity to list any other changes
that were important to them; those
comments are in the Verbatim
Response section of this report.

N=

MEAN

MORE VISITS

NO IMPACT

FEWER VISITS

Lift-Served Downhill Mountain Biking

3639

1.83

19

80

1

New Lone Oak Rope Park High-Speed
Terrain Park Rope Two
New Lift-Served Tubing Hill

3653

1.84

16

83

1

3652

1.85

16

83

1

“Timber Flyer” Zipline

3613

1.88

14

85

1

Summer Youth Camps / Programs

3624

1.93

8

92

1

Disc Golf Course

3607

1.94

7

92

1

Mini-Golf Course

3610

1.94

7

91

2

Jumping Pillow

3608

1.94

6

92

1

Respondents were also asked to
briefly explain any reason why they
have found themselves visiting Spirit
Mountain less often. Cost and
expense were cited by many
respondents. All comments are in the
Verbatim Response section of this
report.
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KEY FINDINGS
More than half of all respondents
indicated they had visited 5 of the 17
listed recreational areas.
Previous surveys conducted by
Zenith Research Group among
Duluth visitors have consistently
indicated the Duluth Lakewalk is the
city’s most often visited location.
Respondents were given the
opportunity to list any additional
areas within 200 miles and those
responses appear in the Verbatim
Response section of this report.

Q: Which of the following recreational areas have you visited
within the past two years?
(Results in Rounded Percent)
RECREATION AREA

N=

YES %

The Duluth L:akewalk

3625

86

Park Point

3588

Superior Hiking Trail

Q: Which of the following recreational areas have you visited
within the past two years?
(Results in Rounded Percent)
RECREATION AREA

N=

YES %

Chester Bowl

3490

33

82

Lake Superior Zoo

3503

26

3601

73

Vertical Endeavors Rock Climbing Gym

3488

23

Jay Cooke State Park

3584

68

Chambers Grove Park

3479

21

Lutsen Mountain

3616

59

Snowflake Nordic Center

3542

14

Hartley Park

3530

49

North Shore Adventure Park

3465

11

Ely Peak

3517

41

Mt. Itasca

3445

4

Giant’s Ridge

3548

40

Mount du Lac

3511

38

Duluth Traverse Mountain Bike Trail

3507

36
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KEY FINDINGS
Q: Is it your intention to purchase a season pass / membership
to any of the following in the future?

Almost one third of the respondents
indicated at least some intention of
purchasing a season pass or
membership to Jay Cooke State Park
at some point in the future.
**A coding error prevented any
response to Lester Park.
Respondents were given an
opportunity to list any other
recreational area within 200 miles;
those responses are in the Verbatim
Response section of this report.

(Results in Rounded Percent)
RECREATION AREA
N=
YES %

NO%

UNC%

Jay Cooke State Park

3605

32

59

9

Superior Hiking Trail

3600

22

67

11

Hartley Park

3588

10

82

8

Mont du Lac

3596

10

76

15

Lutsen Mountain

3613

7

78

14

Lake Superior Zoo

3583

7

86

8

Chester Bowl

3598

6

86

8

Giant’s Ridge

3600

5

83

12

Snowflake Nordic Center

3591

5

87

7

Vertical Endeavors Rock Climbing Gym

3590

4

88

8

North Shore Adventure Park

3593

1

93

6

Mt. Itasca

3591

0

96

4

**

**

**

**

**Lester Park
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KEY FINDINGS
76 percent of all respondents rated
the performance of Spirit Mountain
on serving the interests of the city’s
residents in positive terms ( 1 – 3 )
on the 7-point Likert scale.

Q: Overall, how well do you believe Spirit Mountain serves the interests of the residents of the City of Duluth?
(Results in Rounded Percent)
N=

MS

VERY WELL

2

3

Neutral

5

6

NOT AT ALL

3667

2.48

34

25

17

12

7

3

2

Those respondents who chose either
a 6 or 7 level were asked to briefly
explain their reasoning for choosing
such a low performance level. With
the elimination of “Spirit Mountain”
and “Duluth” many of the comments
referenced price. All responses
appear in the Verbatim Response
section of this report.

Respondents were given one final
opportunity to make any additional
comments about Spirit Mountain
that would be included in this
report. Almost 1,500 took the
opportunity to comment. All
comments are contained within the
Verbatim Response section of this
report.
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VERBATIM RESPONSE
Copies of the comments made by respondents during this survey have been provided to
representatives of City of Duluth, the Acting Executive Director of the Spirit Mountain
Recreation Authority, the co-chairs of the Spirit Mountain Task Force and the lead
representative of SE Group.

In preparing the respondent verbatim comments, Zenith Research Group did not alter any of
the comments to correct spelling or punctuation; they are presented as written. The only
exclusion from the verbatim remarks has been the elimination of common words such as
“none” or “NA” or other commonly used words that would indicate a non response.
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ADDITIONAL ANALYSIS
Requests for additional analysis should be made in writing to Zenith Research Group which
retains all raw survey data to protect the privacy of the respondents.

Any additional analysis requested will be presented in either a .doc or .pdf file format unless
otherwise requested.
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RESEARCH PARTNER
Located on the shore of Lake Superior in Duluth, Minnesota, Zenith Research Group was
founded in 1983 by Duke Skorich. Patty McNulty joined the ownership team in 1997. With their
combined talents and previous business backgrounds, Zenith Research Group has moved into
the top echelon of market research companies in the Upper Midwest, providing market
research information, data analysis, and action plans for businesses and government units
nationwide.

Zenith Research Group is uniquely qualified to assist clients in conducting their survey and
market research programs. Through our experience performing surveys and gathering market
research within our respective information-based industries, we have gained the ability to
conduct in-depth interviews, manage highly detailed survey and market research projects, and
coordinate marketing efforts with our varied professional and governmental client base
throughout the country.

In affiliation with our tele-center partner, we employ dozens of trained professionals, providing
sound, intelligent market research and support services to our clients. Our success during the
span of almost four decades has established our position as one of the industry’s most qualified
and respected firms; our staff is experienced, educated and extremely professional.

In electing to proactively contact customers, members of the public or business community,
governmental and civic leaders, clients take what can be an uncomfortable and tenuous leap of
faith. First, respondents need to be convinced that their participation in a survey has mutual
value and benefit. Then, during the actual interview process, they rely on the guidance of expert
agents to ensure their experience in the process is efficient, positive, and professional. Finally,
they need to be reassured their responses will be handled with the utmost accuracy, objectivity,
importance, and – where applicable – privacy.

In addition to our tele-center capabilities and expertise, our firm has extensive experience in
market and marketing research, brand audit/awareness, online research, qualitative or focus
group research, data analysis and media relations, including the critical element of crisis
management.
In finding a capable, experienced and results-oriented market research firm to meet client
expectations, they also need a company they can trust. Our savvy management team and
experienced representatives join forces to develop and then implement comprehensive market
research and customer-centered programs that not only generate results, but also add a face
and personality to their brand.

Zenith Research Group understands this and treats the responsibility with the care it deserves.
Our representatives have excellent interviewing skills and the ability to listen to and understand
a person’s situation, providing customer-friendly, objective, quality based interviews.
Simply, there is not another research company in this region as uniquely qualified to act as not
only a vendor, but as a dedicated partner committed to ongoing service, brand improvement
and exceeding your goal expectations.
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CONTACT ZENITH

For questions about the data presented within this summary report,
or for further information about the research, please contact:

Duke Skorich, President
Zenith Research Group

Patty McNulty, Vice President
Zenith Research Group
Zenith Research Group, Inc.
3736 East Third Street
Duluth, Minnesota 55804
T: 218.728.6525
M: 218.260.3298
www.zenithgroup.com
zenith@zenithgroup.com
facebook.com/zenithresearchgroup
@zenithresearch

Open Answer Questions
Several questions in the survey had the option of submitting an open-ended
response. Key themes or repeated responses are provided for each such
question.
Q3: Are you or a member of your family affiliated with any of the following
Duluth organizations of interest groups?
Common responses that fell into the “Other” category include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

National Ski Patrol
Spirit Mountain Ski Patrol
AMSOIL Snocross
CEC Mountain Bike Club
Cloquet Ski Club
Duluth Yacht Club
High School Mountain Biking Team
Homeschool Ski
Lake Superior Freestyle
Mont du Lac Racing
UMD Affiliated
Mountain Villas
Pump Track
Ski Swap

Q8: How many times each year do you or a member of your household
participate in any of the following activities at Spirit Mountain?
Many of the write in responses stated interest in activities that they didn’t
know Spirit had. (“I had no idea some of these things were available. Would
definitely consider doing them!)
Other common responses that fell into the “Other Activities” category
include:
•
•
•
•

Beer League
Snocross
College nights
Hiking

•

Home School Fridays

Q14: For each of the following, rate how important you believe each item is
to Spirit Mountain in efforts to improve the overall customer experience.
Write-in responses for the “Other Opportunities that Enhance
Enjoyment/Experience” primarily fit into the following categories: food
service, lift tickets/season passes, hours of operation, marketing and
promotion/events, terrain, and facilities. Common responses by category
are below.
Food Service:
•
•
•

Want more vegan, gluten-free, vegetation dining options
Prefer eating with reusable dining ware (as opposed to
plastic/Styrofoam)
Want outdoor dining options

Lift Ticket/Season Pass:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Want ½ day tickets
Better senior rates with shorter hours
Adventure park season passes
Cheaper or at par tickets for Canadians
Discounted price for locals
Want to feel like buying a season pass is worth it. Current amenities
and facilities don’t feel that way.

Hours of Operation
•
•
•
•
•

Be open more
Trails close too early to enjoy after work
Mountain opens later than other places
Expand Nordic trails hours
Don’t close on Mondays

Marketing and Promotion/Events

•
•
•

Better marking/ communication of upcoming events/camps/promo
days
Expand Adult racing opportunities
More beginner friendly programs

Facilities
•
•
•
•

Gandy Chairlift feels slow and unsafe
Main Chalet needs upgrade
Better placed chairlifts
General cleanliness and service could be improved

Terrain
•
•
•
•

More intermediate flow/jump trails (biking)
Balance terrain park features with number of skiers/riders who use
it
Gladed tree skiing
Lift access to terrain park

Q16: How have changes in the last 10 years to the following impacted the
frequency of your visits to Spirit Mountain?
Responses in the “Other changes important to you” category focused on the
cost of MTB lift service, the limited hours of operation, lack of available
information about the activities Spirit offers, and the quality of the lifts.
Throughout the write-in responses many people commented that they were
unaware of many of the activities Spirit Mountain offered until taking this
survey.
Q17: If you’ve found yourself visiting or using Spirit Mountain less often for
any reason, can you briefly explain why that is?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Difficult to redeem Season Pass Holder Perks
Poor customer service
Cost of season pass/day pass/family pass/rentals
Mountain seems unorganized
Never sure of when different skier services would be open
Slow lifts

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Open earlier on weekdays
Upper Chalet is in disrepair
Lower season pass cost for 65+
Want better management
Decreased hours of operation
Camping can be hard to reserve
No transportation for college students who live on campus
COVID
Distance from home
Want more terrain variety
Poor quality of food and beverage
Better marketing – get the word out!
Don’t close on Mondays
Poor grooming
Parking issues
Services and quality of skiing don’t justify the price

Q18: Which of the following recreational areas have you visited within the
past two years?
Common responses that fell into the “Other area within 200 miles” category
include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Afton Alps
Buck Hill
Apostle Islands
Banning State Park
Lutsen
Big Powderhorn Ski Area
Blackjack Mountain
BWCA
CAMBA Bike Trails
Cuyuna Lakes MTN Bike Trails
Detroit Mountain
Gooseberry Falls
Granite Peak
Indianhead Ski Area

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lester Park Ski Trails
Mt Ashwaby
Mt Bohemia
North Shore State Parks
Pine Valley
Powder Ridge
Tioga Mountain Bike Trails
Trollhaugen
Welch Village
Wild Mountain

Q19: Is it your intention to purchase a season pass/membership to any of
the following in the future?
Common responses that fell into the “Other area within 200 miles” category
include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Afton Alps (Vail Epic Pass)
COGGS membership
Hyland Hills
INDY Pass
Indianhead
MN Ski industry pass
MN State Parks Pass
MN XC Ski pass
Trollhaugen
Welch Village
Wild Mountain

Q21: Your response indicates you have some concerns about how well the
recreation area is serving the interests of the citizens of Duluth. Can you
briefly explain why?
•
•
•
•
•

Quality of chairlifts
Chalet is old and feels unused/underused
Spirit doesn’t seem to want to host races
Poor management
Cost

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reliability of available services is a problem
Cost vs. benefit to taxpayers
No advertisement about what Spirit offers
Spirit targets tourists and forgets about the locals
Cost of day ticket
Needs new management if Duluth continues to bail it out
Should be a private business
Limited hours and bad opening dates
Should break even
No discounts to taxpayers that are funding it
Want a local pass
Pass holders are not notified of closures or changes

Q22: Here’s your opportunity to make any additional comments about Spirit
Mountain
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

No bikers on ski trails
Couples don’t qualify as a “family”
We love the recreation area but the cost makes it difficult
Spirit should not be as expensive as Lutsen
Spirit does not reach its potential
Open earlier and longer
Add benefits to people with a local zipcode
Advertise more about all the amenities and activities Spirit has
More challenging terrain should be added
Mont du Lac seems to be successful
Needs stronger management and marketing
More social media
Continue to upgrade campsites
Have an early start lift
Consider privatizing
Food quality needs to improve
Great loss for the area if it was no longer in operation
I believe Spirit Mt. is an important asset that needs to remain in
operation
More communication visa social media

•
•
•
•
•
•

More communication and flexibility about COVID, refunds, lift lines,
etc.
Can’t imagine Duluth without Spirit
I love the cozy vibe
Family friendly
Falling behind other nearby resorts
Untapped potential

APPENDIX D.
ECONOMIC IMPACT REPORT

ECONOMIC IMPACT OF
SPIRIT MOUNTAIN
Economic impacts of the existing and future visitation to Spirit Mountain Recreation Area were projected in
association with the Strategic Business Plan. This study estimates the economic impact resulting from the
spending at Spirit Mountain and spending in conjunction with their trip to Spirit Mountain during the 2018/19
winter season and summer of 2019. In this study, the economic impact is the jobs created, tax revenues,
spending associated with Spirit Mountain, and additional economic activity generated as Spirit Mountain
spending infuses money into the economy.
Outdoor recreation is a perfect example of how financial reporting of costs and fee revenues can fail to
capture the true benefits of a resource. Outdoor recreation development and maintenance can be costly,
and depending on the activity, user fees may not be sufficient to cover such costs. While downhill skiing lift
tickets do cover much of the costs, Spirit does not charge for use of cross-country mountain biking trails. As
a result, the operational and capital costs may exceed revenues, by varying amounts. However, outdoor
recreation is absolutely critical attractors for tourists and residents and can be a powerful tool for economic
development. The local economy sees immense benefits from bringing these new visitors, residents, and
businesses into the community.
Beyond buying a lift ticket or adventure park pass at Spirit Mountain, visitors typically buy goods, gas, food,
and lodging. It is this visitor spending, both at Spirit and nearby businesses, that is tracked in an economic
impact analysis. The estimated economic impact indicates the greater value of investment in the recreation
area.
This analysis was conducted using a computer-based spending throughput model (IMPLAN3). IMPLAN3
economic modeling requires the estimation of annual visitation and visitor spending in order to simulate the
effect of these activities on the economy in terms of sales, employment, labor income, and tax revenues.
While IMPLAN3 modeling utilizes the most current observed industry interdependencies calibrated to the
local and regional economy of St. Louis County and the State of Minnesota, the results of any economic
model are only as accurate as the data used. Therefore, certain estimations and assumptions related to the
existing conditions and projected conditions were made. As a result, the projected values presented in this
analysis should not be considered precise, but rather accurate estimates of the potential economic impacts.

EXISTING CONDITIONS
This section includes the assumptions made and economic impact results for summer and winter visitation
to Spirit Mountain in 2018/19. The activities included in this existing conditions analysis are alpine skiing,
summer adventure park visits, lift-served mountain biking, and camping, due to the availability of visit
counts and visitor demographics. Other activities at Spirit Mountain, such as tubing, Nordic skiing, crosscountry mountain biking, fat biking, and weddings/banquets also draw many visitors and generate
significant economic impact in the community but could not be quantified in this analysis.

WINTER ACTIVITY ASSUMPTIONS
During the 2018/19 season (the last full season of skiing), Spirit had 107,618 skier visits. The ski area shared
that 55% of its season pass holders are locals and 45% are non-locals. 1 Of single day lift ticket passes, the ski
area shared that those are 40% locals and 60% non-locals. 2 Of skier visits, 40% are made by single day lift
ticket holders and 60% are made by season passholders. 3
Therefore, overall, the ski area sees 49% of its visits from locals and 51% from non-locals. A 2015 Longwoods
Tourism Research Study for Visit Duluth estimates that 66% of non-local visitors to the area are making a
day trip and 34% are staying overnight. Therefore, non-local days users are 34% of all skier visits, and
overnight are 17% of all skier visits.
Spirit Mountain does see visitation in the winter from those not participating in Alpine Skiing with tubing,
Nordic skiing, and fat biking. Sufficient information on number of visitors and spending was not available to
analyze the economic impact of those activities.
Table 1: 2018/2019 Spirit Mountain Alpine Skier Visitation Assumptions
Local Day User

Non-Local Day User

Overnight

Total

Percentage

49%

34%

17%

100%

Skier Visits

52,756

36,209

18,653

107,618

Skier Visitor Spending Profiles
Spending profiles are estimated daily spending per individual in the region during their trip. We estimated
spending profiles for local day users (users from within 30 miles of Duluth), non-local day users, and
overnight visitors. The spending profiles do vary based on the type of visitor, for example, overnight visitors
typically spend more in all categories than day users and have spending on lodging. These profiles represent
an average of all days of a trip.
Skier visitor spending profiles were determined using data from two key sources: Spirit Mountain revenue
data and the Minnesota Ski Areas (MSA) Association Economic Impact Study conducted by RRC Associates
in 2012. Combined, these two sources allowed us to determine in-resort and out of resort spending profiles
for local day users, non-local day users, and overnight visitors to Spirit Mountain.

In Resort Spending
In-resort spending refers to all spending that takes place at Spirit Mountain including lift tickets, rentals,
lessons, food & beverage, and retail purchases.
In-resort spending was determined through Spirit Mountain revenue data as provided to SE Group. For the
2018/19 season, the average skier spent $54.31 per visit to Spirit Mountain across all revenue categories
(e.g., ticket, rentals, retail, food and beverage). The differences in in-resort spending by visitor type (local
day, non-local day, overnight) were based on the differences in spending trends reported in the 2012 MSAA
Economic Impact Study. Day skiers spent less, an average of $46.43, as they may have a season pass,
1
The ski area reported on its 2018 tourism tax application that 49% of seasons passholders were from Duluth and 51% were from
elsewhere. Sales of 2019/20 season passes were 59% Duluth residents and 41% from elsewhere. Therefore, 55% was used as an average
figure.
2
In the 2018 tourism tax application, Spirit Mountain reported that for every fifth lift ticket sale, the skier’s hometown was recorded. In
that, 40% of day lift tickets were sold to Duluth residents.
3
In the 2018/19 season, 8,091 seasons passes were sold and 42,890 day lift tickets were sold. Assuming eight visits per seasons pass on
average (NSAA national average for small ski areas). At 64,728 seasons pass visits and 42,890 day visits, for a total of 107,618 visits,
seasons pass holders make up 60% of visits and day lift tickets represent 40% of visits.

brought their lunch, and brought their equipment. Overnight visitors spent an average of $92.86 at the
recreation area.

Out of Resort Spending
Out of resort spending refers to spending associated with the trip to Spirit that takes place beyond the
recreation area. This can include nearby lodging, buying snacks at the grocery store before skiing, dining at
Duluth restaurants, or fueling.
Out of resort spending for non-local day and overnight visitors used inflation-adjusted data from the 2012
MSAA RRC Economic Impact Study. To determine out of resort spending for local day users, we assumed an
average spend of $10, reflecting small additional costs associated with their trip.
In total, it was assumed that local day users spend $56.43 per person per day in association with their trip to
Spirit, non-local day users spend $113.03, and overnight visitors spend $339.86.
The following tables show average spending assumed for each NAICS category.

Table 2: Alpine Skier Local Day Visitors
IMPLAN
NAICS
CODE

Spending Category

In-Resort Spending

Out of Resort
Spending

Total

$13.16

$3.55

$16.71

-

$5.78

$5.78

511

Food & Beverage

408

Gas

410

General Merchandise (Clothing,
Sporting Goods, Souvenirs)

$2.38

$0.33

$2.71

504

Equipment Rentals

$5.44

$0.22

$5.66

504

Snow School

$1.88

-

$1.88

504

Lift Ticket

$22.76

-

$22.76

504

Other

$0.82

$0.11

$0.93

$46.43

$10.00

$56.43

In-Resort Spending

Out of Resort
Spending

Total

$13.16

$23.65

$36.81

-

$38.52

$38.52

TOTAL

Table 3: Alpine Skier Non-Local Day Visitors
IMPLAN
NAICS
CODE

Spending Category

511

Food & Beverage

408

Gas

410

General Merchandise (Clothing,
Sporting Goods, Souvenirs)

$2.38

$2.23

$4.61

504

Equipment Rentals

$5.44

$1.46

$6.92

504

Snow School

$1.88

-

$1.88

504

Lift Ticket

$22.76

-

$22.76

504

Other

$0.82

$0.74

$1.56

$46.43

$66.60

$113.03

In-Resort Spending

Out of Resort
Spending

Total

TOTAL

Table 4: Alpine Skier Overnight Visitors
IMPLAN
NAICS
CODE

Spending Category

508

Accommodations

-

$123.01

$123.01

511

Food & Beverage

$22.60

$46.69

$69.29

408

Gas

$7.98

$68.39

$76.37

410

General Merchandise (Clothing,
Sporting Goods, Souvenirs)

-

$7.22

$7.22

504

Equipment Rentals

$7.08

$1.16

$8.24

504

Snow School

$2.30

-

$2.30

504

Lift Ticket

$51.81

-

$51.81

504

Other

$1.10

$0.53

$1.63

$92.86

$247.00

$339.86

TOTAL

SUMMER ACTIVITY VISITATION ASSUMPTIONS
During the summer of 2019, Spirit Mountain saw 70,080 visits at the Adventure Park, and 6,757 at the
Mountain Bike Park. Spirit saw additional visitation from hikers, cross-country mountain bikers, weddings,
and events, but those visits are not considered in this economic impact analysis due to the lack of available
data. However, these activities do generate additional economic impact associated with Spirit Mountain
and are a key part of making Spirit Mountain an outdoor recreation hotbed.

Adventure Park
Based on conversations with Spirit Mountain staff, the anecdotal estimate is that 30% of Adventure Park
visitors are local day users, with 70% of visits from non-locals. The breakdown between non-local day user
and overnight visitor was based on the Visit Duluth data of 66% of trips as day trips and 34% as overnight.
Based on the available spending profiles, overnight visitors were further broken down by those staying in
paid lodging and those visiting friends and family, as they have different spending rates. According to Visit
Duluth, 41% of the marketable overnight trips are visiting friends and family, and it is assumed the remaining
59% are in paid lodging. Therefore, Adventure Park visitors are 30% local day users, 46% non-local day
users, 14% overnight users in paid lodging, and 10% overnight visitors staying with friends and family.
Table 5: Adventure Park Visitors

Adventure
Park

Percentage
Visits

Local Day
User

Non-Local
Day User

Overnight
(paid
lodging)

Overnight
(visiting
friends and
family)

Total

30%

46%

14%

10%

100%

21,024

32,237

9,811

7,080

70,080

Mountain Bike Park
The breakdown for local and non-local user documented in ski pass sales was used for the mountain bike
park, as no activity specific visitor origin information has been collected. Therefore, we assumed that of the
227 season passes that result in 2,268 visits, 55% of those were purchased by local day users. Of the 4,489
day passes sold, it was assumed that 40% of those were purchased by local day users as Spirit Mountain
reported for skiing visitation. The non-local users were then divided into overnight and day users based on
the information provided by Visit Duluth, that 66% of Duluth visitors are making a day trip, while 34% are
staying overnight. This results in 45% of mountain bike park users as local day users, 36% as non-local day
users, and 19% as overnight users.
Table 6: Mountain Bike Park Visitors

Mountain Bike
Park

Percentage
Visits

Local Day User

Non-Local Day
User

Overnight

Total

45%

36%

19%

100%

3,043

2,453

1,264

6,757

Campground
Spirit Mountain documented a total of 3,776 campsite reservations in the 2019 season. Through a guest
study, Spirit Mountain identified that about 5% of campers were local and there were typically 4.4 guests
per campsite reservation, or about 16,600 campers in 2019.

Table 7: Campground Visitors

Campground

Local Overnight

Non-Local Overnight

Total

Percentage

5%

95%

100%

Visits

830

15,770

16,600

SUMMER VISITOR SPENDING PROFILES
Spending profiles are estimated daily spending per individual in the region during their trip. We estimated
spending profiles for local day users (users from within 30 miles of Duluth not staying overnight), non-local
day users, and overnight visitors. The spending profiles do vary based on the type of visitor, for example,
overnight visitors typically spend more in all categories than day users and spend on lodging. These profiles
represent an average of all days of a trip. For the Adventure Park, overnight visitors were also broken down
into those staying in paid lodging and those visiting friends and family. Spending profiles were recorded as
such in the data source, while for mountain biking, those groups were combined in creating an overnight
user spending figure. All campground visitors were in paid lodging, although the lodging fee was adjusted
based on the rate charged at Spirit Mountain.
Summer visitor spending profiles were determined using data from two key sources: Explore Minnesota
Traveler Profile Study (Spring-Summer 2019 Seasonal Brief) and The Economic Impact of Off-Road Cycling
in Duluth: An Expenditures Approach (2017). Combined, these two sources allowed us to determine
spending profiles for local day users, non-local day users, and overnight visitors to Spirit Mountain.

Adventure Park
Adventure Park spending profiles for day and overnight visitors were created using the spending profiles of
the 2019 Explore Minnesota Traveler Profile Study plus a $30 average spend on Adventure Park day tickets.
This $30 figure is based on the current pricing for Adventure Park activities.
As no spending information was provided for local day users in the Explore Minnesota study, it was assumed
that local day users spend $5 on top of the ticket to the Adventure Park, as a conservative estimate.
In total, it was assumed that local day users spend $35.00 per person per day in conjunction with their trip
to Spirit Mountain, non-local day users spend $66.96, overnight visitors in paid lodging spend, $92.07, and
overnight visitors staying with friends and family spend $54.91.

Mountain Bike Park
Mountain Bike Park spending profiles for day and overnight visitors were created from the spending profiles
provided in the 2017 Economic Impact of Off Road Cycling in Duluth study plus a $29 average spend for
bike park lift tickets. This figure is based on the current price for mountain bike park day tickets, season
passes, and the percent of users using each type of ticket. Spending categories found in the report were
generalized to align with the categories required for IMPLAN modeling.
Overall, it was assumed that local day users spend $44.00 per person per day in conjunction with their trip
to the Spirit Mountain Bike Park, non-local day users spend $76.98, and overnight visitors spend $186.60.

Campground
Camper spending profiles for local and non-local overnight campers were created using the spending
profiles of the 2019 Explore Minnesota Traveler Profile Study plus a $7.50 per person spend on campsite
reservation fees. This $7.50 figure is based on current pricing for campsites at the Spirit Mountain
Campground.
As no spending information was provided for local users in the Explore Minnesota study, it was assumed
that local users spend $5 on top of the $7.50 campsite reservation fee, as a conservative estimate.
Overall, it was assumed that local campground visitors spend $12.50 and non-local visitors spend $43.76.

Table 8: Adventure Park Visitor Spending Profile
NAICS
Code

Spending Category

Local Day User

Non-Local Day
Users

Overnight
(paid lodging)

Overnight
(visit with
friends)

-

-

$25.81

$1.14

$0.43

$16.96

$14.52

$10.40

-

$0.43

$1.57

$1.14

$33.98

$30.43

$31.78

$30.69

-

$3.04

$1.46

$0.69

507/508

Lodging and Camping

511

Food and Bev

504

Arts and Culture

410

Rec Fees, rentals, equipment

504

Sporting Events

504

Other Events, entertainment

$0.28

$2.17

$2.82

$2.40

410

Shopping – tourist

$0.15

$2.17

$3.66

$2.63

411

Shopping – general

$0.13

$7.83

$5.43

$2.97

418

Transportation within MN

$0.03

$3.91

$4.28

$2.74

504

Other

-

-

$0.73

$0.11

$35.00

$66.96

$92.07

$54.91

TOTAL

Table 9: Mountain Bike Park Visitor Spending Profile
NAICS
Code

Spending Category

Local Day User

Non-Local Day User

Overnight

-

-

$42.30

$3.79

$19.47

$46.80

507

Lodging and Camping

511

Food and Bev

504

Rec Fees, rentals, equipment

$34.99

$30.75

$35.16

504

Other Events, entertainment

$2.49

$12.76

$12.96

410

Shopping – tourist

$1.34

$6.90

$24.34

411

Shopping – general

$1.13

$5.77

$20.38

418

Transportation within MN

$0.26

$1.32

$4.67

$44.00

$76.98

$186.60

TOTAL

Table 10: Campground Visitor Spending Profile
NAICS
Code

Spending Category

Local Day User

Non-Local Day Users

508

Lodging and Camping

$7.50

$7.50

511

Food and Bev

$2.32

$14.52

504

Arts and Culture

$0.06

$1.57

410

Rec Fees, rentals, equipment

$0.06

$1.78

504

Sporting Events

$0.42

$1.46

504

Other Events, entertainment

$0.30

$2.82

410

Shopping – tourist

$0.24

$3.66

411

Shopping – general

$1.07

$5.43

418

Transportation within MN

$0.54

$4.28

504

Other

-

$0.73

$12.50

$43.76

TOTAL

EXISTING CONDITIONS RESULTS
Visitation to the ski area generates $14.48 million in direct output and $7.96 million in secondary output in
the State of Minnesota per year, for a total economic impact of $22.43 million. Approximately $4.2 million in
federal, state, and local tax revenue is generated each year by this economic activity. This activity also
supports 301 full-time-equivalent jobs each year. This figure includes the recreation area’s full time and part
time employees and many employees in surrounding businesses. Spirit itself may have more than 300
employees, but two half time employees are a full-time-equivalent or two winter full-time employees are a
full-time-equivalent.
Table 11: Existing Conditions Economic Results
Alpine Skiers

MTB Park

Camping

Adventure Park

Total

107,618

6,757

16,600

70,050

201,025

Direct Impact

$10,700,000

$501,000

$594,000

$2,680,000

$14,475,000

Secondary Impact

$5,850,000

$277,000

$332000

$1,500,000

$7,959,000

Tax Revenue

$3,100,000

$148,000

$161,000

$758,000

$4,167,000

220

11

13

57

301

Visits

FTE Jobs
Supported

FUTURE CONDITIONS
The strategic business plan identified several opportunities for Spirit Mountain to increase visitation and
generate additional spending at the recreation area (i.e., more people participating in lessons, buying lunch).
The potential economic impact associated with the selected financial model has been calculated as part of
this analysis. This economic impact is estimated for year 2024, as the financial model is based on three years
of capital improvements, with incremental increases to spending and visitation each year, reach the new
levels in the third year. All spending profiles were adjusted for inflation to 2024.
The identified opportunities in the business plan are intended to drive additional visitation and spending to
the alpine skiing, Nordic skiing, adventure park, and mountain biking operations. Given the existing
popularity of the campground, no additional increases in visitation were forecast.
Economic impact of visitation to the Grand Avenue Nordic Center was also forecast, with the data provided
in the Grand Avenue Nordic Center Business Plan.

ASSUMPTIONS
The additional visitation figures used here are those used in the financial model. Alpine skier visits were
assumed to increase from 107,618 in 2018/19 to 137,618, an increase of 30,000 visits. Mountain bike park
visits were assumed to increase from 6,757 to 12,000 with new trails and increased renown of the area’s
mountain bike offering. A slight increase in bike park lift ticket price and spending at food and beverage
venues were also assumed. Adventure park visits were assumed to increase by 36,500, with additional
spending at food and beverage venues.

Nordic Skiing
Based on the Grand Avenue Nordic Center Business Plan, it was assumed that the Nordic Center would
achieve 10,500 visits, assuming 10 visits per season passholder. A $12 trail pass was used in this analysis, as
presented in the Grand Avenue Nordic Center Business Plan. Other spending information was derived from
Visit Duluth data on winter visitor spending profiles to Duluth. The business plan also forecast that the
Nordic Center would drive additional revenue through events and programs. This additional revenue
($36,450) was added to the economic impact from the Nordic Center. However, as this event revenue only
includes what is spent at the Nordic Center (and not at area hotels, restaurants, and other businesses), likely
underrepresenting the economic impact associated with the Nordic Center. Potential event and
programmatic revenues were not available for other recreation area offerings.

Visit Breakdown
The breakdown of local day user, non-local day user, and overnight visitors from the existing conditions was
carried forward to the projected conditions. It was assumed that Nordic ski visitor breakdown would be the
same as alpine skier and mountain bike park.
The following tables show estimated visitation numbers for each activity, broken down by type of visitor.

Table 12: Adventure Park Visitors
Local Day User

Non-Local Day
User

Overnight
(paid lodging)

Overnight
(visiting
friends and
family)

Total

Percentage

30%

46%

14%

10%

100%

Adventure Park
Visits

31,974

49,027

14,921

10,658

106,580

Adventure Park

Table 13: Mountain Bike Park Visitors
MTB Park

Local Day User

Non-Local Day User

Overnight

Total

Percentage

45%

36%

19%

100%

MTB Park Visits

5,400

4,320

2,280

12,000

Table 14: Campground Visitors
Campers

Local Overnight

Non-Local Overnight

Total

Percentage

5%

95%

100%

Campground Visits

830

15,770

16,600

Table 15: Alpine Skier Visitors
Alpine Ski

Local Day User

Non-Local Day User

Overnight

Total

Percentage

49%

34%

17%

100%

Skier Visits

52,756

36,209

18,653

107,618

Table 16: Nordic Skier Visitors
Nordic Ski

Local User

Non-Local User

Total

Percentage

49%

34%

17%

Skier Visits

7,400

3,100

10,500

Spending Profiles
Table 17: 2024 Projected Adventure Park Visitor Spending Profile
NAICS
Code

Spending Category

Local Day User

Non-Local Day
Users

Overnight
(paid lodging)

Overnight
(visit with
friends)

-

-

$27.70

$1.23

$2.96

$20.70

$18.09

$13.66

-

$0.47

$1.68

$1.23

$41.46

$37.66

$39.10

$37.93

-

$3.27

$1.57

$0.74

507/508

Lodging and Camping

511

Food and Bev

504

Arts and Culture

410

Rec Fees, rentals, equipment

504

Sporting Events

504

Other Events, entertainment

$0.30

$2.33

$3.03

$2.58

410

Shopping – tourist

$0.16

$2.33

$3.92

$2.82

411

Shopping – general

$0.14

$8.40

$5.83

$3.19

418

Transportation within MN

$0.03

$4.20

$4.60

$2.94

504

Other

-

-

$0.78

$0.12

$45.06

$79.36

$106.31

$66.43

TOTAL

Table 18: 2024 Projected Mountain Bike Park Visitor Spending Profile
NAICS
Code

Spending Category

Local Day User

Non-Local Day User

Overnight

-

-

$45.39

$5.67

$22.50

$51.83

507

Lodging and Camping

511

Food and Bev

504

Rec Fees, rentals, equipment

$47.43

$42.88

$47.51

504

Other Events, entertainment

$2.67

$13.70

$13.91

410

Shopping – tourist

$1.44

$7.40

$26.12

411

Shopping – general

$1.21

$6.20

$21.87

418

Transportation within MN

$0.28

$1.42

$5.01

$58.70

$94.09

$211.65

TOTAL

Table 19: 2024 Projected Campground Visitor Spending Profile
NAICS
Code

Spending Category

Local Day User

Non-Local Day Users

508

Lodging and Camping

$7.50

$7.50

511

Food and Bev

$2.49

$15.59

504

Arts and Culture

$0.06

$1.68

410

Rec Fees, rentals, equipment

$0.06

$1.91

504

Sporting Events

$0.45

$1.57

504

Other Events, entertainment

$0.32

$3.03

410

Shopping – tourist

$0.26

$3.92

411

Shopping – general

$1.15

$5.83

418

Transportation within MN

$0.57

$4.60

504

Other

-

$0.78

$13.42

$46.97

TOTAL

Table 20: 2024 Projected Alpine Skier Visitor Spending Profile
IMPLAN
NAICS
CODE

Spending Category

Local Day

Non-Local Day

Overnight

511

Food and Beverage

$25.27

$46.58

$88.87

418

Gas

$6.36

$41.06

$76.42

411

General Merchandise

$4.23

$6.23

$21.03

508

Accommodations

-

-

$137.45

410

Equipment Rentals

$9.08

$10.40

$12.80

410

Snow School

$3.05

$3.05

$3.73

410

Lift Ticket

$36.97

$36.97

$84.14

504

Other

$1.45

$2.12

$2.38

TOTAL

$86.41

$146.41

$426.82

Table 21: 2024 Projected Nordic Skiing Visitor Spending Profile
NAICS
Code

Spending Category

Local User

Non-Local User

508

Lodging and Camping

$0.12

$30.79

511

Food and Bev

$3.09

$19.17

410

Rec Fees, rentals, equipment

$14.42

$15.10

504

Other Events, entertainment

$0.08

$0.69

411

Shopping – general

$0.20

$2.58

418

Transportation within MN

$3.23

$12.14

504

Other

$0.11

$0.17

$21.24

$80.64

TOTAL

PROJECTED RESULTS
The projected annual economic impact of 2024 visitation to Spirit Mountain, reflecting increases in visitation
and spending, is detailed in table 22. Visitation to the recreation area supports generates $25.84 million in
direct output and $14.06 million in secondary output in the State of Minnesota per year. Approximately
$6.78 million in federal taxes, state, and local taxes is generated each year by this economic activity. This
activity also supports 506 full-time-equivalent jobs each year.
Table 22: Projected Economic Impact Results
Alpine Skiing

Nordic Skiing

MTB Park

Camping

Adventure
Park

Total

137,618

10,500

12,000

16,600

106,580

283,218

Direct Impact

$18,871,000

$354,000

$1,095,000

$629,000

$4,890,000

$25,839,000

Secondary Impact

$10,224,000

$179,000

$601,000

$345,000

$2,713,000

$14,062,000

Tax Revenue

$5,400,000

$82,700

$321,500

$167,000

$1,365,000

$7,344,000

368

6

22

13

97

506

Visits

Jobs Supported

Table 23: Economic Impact Comparison Table
Existing

Projected

Percentage Change

201,025

283,218

41%

Direct Impact

$14,475,000

$25,839,000

79%

Secondary Impact

$7,959,000

$14,062,000

77%

Tax Revenue

$4,167,000

$7,344,000

76%

301

506

68%

Visits

Jobs Supported

